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LIFE OF JESUS DICTATED BY THE LORD HIMSELF

Foreword
This is an amazing, profound and extremely important book as it tells us of many things
we ignored about Jesus’ life and his teachings. It clarifies many obscure aspects of the
Gospels and shines new light on the Messiah’s mission on earth. Jesus tells us in this
book that his mission is not over and will only be completed when the Kingdom of God
is finally realized on earth.
The book was dictated by the Lord Himself in the 19th Century to a medium who we
know not her name, though we know it was a woman, she is only known as Medium X.
According to the Lord Jesus, a long chain of intermediaries had to be used so that he
might be able to dictate this book. His energy vibration is so great he cannot do it directly
as it would burn out, so to speak, the medium used to transmit His message, like a small
light bulb would burn out if subjected to a greater voltage than it was designed for. It is
also said that when Jesus came to the Earth it took him 1,000 years to diminish his energy
vibration in order to incarnate in a human body. As a grown man his face and body used
to bleed quite often without an apparent cause. It was, now we know, due to the extreme
spiritual energies he was subject to when in prayer or addressing the crowds that came to
listen to him.
The original book was written in French and was later translated to Italian, and that
version translated into Spanish. The Spanish translator was also a medium who received
the dictation of the second part in the 20th Century. His name was Ovidio Rebaudi, born
in Paraguay, but lived in Buenos Aires. At first he was reluctant to translate this book into
Spanish, because he himself had lost faith in Jesus, believing him to be a myth. But a
series of apparently unconnected occurrences happened which made him change his mind
and he set forth on the difficult task of translating the book. It seems he was a very
special person and highly spiritual indeed as he was then used by the Light Forces to
transmit the second part Jesus had in mind. He is referred to in the book as Medium XX.
I must warn all those who are attached to the traditional Christian beliefs that they will
find great discrepancies with those traditions. They shall read that Jesus had seven
brothers and sisters, that his father was a widower before he married Mary and had five
children from his previous marriage. His mother was a virgin before Jesus was conceived
by natural sexual intercourse, as “God will not violate His own laws,” and her body had
to be kept pure of karmic interferences in order to nourish Jesus in her womb. He also
tells in the book that he never performed any miracles, those were all exaggerations by
the Apostle John, and that he studied the Kabala. He also says that he made many
mistakes as all humans are prone to in the physical realm, and that he is not God. This
last statement is vehemently remarked by Jesus in the second part of the book. The laws
of karma are also addressed by Jesus here, where he remarks that we must reborn many
times in order to achieve our destiny. He tells us that our material world is ephemeral but
most importantly he transmits His message of Love and demands of us determination and
action in our spiritual commitments. He urges us to pray with our hands more than with
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our lips; to love each other over all. Jesus gives many proofs about the authenticity of his
words within the book. This book should be read carefully and slowly, meditating each
phrase and paragraph in order to fully grasp what the Lord Jesus is conveying to us.
The English translation:
The Spanish version is written in quite an old fashion language style that was in use more
accurately in the first half of the 20th Century. In that sense I have tried to maintain the
same style to keep the authenticity of the book intact. If I had tried to modernize it, it
would probably not seem as authentic as it really is. However, in many cases I have
followed Jesus’ own recommendation: “Keep the spirit of my words and not the words
themselves.”
I will not translate all the different forewords and articles of the Spanish version as it
would only distract the reader from the book’s most important part: Jesus’ own account
of his life.
I believe that the time has come for all men and women to know the Truth from Jesus
himself. Our human society is going through a turning point in history and a great change
from above is awaited with great hope by all those who have achieved a greater spiritual
awareness. This Great Change is imminent, I have no doubt about it. “The grain must be
set apart from the weed in order for the Kingdom of God to descend on Earth.”

Marcos Molina Baker
March 2009
Buenos Aires, Argentina
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LIFE OF JESUS DICTATED BY THE LORD HIMSELF

FIRST PART

TO THE MEDIUM X

CHAPTER I
Jesus speaks of his birth and of his family and begins to disclose his mission as the Messiah in the high
motivation of his soul. He speaks also of his first trips to Jerusalem and of his intervention in a dispute
between Wise-men in the Temple.

B

rothers of mine: listen to the story of my life on earth as the Messiah.
I was the eldest of seven siblings.
My father and my mother lived in a small house in Nazareth.
My father was a carpenter. I was twenty-three years old when he died.
I had to leave and traveled to Jerusalem sometime after my father’s death; there, in
contact with active and restless men, I delved in public matters.
The Romans ruled Jerusalem in the same way as all the other towns they had subjected.
Taxes were settled on people’s fortunes, but a Hebrew paid more than a pagan.
Men of State were called initiates, and the power of these men of State was manifested by
all kinds of pillaging.
The discontent convinced me that I should join them to the point that I forgot about my
own family. I trusted to strangers the task of fixing my father’s matters, and deaf to my
mother’s requests, listening and pronouncing my own speeches to enthuse popular
passions, I deprived myself of all family happiness and deducted all influence from my
brothers and sisters.
My coreligionists inspired me pity; this pity didn’t take long in transforming into a desire
to correct their mistakes: I began exalting myself more and more and God granted me
that supreme clarity that gives stability to faith, strengthens the will and nourishes the
spiritual energy.
My visions, if this name can be given to the internal happiness that accompanied me,
carried me away from my worldly occupations to trace me an Apostle’s life and prepare
me for the glory of martyrdom.
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Regarding the miracles that were attributed to me, dear brothers, not one of them is true ¹;
but let us reflect on the wisdom and the depth of the grace of God. All destinations
honored with a mission, need to be encouraged by God Himself, and the angels with their
purity cover man’s fragility with a protective shield.
God tosses the seed of His inspiration in the present, and this seed will bare its fruit in the
future. The Father’s purpose dreams the happiness of all his children, and the Messiah is
sent by the Father, to uphold his children in the midst of present and future dangers.
Reason acknowledges a God that comes down the steps of his power, to pity the wrong
doings of its creatures; but which could not admit a God that favored some forgetting the
others, but He must deny the divine honors when these honors have not been settled for
all and have not been explained by heavenly justice, of which thou already have the
descriptions.
The grace of God always has, as a pretext, the Supreme Being’s purpose over all, and the
Messiahs are nothing else but instruments in the hands of God.
Let us leave, then, the wonderful stories, the worthless stories built around my person and
let us honor the light that God allows to shine today, by means of my individuality’s
austere expression and my mission’s luminous development.
My birth was the outcome of the marriage between Joseph and Mary. Joseph was a
widower and the father of five children when he married Mary. These children passed
before posterity as my cousins. Mary was daughter of Joaquin and Ana, from Jericho, and
had just one brother called James, two years younger than her.
I was born in Bethlehem. My father and my mother had made this trip, without a doubt,
for private matters and for pleasure, in order to strengthen business relationships and also
to tighten friendships; there is the true story.
¹ – Those who are familiar with the medium phenomena will easily realize the meaning
of what the author means. (Translator’s note)

My first years elapsed as those of all children of accomplished artisans, and nothing did
they offer as indication to the greatness of my future destiny.
I was of a shy character and limited intelligence, shy as every child educated with
severity and of limited intellectual abilities as all those, whose intellectual development is
neglected. I was a harmless Being for my family, an orphan of any worthy qualities, from
which ensued the first annoyances of my existence and also the first honors that I paid to
God. Weak and pusillanimous before my parents, strong and brave before the great figure
of God, the boy in me disappeared during my prayers leaving his place to the Spirit,
ardent and ready for the sacrifice to come.
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I appealed to God with flares of love and rested in the arms of the unknown, from the
double fatigue imposed on my weak body and my rebellious Spirit.
From the multiplicity of my devotional practices a painful confusion resulted, that
increasingly convinced me, of the nakedness of my intellectual abilities.
It was the inhabitants’ from Nazareth and of the other small cities of the Judea tradition,
to head toward Jerusalem a few days before Easter, which used to take place in the month
of March. All kinds of preparations were made, as evidence of the importance that was
attributed to such a celebration. Heaps of cloths were sold on this occasion and diverse
purchases were combined to bring something back from the great city. During this year in
which I was twelve years of age, I also had to participate of my family’s annual trip
together with the first-born of my consanguineous siblings. My mother, my brothers and
sisters and I left with a woman called Mary; my father promised to join us two days later.
When we arrived in Jerusalem, my impressions were of happiness, and my mother was
able to observe the pleasant change that had resulted in me. We stayed at a friend’s of my
father’s home. My brother, who was then twenty-two years old, deserves a special
mention here. My father had always manifested the most sparkling affection toward this
son, and jealousness oppressed my heart whenever I forgot to repress that shameful
passion that almost took possession of me.
I had been deprived of the happiness of childhood due to this paternal predilection. My
mother perceived some of my sufferings, but the cares that a big family demanded
prevented my father from thoroughly studying each one of its members.
My father was a severe but honest man, with a violent and overbearing nature. My
mother’s sweetness dismantled him, but his children gave much work to this poor father
who could not tolerate the smallest contradiction with patience and his son Jesus’
inabilities irritated him so much as much as the others’ misbehavior.
My elder brother’s kindness had the effect of demolishing my previous dissatisfactions,
motivated by the difference with which our father treated us, and the kindhearted Mary,
my mother, was happy appreciating our intimacy. The similarity of preferences and of
ideas united us more than what could be seen at first sight, and if it had not been for my
religious concerns, I would have better understood, the happiness of our harmonious
relationship.
Once we were alone, my brother asked me in regards to the impressions that I had
received that day and soon after sought to examine my thoughts as usual.
This time the conversation with my brother caused a very bad effect on me because of my
reserved character and because of the abuse of my devotion which made me forget my
family duties.
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My brother went to bed irritated with me and on the following day I asked him to forget
the negligence of my small duties for the sake of my soul’s higher aspirations. My
brother made a movement of pity and thick tears rolled down his cheeks…
……………………………………………………………………………………………..

I won’t say more about my brother, who died a little time later, after this incident; but this
moving memory, is of use here so the reader can acquire a fair idea of my aptitudes, and
is able to judge in a better way about things that otherwise he would find incredible, if he
is not already prepared by the elements in agreement with God’s designs.
During the day a few visitors arrived, among which was Joseph of Arimathea. He, as a
friend of my father’s, soon felt comfortable enough with us. Rich, aristocratic and a
Hebrew, Joseph was for these reasons in relationship as much with the rich as with the
poor and the oppressed of the Jewish religion.
He told us about the traditions in Jerusalem, of the chosen society, of the sufferings of the
Hebrews, and the sweetness and sincerity of his language were such that nobody could
have suspected the differences of our social condition. He woke up my mother’s
enthusiasm toward the education of my intelligence and he interrogated me about my
aptitudes and my habitual duties. The fantasy of my religious practices made him smile
and he found that my intelligence was all in all quite sluggish.
“Be more restrained in thou devotional practices, my son, and increase thy knowledge to
convert thouself into a good defender of our religion. Practice virtue without ostentation,
as well as without weakness, without fanaticism and without cowardice. Hurtle ignorance
far from thee; beautify thou Spirit such as the God of Israel demands, to understand his
deeds and to value his mercy. I will speak with thy father, my son, I would like him to
send thee every year here during a brief time to study the laws of trade and the laws of
God.”
From the first conversation between Joseph of Arimathea and Jesus of Nazareth thou see
now, children of mine, how Jesus could be educated in spite of remaining a modest
carpenter.
Men of the kind of Joseph of Arimathea’s heave the seed and God allows this seed to
give fruit. Men like Joseph of Arimathea, reveal God’s Providence and these kinds of
miracles happen today as they happened in my times.
I went to the Temple in Jerusalem for the first time during the grand Saturday’s vigil
(Easter celebration) taking with me a woman called Lia, a Jerusalem dealer’s widow.
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We were both positioned toward the western side of the Temple. Silence there was only
interrupted by the murmur of many wise-men who were in charge of the recently
promulgated decrees and of the arrests that had taken place on account of them.
I was praying in my habitual position, with my face between my hands and on my knees.
Little by little the voices that interrupted the silence of the temple also interrupted my
prayers and generated within my Spirit the desire to listen to them
As I was in the shadows I believed it possible to get closer without Lia being aware of it.
I got up on a bench hiding myself as much as possible. The wise-men were having a
discussion; some in order to be able to lecture in favor of the Israelis imprisoned during
the previous day’s meeting; the others advising not to get involved. I came much closer to
the sacred speakers; they saw me and I heard these words:
“Set thou attention on this boy, he listens to us perhaps to allow us come to an agreement.
God sometimes sends children the gift of wisdom in discussions that surpass the
intelligence of their age.”
I got up on the tip of my toes to better observe the man who had pronounced these words.
He approached me saying:
“The mother who raised thee, has taught thee that God loves us all, has she not? And thou
associate this knowledge of the love of God toward his children, with the knowledge of
the love of the children between them; so then, what would thy say of rich, free children,
full of health whose siblings were in poverty, in abandonment, weakened by illness and
slaves in a prison?”
To these men in abundance, I answered without hesitating, I would shout at them: “Go,
brothers, go and help thine brothers, God commands thee and thou courage shall be
blessed!”
I saw that he who had spoken smiled to me and said: “God has spoken through thou
mouth, my son,” stretching out his hand at the same time that I pressed them between
mine, trembling with emotion. At once I went to meet with my partner who had been
observing me right from the beginning of this scene. She asked me: do me the favor, boy,
of also educating me about what God means with these words:
“Children will have to listen without judgment and grow up before seeking to rise to the
dangerous condition of moral makers and advice givers.”
I answered: Thou God, Lia, is a tyrant. Mine honors freedom of thought and of speech.
The weakness of slaves constitutes the strength of their patrons and childhood readies us
for youth.”
I read in the eyes of Lia her surprise full of satisfaction; we then returned.
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With Joseph of Arimathea who was at home, I sustained a conversation so out of the
ordinary through my generally not very demonstrative lips that my mother asked Lia
what she had given me to drink on the road.
“Thy son, dear Mary, is destined to great things, answered Lia. I’ll say it in front of him:
Thou are a venturous mother and thine heart is blessed.”
I felt elevated in hearing this prediction and I found my life under the influence of God’s
designs more than ever.
Woman of Jerusalem, the poor boy who followed thee to the Lord’s Temple that day
blesses thee even today!
The following morning we returned to the Temple. The crowd was huge and we found it
difficult to cross the atrium. Finally I found a place and I began observing with stupor all
that surrounded me.
The light penetrated through the openings that had been made on purpose at the points of
juncture of the walls with the building’s dome. All those openings were covered with cut
up branches, so that the light was intercepted and was weak, it was then replaced with
rays of light delivered by gigantic brass contraptions.
During the inspection that I made of all things there, I discovered the wise-man who had
interrogated me the day before. My mother asked me at that moment the reason of my
distraction and I gave her this guilty answer:
“Mother of mine, continue with thine prayers and do not worry about what I do. There is
nothing in common between thee and me.”
I pronounced this sanction and this insolence because of the state of exaltation of my
Spirit, motivated by what had happened previously, in view of my future superiority, and
I understood so little of my mistake that soon after I focused my attention on other
particulars. A wise-man spoke of God’s Justice and I compared this man with angel
Rafael who had once come down to earth, to make the listeners understand the divine
word.
I truly believed in the divine word when he shouted:
“The Divine Justice is thou strength against thine oppressors, oh people! She dazzles
thine eyes, she appears before thee when thou contemplate the sunset, when thy spirit
rebels before the cruelties of thine owners! This sun does not hide, this martyr does not
die, oh men! He will glow and proclaim somewhere else God’s Justice.”
I listened to these teachings with a feverish hunger. Finally the light shone in my Spirit…
I could see, oh, my God, thine ministries glow before me, I read in thy sacred book and I
understood the magnificence of thou eternal justice! – It built in my mind radiant
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concepts, enlightened me of the divine clarities, fashioned meaningless, but generous
projects; I wanted to follow this Sun and those martyrs to the
unknown!…………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………. I returned to myself at my mother’s call.
I looked at her for an instant with the distrust of a soul that doesn’t dare to open up,
because it knows that enthusiasm, as heat, disappears in contact with the cold.
“Our Celestial Father, I said to her finally, hurls in my Spirit the germ of my positive and
strong ideas. He drives my heart; in his hands rests the thread of my own will; he directs
toward me the wisdom of his designs; he takes possession of all the moments of my life;
he has destined me for great things… In a word, mother of mine, withdraw, go and do
thine own duties; leave thy son to his Father that is in Heaven.”
“Be quiet!, my mother said. – Someone has heated up thou head, poor boy! – I tell thee
that God doesn’t need thee… Come on, come on!”
My mother had to appeal to my father’s intervention to take me home.
The following day we returned to Nazareth, leaving Jerusalem behind.
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CHAPTER II
The Master points out the expression of his freedom of conscience, his dependence of his parents is
terminated in such a sense. He refers to his studies and his admission to the Kabala, introduced by Joseph
of Arimathea.

F

REE of my paternal submission, by the testimony of my freedom of conscience, I
placed myself outside the law of filial appreciation and I took the lead of my young
brothers and sisters in order to guide them to the absolute faith that I felt myself
penetrated by. I spoke to them of the divine flames and my zeal did not come to
less in spite of the little attention that they lent me, and my father's scornful silence.
A whole year went by. Tired of my little ability for manual work, my father finally
consented to send me to Jerusalem. It was convened that I would study there during a few
months and that upon my return to Nazareth, with a more reasonable attitude then, my
father would be motivated to let me continue my education throughout the following
years.
I received this news with enthusiasm. My mother cried when she hugged me; she was
under the double impression of my happiness and of our first separation.
I traveled with her and soon we found a place at a carpenter’s home where I would be
trained in my father's profession and I would be granted time off under the sponsorship of
Joseph of Arimathea.
I began studying philosophy with precise ideas about the soul’s immortality. My notions
of history were weak and I found it difficult to settle my Spirit on the path of abstract
science. Astronomy caught my attention because of the marvels that unwrapped before
my eyes, but the view of these marvels moved me away from the curiosity of the
experiments, persuaded as I was of the inadequacy of the theory.
The Romans and the Hebrews alike, had hardly any notions of Egyptian astronomy; but,
in warring countries and in those conquered by them, there is little progress in science.
I practiced the observation of the Mosaic laws with scrupulous accuracy and the fantasies
of my imagination ceased when confronted with the sacred dogma. But little by little
strong tendencies toward a higher spiritualism made me yearn for the great
manifestations of the soul with the soul at home in the vast horizon of the universal
alliances. Devoured by a huge desire of discoveries that shrouded all my abilities and the
painful desire for the unknown that tormented my dreams and saddened my thoughts of
solitude, I requested, I even begged Joseph of Arimathea to explain the mysteries of the
Kabala to me, also called the science of the Spirits.
I had heard people speak about this science as a reef for the intelligence, and I had been
assured that all those who openly practiced it were object of pity if not of scorn.
But I also knew that many men of high social standing, only despised the science of the
Spirits as a respectful human attitude toward the general opinion, opinion that was based
on religious scruples kept alive by the priests.
Joseph was not happy with my curiosity. The Kabala, according to him, was only good to
produce confusion, restlessness, the seed of revolt for weak Spirits.
And how would I be able to, so young, distinguish the grain from the weed, if most men
strayed away from the law-abiding road by a false appreciation of this science and fateful
advice delivered with nimbleness and for bad purposes?
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I insisted many times on the same subject until convinced by my persistence, or
illuminated perhaps by a sudden vision, Joseph consented in introducing me to the
science of the Spirits.
"The Kabala, Joseph told me, comes from the times of Moses, ¹ and after Moses,
who forged relationships with the Spirits, but who used to give a theatrical
expression to these relationships, the Kabala has been always useful to eminently
gifted men to place in the midst of humanity the beautiful demonstrations
originated in the likeness of its souls with the wandering souls in God’s Heaven.
¹ There is proof of this in many passages of the Bible. As for Jesus, the Kabala could have served as a
motivation to wake up the psychic aptitudes in him, which without a doubt he came exceptionally gifted
with. The first Christians it is certain, practiced it during their daily meetings, which must be owed to the
Apostles’ teachings.

"The Kabala comes from the times of Moses, for us who see nothing beyond
Moses, but the Kabala must be as old as the world. It is an expression of God’s
personality which confers resonance to space and approaches the infinite.
"It comprises such a great and honorable law for the Spirit that the Spirit itself
defines it as an aberration, when its aptitudes don't encourage it to study it, or
receives all kinds of setbacks and afflictions if it studies it without comprehending
its usefulness and its purpose.
"Those men who speak to God without being aware of God’s majesty, only obtain
from the prayer a dry fruit, which their imagination presents to them as a flavorful
fruit.
"But the bitterness is soon experienced; in this way the dryness of the soul is
explained, as the isolation of the Spirit, and the poverty of the devotion.
"In the science of spiritual communications, the Spirit that strays away from the
fundamental principle of this knowledge, obtains nothing truthful or useful. It
might reach out to high personalities, but is answered by mediocre intelligences
and walks as a blind man, slowing down enormously with the unevenness of the
road.
"The fundamental principle of the kabalistic science resides completely in the
self-denial of the Spirit and in the freedom of its thought in regards to all the
previously acquired religious notions during its state of human dependence."
I promised Joseph much prudence and respect in the study of this religion, of which my
soul and my Spirit were in love, with the fanaticism of the great aspirations.
Joseph listened to me with the premonition of my predestination to God’s honors (he
admitted this later to me) so great was the excitement in my words and such was the
unction of my gratitude. Two days after this conversation, Joseph invited me to a meeting
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with men almost all of mature age. They were nearly thirty and they seemed not surprised
about our arrival. ¹ We placed ourselves all near the speaker.
¹ I perceived that we were expected.

The kabalistic sessions began with a speech. During it, an exordium was made, with the
enumeration of the reasons that imposed a surveillance, in order for only those neophytes
who the oldest members could respond for, were admitted to the assembly. Therefore a
recently accepted member was not entitled to present a novice. Many years of affiliation
were necessary to earn a patronage, but this patronage never raised oppositions.
The younger youths, less than twenty-five years of age, were excluded, the same was
with the women; but the exceptions, which happened quite often, made this disposition
illusory.
I was one of those exceptions. Many other men arrived after us. Silence was made, and
soon after the doors were closed.
The speaker expressed the special character of those meetings among a population that
should be feared for its ignorance and deceived in order to work for its own freedom. He
immediately referred to the conservation principles, as I have already mentioned, and he
paid homage to my admission to the fraternal sanctuary, directing me some affectionate
words of recommendation.
All this, excluding what referred to me, was repeated at every session and took little time.
We had a beautiful discussion soon after, regarding the spiritual light and the means to
transform it into an active messenger of the Supreme Spirit’s desires.
Supreme Spirit! - These words made all heads tilt forward and when the eloquent voice
stopped, a magnetic stir exhibited a deep adoration. Some questions gave place to wise
and fine answers. Magnificent pages were studied, they were explained and apparent
contradictions and fleeting doubts were dismissed. Some profound descriptions deposited
beautiful seeds in the novices’ Spirits, and the intensity of fraternal love of all the hearts
present was manifested with a long invocation to the Divine Spirit.
This session left my soul extremely desirous of the happiness that comes from God and
my Spirit in a deep emotion for deserving this happiness.
We did not pronounce a single word until we arrived home. Until tomorrow, Joseph said
to me, waving goodbye.
On the following day Joseph directed my first practices ¹ and was satisfied by the results.
My return to Nazareth offered a truce to the tasks of my Spirit.
During the period that began with my fifteenth birthday, until my father's death, I
remained most of the time in Jerusalem.
Distinguished by his honesty and having kept all his children on the right path of modesty
and honor, Joseph died surrounded by general esteem and the affection of his family. I
was, as I said at the beginning of this story, twenty-three years old, and I return here to
the string of details interrupted by the account of my first years.
Joseph of Arimathea took me in as his son when, far from my family, I went to ask him
for shelter and protection. He helped me obtain my mother's forgiveness. My mother not
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only forgave me but also gave me permission to follow my inclinations and an
independent life.
As the Light from Above intensely penetrated my Spirit, the Spirit was increasingly
invaded by the aversion toward the dominant social institutions. It surely recognized
human depravity, but it also considered the unfortunate condition of mankind and
directed my thoughts toward the future that I dreamt of, combining them with theirs and
my Father’s affection. My presence at a wise-men’s assembly was favorably welcomed
and I placed myself from then on as a visible sacred speaker. Protected by my old
conspiracy partners, I devoted myself to the study of the men of government and the
events in Jerusalem.
At my home in Jerusalem I set my thoughts upon my future deeds and I looked for the
prestige of the poor classes rebelling against the rich, the powerful and the arbitrary laws.
But my work was not political in nature, or a participation of the rebellious purposes of
these people, since I had offered my life to God to save mankind. My passionate heart
made me forget the difficulties and, often, with a face full of tears, with spread out arms
toward an invisible object, I was found in a position that seemed critical to my own
reason.

¹ It can clearly be seen here that Jesus is referring us to his psychic practices, because, although he was
under intuitive communication with another physical plane, it is certain that he learned this way of
communication in the Kabala.

My friends would humiliate me then with such demonstrations and sarcasms that I retired
to ask for God’s forgiveness because of my raptures, accusing myself of arrogant desires.
The populations of the Judea represented the world for me, which was reason enough for
the amusement of the confidants of my deliriums, and the reservation that I imposed
myself before their jeers, astonished them even more. Posterity has not revealed my life
in Jerusalem; it has ignored the phases of my existence and was not moved but by my
preaching and my death.
But with this preaching it should have been understood that it had been meditated, as well
as my death had been foreseen as a crown to my actions long before I had been crossed
out as a revolutionary and been accused vehemently of arrogance by those who
surrounded me. How could I have accepted my mission and my sacrifice if I had not
penetrated the knowledge of the intimacies of all things?
I repeat, because the light of God penetrated me, it hid from me the difficulties that arose
in the human world and did not allow me to see but the end of my mission, which was to
direct the Earth on the way to prosperity and love. Elevating my personality, but
attributing this elevation to God, yearning for popularity, but resolved to use it
exclusively for the benefit of the others, evaluating with a gaze full of light that the study
of the laws and of those times had given me, the danger of death that I had to challenge
and the thorny paths that I would have to cross, I had arrived to the deep conviction of the
effectiveness of my means.
Democratic by inclination more than for political reasons, defender of the poor with the
single idea of guiding them toward the transfigured image of the future and scorning all
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temporary possessions because I saw in them the destruction of the spiritual aptitudes, I
still put in practice with people close to me, the rigorous observance of the precepts that I
had the intention of establishing as the principles of a powerful and absolute morality.
I mined the foundations of the walls of the flesh, swearing before God to respect the
Spirit in expense of the body and of sacrificing the tendencies of the material world in the
face of the delicacy of the soul, remaining as the sole owner of myself amid the violence
of the carnal passions and rising toward higher regions pure of all sensual human love;
escaping from joyful people's company in leisure time and approaching the relaxations
and miseries to transform them into repentances and hopes; turning off within myself all
feelings of pride and enlightening men in the love of God; adding to the morals preached
by elected Spirits the fraternal morals preached by an obscure son of artisans; blending
practice with theory, living a life of poverty and privations; dying, in short, free of human
ties and crowned by the divine love……………………………..
…………………………………………………………………………………………….
"With thine powerful hand, oh my God, thou have directed my deeds and my
will, since thy Servant was not more than an instrument and purity honored
the Messiah's Spirit before this Spirit found itself amalgamated with the
human nature of Jesus' personality."
Brothers, the Messiah had lived as a man on Earth and the New man had surrendered his
place to the man penetrated of celestial greatness, when the Spirit was honored by God’s
gaze to be dispatched as correspondent and mediator.
The Messiah had already lived on Earth because the Messiahs never come as mediators to
a world they have not previously inhabited.
The greatness of the new light, of the law that I have brought by divine inspiration, is all
contained in our sacrifices and in our reciprocal love that fraternally elevate us toward a
universal communion and to the peace of the Lord our Father. My sacrifice was of love in
its utmost expression, love toward inspired men by God and the love of God that upholds
the Spirit in its human weaknesses.
Brothers: Jesus' sadness in the olive orchard and Jesus' agony on the cross were blended
with strength and weakness. But the Father's love leaned unto Jesus' sadness and he
raised and said to his Apostles:
"MY TIME HAS COME"
The perspiration of blood and the long tortures had diminished the paternal love; but the
Father's affection revived the dying heart, and Jesus pronounced these words:
"FORGIVE THEM, FATHER, FOR THEY DO NOT KNOW WHAT THEY ARE
DOING. MAY THOU WILL BE DONE; TO THINE HANDS I COMMEND MY
SOUL."
I repeat, brothers, the purity of Spirit was in the Messiah's nature, before he was among
thee as Messiah. I also repeat that God tosses the seed at one time so that it gives fruit in
another and the Messiahs are not more than instruments of divine mercy.
The word of God is eternal, it says:
"All men will come to be wise and strong for the love of their Father."
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The word of God is eternal, it says:
"Love each other and each one overall."
It says:
"The higher Spirit is embarrassed, when participating of infantile amusements in the
material world."
"Penetrated of the greatness of the future, it honors that future and devours the obstacles
that are in opposition to its freedom."
"All humanities are sisters: all members of these humanities are brothers and the Earth
contains only corpses."
"The true homeland of the Spirit is splendidly decorated by the divine beauties and by the
clear horizons of the infinite."
Brothers: God is thou Father as he is mine; but in the florid city where the Messiahs meet
and embrace, the title of Son's of God belongs to us by law. Call me then, Son of God
always, and have me as a Messiah sent to the Earth for the happiness of his brothers and
the glory of his Father. Lighten up with the light that I cause to shine before thine eyes.
Comfort each other, forgive thine enemies and pray with a new heart, free of all stain, of
all shame for this baptism of the word of God that I communicate to thou Spirit. The
Messiah has been sent in thine help again, do not ignore him and work to participate of
his glory. Listen to the word of God and put it into practice. The divine mercy calls upon
thee, discover the truth with courage and set out to the conquest of freedom by means of
the science of spirituality.
Discard the dangerous apathy of the soul to aspire to the delicious harmonies of divine
thinking and take from the book that I am dictating to thee the principles of a new and
pure life. Do good even to thine enemies and progress with strong steps on the way to
virtue and true honor. Virtue battles bad inclinations and true honor sacrifices all
prerogatives of the ego for the peace and happiness of the sister soul.
Brothers, I bless thee; giving end now to the second chapter.
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CHAPTER III
Jesus’ apostolate in Damascus, where he is received and admired as a prophet. From Damascus he traveled
to Tyre. Teaching righteousness in those cities and other points where he went, with his wisdom and his
unique advice. He also speaks of John the Baptist.

B

ROTHERS OF MINE: My stay in Jerusalem during six consecutive years
illustrates the preparations of my mission.
I left Jerusalem when I was twenty-nine to make myself known by the
surrounding populations. My first exploration in Nazareth was not crowned with success.
From there I went to Damascus where I was highly welcomed. A great distance from
Jerusalem seemed necessary to turn the attention of the priests and agitators of this city
away from me. The priests had already begun to notice too much about me; the agitators
had known me for a long time and I had to avoid any persecutions at that moment and
shun all participations in popular upheavals.
In Damascus I was not subjected to disapprovals from the government authorities or from
any disaccording elements which often infiltrate the masses, and neither from the
indifference of my listeners. Praised and feared by most as a prophet, righteousness there
spread out partly thanks to my general instructions and partly thanks to my advice for
personal application in the situations I was consulted for.
I abandoned that city in the middle of summer and I sought out to visit other populations.

¹
I first of all studied the religion and customs of the inhabitants and convinced myself that
the pagan religion, professed by the state, had few true devotees. The men, dedicated to
trade, were not at all scrupulous in religious matters. The women, ignorant and dominated
by a foolish attachment to their bodies, sank their existence in the sad and degrading
slavery of luxury and of moral degradation. The priests taught the plurality of the gods.
Various sages preached sophisms, indoctrinating people with the existence of a superior
Divinity that had other lower and inferior ones under its control. Some of Pythagoras’
pupils humiliated human nature into the future, condemning it to an animal’s body. Some
honored the Earth as the only world and others understood the splendor of a Universe
inhabited with many worlds. There were those who wandered in a field of suppositions
and who taught moral behavior basing it on the soul’s immortality and whose divine
origin they believed in. There were, unfortunately, men fatally condemned to human
brutalization, making predictions and issuing oracles. There were, in short, men who
adored the sun as the king of nature and the benefactor of all that exists.
Wanting to deny most of these beliefs, I limited myself at the beginning, to teach the
adoration of a single God and the obeisance of the fraternal duties. But, thanks to the
protectors that I could surround myself with among those interested in shaking the power
of the priests, soon I was under very good conditions to teach the doctrine of the future
life.
Imbued with God’s high protection, my words acquired the strength of my conviction.
Poor and far from my homeland, I was required by men of good will, and the women, the
children and the old people disputed the honor of serving and conversing with me.
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One day, in which the heat had been suffocating, I was sitting, after sunset, in front of a
house in which I had been resting. Dense clouds ran toward the west; a big storm was
coming up and people that were late passed hurrying to reach their homes.

¹ Tyre. (The name of the city was requested by the medium)
As usual, I was surrounded by women and children, and the men, a little further away,
waited for the rain, which with some drops was already falling, to force me to enter the
house. Nature in struggle with the elements presented before my Spirit the following
observation:
"God’s compassion is manifested in all that exists and men will have to appreciate the
duties that are imposed on them as Lords of the Earth that they bestow on themselves,
taking advantage of the lessons that are provided to them by the Lord of the Universe.
"Feel imbued, my brothers, with the tempest that rises in thou hearts when the passions
invade it, comparing it with the efforts of the tempest that is now readying itself.
"The same phenomena are evidenced here. The sovereign hand of God is the distributor
of the gifts of the warning, as well as the witness of the reproaches.
"The tempest will burst out very soon. Where are the birds of the sky and the insects of
the earth? – Covered from the storm, of which the Divine Providence has prevented them.
"Oh of the imprudent and proud ones who have neglected the warning to fall asleep in
their laziness and to challenge the laws of destruction! They will be swept afar by the
blow of the hurricane.
"The tempest that arises in thou hearts, my brothers, is announced with the practice of
illicit or degrading pleasures for thy Spirits. Where are the weak or the proud men after
the respite of their passions? – At the damned place in which the sadness of the Spirit is
an expiation of their madness.
"The serenity of the sky, brothers, is the image of thine souls, when they are free of the
evil concerns of life. The hurricane followed by the sweet harmony of the elements is that
of the man who has conquered his passions.
"Brothers, the hurricane shudders as it threatens …but let us bless the Divine Providence!
- The birds of the sky are under cover. The passions call for thee, the hurricane is close,
the tempest is readying itself, but thou are warned and shall come out victorious."

The voice of a young girl answered to my voice:
"Be blessed, Jesus the prophet, thee who demonstrate the kindness of God
and who spills out sweetness and hope in our hearts."
The friendliness of my conversations allowed these forms of admiration, and at the same
time it often favored, personal inquiries.
An instant later the hurricane was in all its uproar.
I have clear memories of my emotions in that city so different from the ones I visited
later, and there are no examples of the dangers that only with skill I avoided there.
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Everywhere the Son of God Messiah, announced himself with severe words, for the rich
and the powerful; everywhere the Son of God was insulted and rejected by those he
accused; but Jesus' cautions and patience rewarded him with the people’s love without
reticence and the support of the great ones.
Jesus' acuity was put at stake in that famous city of mundane enjoyments, the center of all
pleasures and of the wildest luxury, the part of the world most exercised in transactions,
rate exchanges, and other meticulous commercial details. Jesus never deployed so much
ability and made so many friends as in Tyre. Never was the Apostle so deeply regarded
as by those pagans of frivolous Spirit and submerged in the customs of such a cheerful
and sweet existence.
Jesus' sadness, humanly speaking, comes from the day he abandoned the distant cities to
visit only the Hebrew populations, always obstinate in denying and calumniating him.
Few are the men who have the courage to accept any opinions that collide with those of
the majority. Most Hebrews believed that the authority of the dogma rested on the
authority of God and that to preach God’s majesty, in spite of the ties that the ignorance
of the barbaric peoples had provided them with, was to profane the established cult,
experiencing human modifications disapproved by God, author of the same cult.
After the purification of my earthly life and the road traversed toward the spiritual
honors, I resort here with happiness to the narration of this life of mine when my
memories are already free of all human ingratitude and I am able to participate, in a wider
way, of the faults of all Beings, when I rest on the affection of some among them.
Let us move away, then, brothers, from what separates me from the days that I spent in
that city, let my soul still be happy with the multitude that surrounded me with such
respectful affection and let us not mention the painful events that began to develop with
my exit of that city.
From now on thou will find me as an Apostle in this story, preaching the Kingdom of
God, as the shepherd that gathers his flock, the teacher that catechizes his students. In that
city, I was on the other hand, the friend, the brother, the blessed and comforting prophet.
The rich as well as the poor, the idlers as the workers, came to me and filled me with
love.
Let us remain there for a moment, brothers, and listen to the painful circumstances of a
youth’s death.
I did not resuscitate her, but I did spring into the souls of those who shed tears, faith in
her resurrection and the hope of gathering with her again in the future. I comforted the
father and the mother, compelling them to understand the madness of crying for a human
life before the magnificence of the spiritual life. I inculcated in all those who were
present the idea of the meaning of God’s predilection for the Spirits that he calls for in
their childhood or adolescence of this painful station of our destination. My friends were
avid listeners of my revelations about human nature and death, mainly in this case which
left in their souls such a painful impression that to demolish it, surrounding it with a halo
of light, was like throwing a flame in the middle of the thickest darkness and making a
cadaver move. It is not always convenient to call the attention of those with burning
imaginations and uneasy characters on a specific point, except when this point adopts
enormous proportions, due to the actuality of events. I used to choose my examples from
contemporary facts and my speeches were never prepared in advance for those men, easy
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to motivate, but difficult to dominate with the attraction of a science deprived of the
excitement of the senses.
When this girl's death was already close, the father came to look for me in the middle of
the multitude and dragged me to his house.
The coldness of death already invaded the extremities and nature had abandoned all its
struggles. Her haggard face revealed a deep malady and her eyes did not gaze... life was
retiring little by little. The silence of the mortuary room was only interrupted by the
wailings among whose desolate murmur, were the young girl's last sighs. I approached
the dead girl then, and touching her forehead with my hand, I called out three times with
the voice of an inspired one. In this evocation I hadn’t the slightest intention of calling
her back to life. Those present were not victims of a guilty machination since my acts
could not mean anything else to their eyes but efforts to convince them of the spiritual
life. I soon turned toward the father with the happiness of a Divine Messenger:
"Thou daughter has not died, I told him. She awaits for thee at the homeland of
the Spirits and the calm hope of her soul still irradiates in the way of this warm
face by the soul’s connection. She has experienced at this time the effect of the
relentless laws of nature, but the divine power has revived her and raises the veil
that hid the horizon from thee.
Oh, Father, console thouself! – The joy floods in all around me, the light
overwhelms me, the sweetness of peace envelops me and God smiles at me.
Father! - The grasslands are garlanded with flowers, the Sun’s splendor bends and
withers them, but the dew revives them and the night returns their freshness.
Father! - Thou daughter withered with the suns of the earth, but the dew of the
Lord transformed her and the night of death returns her to thee, brilliant and
strong.
Father! - The same happiness will be granted to thee if thy repeat and thou
practice my mother's teachings. Thou are the poor recipient of the regretful days;
I, on the other hand, am among the privileged of the Lord, since I did not deserve
to suffer any further as God’s Providence distributes to each one the hardships and
the happiness according to his merits."
The unhappy mother was kneeling in the darkest part of the room. Members of the family
surrounded her and when I approached her they moved away.
"Woman, get up! I said to her with authority. Thou daughter is full of life and she
calls upon thee.
"Do not believe these priests who speak to thee of separation and of slavery, of
dark nights and of shadows. The light is, until the end of time, wherever the
untainted youth crowned with filial affection, arrives from.
Freedom is in death. Thou daughter is free, great, happy. She will follow thee
closely in life to give thee faith and hope. She will deliver the most appropriate
words to thy heart for thou to impart them with warmth, she will deliver the
reunion and the sweet embrace of the souls to thou own soul. She will show thee
the real God and thou will walk guided by the light of immortality.
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Men, thee who are listening to me, all of thee who call upon death in the midst of
adversity and who forget it in middle of the pleasures of the earthly profits,
approach this cadaver, the Spirit that enlivens it will bend its head toward thine
and the consolation, the power and the hope will descend upon thee.
Father and mother, reveal thou daughter's happiness elevating honors to Jesus'
God: God, my dear Father, remit to this father and this mother the proof of thou
power and thy love."
All the stares were on the dead girl and the poor mother had come forward so as to obtain
an answer from those lips already and forever closed... The last declining sunrays
reflected on the funeral bed and the colorless flesh made the dead one appear still with
life under those fleeting rays. The blond hair in ringlets formed a frame around the girl's
face and the heat of the atmosphere made that curly and humid hair look brilliant and
shaken, before the dead body. The painful emotion of the present had turned into ecstasy.
They demanded the real life in contrast to the apparent death and the greatness of the
show heated their already feverish imaginations; my words were like electric wires and
the crowd that filled the room fell to their knees shouting: Miracle!
They had seen the dead girl open her eyes and smile to the mother.
They had seen her hair shake with the movement of her head and, rationality, succumbing
in its struggle with the passion of wonders; enlarged my personality in a moment with
intense manifestations of admiration.
The miracle of the youth's sudden resurrection was determined by the spontaneity of the
enthusiasm, and the prophet, taken to victory, believed in God’s desire when he denied
not the source of his next successes.
I could from that day speak with so much authority that the priests finally felt the effect
and I decided to leave.
………………………………………………………………………………………..
Let us begin, brothers, with the preparation of my first interview with John, called The
Loner by his contemporaries and that the men of the future transformed into a baptizer.
John's appearances were really those of a baptizer, since he also baptized me in the
waters of the river Jordan, as the historians tell.
I have to clarify some facts that have remained obscure because of the mistakes of the
first corrupters of the truth.
John, was son of Anne, daughter of Zachary and of Facegah, an inhabitant of the city of
Jaffa. ¹ He was the "Great Spirit," the solitary compassionate man who was distinguished
with general affection, and men were right in making of him a Saint, because this word
summarizes perfection for them. He preached the baptism of penitence and the ablution
of the souls in the spiritual waters. He had reached the apex of Divine Science and
suffered because of the weakness of the men that surrounded him. He had nothing of a
fanatic and the severity toward himself keeps him safe of the reproaches that could be
made to him for the severity of his speeches. The burning faith that devoured him
conveyed to all his images the appearance of reality and remained isolated from the
pleasures of the century whose dishonors he analyzed with passion. The overabundance
of his expression, his skilled election of the comparisons, the strength of his arguments
placed John at the head of the speakers of his time. But the unfortunate people who
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surrounded him made him resort to excesses in his language, to terrible curses, and this
increasingly fanaticized the strong man who understood the perfection of sacrifice.
Men of the day, thou are desirous of the masses’ honors, John of the divine honors. Thou
ambition the sparkling demonstrations; oh, God chosen and fortunate men to honor the
qualities of the Spirit and the virtue of the heart, he only ambitioned the spiritual
demonstrations and the divine love.
¹ He was a year older than Jesus

Thou pay little attention to the morality of the dealings when the external sumptuousness
gives evidence of thee before men; he rejected man’s opinion and longed not but for
divine approval. John lived during part of the year in the most far out places and the few
disciples who accompanied him provided for him. Fruits, roots and milk, were the food
of these men and clothes of rude wool defended them from humidity and the sun. John, in
solitude, was devoted to commendable exertions and those who followed him were
honored with his marvelous conversations. He used to meditate about the generous
affection of the laws of nature, and he regretted human blindness. He used to begin with
exercises of passionate devotion to end with descriptions of the earthly pleasures for all
healthy men of Spirit and heart, and the structure of domestic happiness was described by
his austere lips, with sweet words and delicate images. The compassionate cenobite used
to harmonize the human feelings and he enjoyed the outlines of his own thought, when he
was far away from the masses.
The melodious artist used to poeticize all human feelings and the divine love would lend
him its paintbrushes. But at the center of the human passions, the bold athlete, the
devoted Apostle of the cause of the religious principles used to show himself irritated and
deployed his splendorous genius to abate all vice and lash all imposture. In the desert,
John rested with God and allowed himself to be an ordinary man with his intimate
aspirations; in the city he struggled so much with men that he had no time to
communicate with the peaceful and gentle Spirits. John's main virtue was his strength.
This strength led him to scorn any merits and to the forgetfulness of all earthly pleasures.
This strength guided him in the study of the rights of all creatures and in the meditation
of God’s attributes. This strength made him judge the abuse of all pleasures as madness
and the shrewd control on all passions as the simplest of all things. This strength was in
him and justice in his soul. The soaring expectations of a celestial happiness attracted him
toward contemporary ideals and the aspiration toward the infinite filled him with
yearnings... He did not understand and he could not understand about human weakness
and the earthly attractions.
He used to make of God’s greatness his Spirit’s delight, and the Earth seemed an exile
place to him in which he had the souls at his care.
"Someone else will come after I’m gone, he used to say, who will heave the curse
and the blame over thou heads, oh thee Jews hardened in sin, oh ferocious and
impure pagans, children beset with leprosy before being born... and thee, great
ones of the Earth, tremble! God’s Justice is on thou doorstep."
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John used to attack the deceits and the depravities of the traditions with frenzy, and the
development of the events demonstrated that he did not respect the crowned heads more
than the men of inferior condition.
The flare of his powerful voice would hunt for the indignity at the palace and reveal the
splendidly adorned crime. The plagues of ignorance, the orgies of poverty uncovered a
sour compassion in him which he conveyed with the eloquence of his speech and the
hardness of his expression.
John called for the fire of penitence, and yearned for the stigma of atonement. He
preached, it is true, consolation through faith; but was relentless with the sinner who died
without humiliating his last moments in the ashes of his own sins. He used to stay part of
the year in the city and part of it in the desert. I have already described the difference of
humor that he evidenced by the effect of these changes. I still have to describe the
ablutions and the general immersions in the Jordan’s waters.
The Jews used to choose a river or a channel for those partial ablutions and for total
immersions, and the laws of hygiene were associated in this way with those of religion.
The Jordan, during the hot season, used to be witness of the flow of countless multitudes
to its riversides, and John would leave his desert to deliver his earnest and anointed
speeches to those people.
His speech then, enclosed an appeal of sweetness that he used to always attain in solitude,
and his reputation increased the urge of the surrounding populations to practice their
immersions in the Jordan.
John recommended the obligation of penitence and a behavioral change after the
observance of the ancient practice and established that penitence should be the renewal of
baptism.
He often cried out to them: "From thou corporal bath deduct thou spiritual wash
and submerge thine souls in the water of the sacred source. The body is infinitely
less beautiful than the Spirit and nonetheless, thou disregard nothing to honor it
and to beautify it, whilst thy abandon the Spirit with the filthiness of the stains of
sin, perdition and death.
"From the purity of thou heart, and the whiteness of thou soul pay bigger attention
and close thine ears to the vain honors of the world.
"Resuscitate thou Spirit by means of the purification at the same time that thou
preserve thy robust and healthy body with sanitary cares."
John himself will deliver his message in the fourth chapter of this book and will describe
our first meeting that took place in Beth Bara.
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CHAPTER IV
John the Baptist speaks
COME to my glorious brother’s call.
With a fatigued body and a saddened soul, Jesus needed rest and comfort. He had
heard about me and wanted to see me.
Inquire, brothers, about Jesus' serious and sweetly familiar expression; Ask Jesus about
John's passionate strength. We will both answer that the character of the events of our
earthly existence held, within them, the stamp of our spiritual nature. It was the reflection
of the divine mercy in Jesus and the need to lash all secular affairs in John. Jesus' figure
sometimes assumed the saddened restlessness of human suffering, John's
pronouncements on the other hand were drawn from man’s wickedness and his
incapacity. Jesus' expression would lighten up as the serious but unrestrained happiness
of a father and a shepherd, in John's look thou will not discover anything but the dark,
huge and unalterable thought of human degradation and of the conquerors’ indignity.
Jesus exhibits all the affections and his purity shapes them into a watercolor of divine
poetry. John used to run away from men with happiness and his piousness was blended in
anger and scorn.
Bless thou God, brothers, for Jesus' revelations, and as for John who adds to these
revelations the concourse of his word, be convinced of Jesus' ascendancy upon him, but
not of John's desire of coming toward thee.
Jesus had been suffering ever since he had left his noble pagans, as he called them, and
the memory of the happy moments that he had spent next to them saddened him. But
Jesus was the pure Spirit of the Celestial Homeland and the passionate movements of
affection did not have to fight within his soul with the rigid feeling of a rigorous duty.
The Apostle's mission was evidenced, more than in any other way, by a supreme effort
that pulled him away from an easy happiness and threw him into painful apprehensions,
of humiliating tests, of powerful enemies, of the death that he sought for as the sanctuary
of his fraternal ideal and of his divine love.
Jesus knew that after his death he would remain close to the human world and measured
with the patient emulation of his soul, that separation, convinced that one day, by means
of a progressive enlightenment, there would be at last an eternal meeting.
Jesus wanted all the horrors of death, so as to toss onto his virtuous life that last torch
called martyrdom and to present before God the stigmas of his sacrifice.
Let us turn to the reason of Jesus’ visit to John, in the city of Beth Bara. Let us observe
the earthly figure of the two Apostles and let us look into the delicate harmony of their
Spirits with their mortal disguises. Let us descend to the level of the human writers to
satisfy thou curiosity and let us show ourselves with the patient effort of our memory
regarding lost things after centuries of constant spiritual exertions and of sublime visions.
Let us bring our thoughts unto the Earth and let us enlighten with earthly details the
soul’s path on its way to eternal happiness. Let us introduce in this book, the portrait of
the apparent figure of the Spirit and let us purify our thoughts with humility and urgency.
Jesus had a tall figure, a pale face, dark eyes, brown hair and his beard which he wore
long, was almost red. His head was wide and energetic, his forehead was well developed
and had scarcely any hair, he had a straight nose, smiling lips and the way he walked
revealed his nobleness. The poverty of his clothes could not hide the magnificence of the
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elevation of his radiant nature, in spite of the humble origin of his family and the modesty
of his disposition. His words attracted and inspired affection toward this carpenter’s son
who loved children and who designated the poor as the first to enter the Kingdom of God.
Perversity vanished in his presence and numerous sinners came to implored penitence
and compassion at the feet of this divine dispenser of blessings and acquittals.
There were women attracted by the prestige of his physical beauty and his eloquence, but
they blushed before the purity of his Spirit and the carnal love dissolved with the feeling
of religious exaltation. Thou only, oh Mary, introduced a shadow in that adorable heart
and from the cross Jesus directed thee a reproaching look and another of affection. That
cross was at the same time thine condemnation and a promise of protection for the future;
from it thy keep the sadness in thou soul and a promise within thine Spirit; of that cross
thy keep a painful image and a luminous radiance and the justice of thou condemnation
was the dazzle of thine soul clothed in a withered body.¹
Jesus was the support of the weak, the sweetness of the heart-stricken, the refuge of the
offenders and the master of high teachings for all men. His penetrating words as well as
his proverbial clairvoyance produced indescribable happiness in the hearts of all those
who listened to him. Precious honors were bound to his friendship and the candid souls of
his Apostles, as the best temperate ones among his defenders in Jerusalem, never found
such perfect happiness, and deeper serenity than during his conversations and after his
expansions of happiness and encouragement.

¹ There is more than one passage in this book, like this one, in which the lack of clarity of style makes it difficult to
understand: but I do not wish to alter the text, I have manifested this before. If I had the French original at my disposal,
perhaps I would dare a greater freedom of the translation, in trying to clarify the darkest passages. The one that
occupies us would seem to indicate that Jesus manifested loving weakness towards some Mary, whilst it is the mother
whom he is talking about, and Jesus' reproach, refers to the shadow that Mary, with her presence and with the deep pain
that as a mother, she could not hide in the face of her son's sufferings, it came to stab Jesus' heart in those moments of
such terrible trial. – (N. of the Spanish T.)
"James, my uncle, Jesus says in a passage of Chapter VI in the first part of the book, accompanied me to the Calvary,
James my brother ran away mad with the pain, Mary Magdalene and Mary my mother were the only women who
contemplated my agony on the cross ." This transcription clarifies the preceding observation - (N. of the C.)

Jesus’ homeland and family were to be found everywhere. "All men and women
are my brothers and sisters, he used to say, and all of them are entitled to my love.
"Where are the laws and the traditions of my Father's family, of my progenitors
homeland written down?
"In the eternal book.
"I tell thee: he who does not treat men as his brothers, shall not enter my Father's
abode.
"He who says: That man does not belong in my country, shall not enter the
Father's homeland.
"He who splits his life in two: one for his family and another for himself shall not
enjoy the Father's gifts and favors.
"He who does not struggle against the adversities on behalf of the universal
family, remaining instead attached to his father's and his mother’s possessions,
shall not witness the happiness of the fatherly abode and shall not find but
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abandonment and isolation after his death. Leave then, thou father, thy mother,
thine brothers and sisters before delighting thou self with the forgetfulness of
God’s law. This law demands the poignant sacrifice of the strong in favor of the
weak and of the universal family spread throughout the entire Earth.
"Here are the members of my family, there are my brothers’ children, he used to
say pointing out the men and children who surrounded him.
"Brothers, friends, and children of mine, make provisions for thou trip and stride
out toward the Holy Father's homeland. The poor shall be welcomed first and the
rich who abandoned their possessions in order to follow me, shall participate of
the general happiness.
"Brothers, friends, and children of mine, follow me and be resolute in thou
humility and poverty."
John had an olive colored complexion, black hair and was shorter than average. He had
red eyes, shaded with thick brows, that together with his paleness, gave his personality an
expression of hardness. But the resonance of his voice and the expression of his gestures,
faded, little by little, the first unfavorable impression giving way to the devoted interest
of his listeners and dragged the masses into fervor.
Jesus has already spoken to thee about John's philosophy, and I find it useless making
thou notice the error of calling me the baptizer as I was called later.
My lodgings were honored with the sweet figure of the Messiah a year before my
torment. The divine mercy sought to present me with the model of abnegation to
bequeath my own abnegation with more affection in my compassion and greater
gentleness in my expression. I felt penetrated with the divine mercy when I saw the
carpenter’s son from Nazareth (given that he announced himself in this way), who took a
place amongst my pupils.
The light of the grace lit up his face and his lips smiled when he manifested his desire to
speak with me alone.
"God’s Justice, he said to me, shall be honored in its decrees as soon as all men
are able to agree with it.
"Faith shall be the support of all men as soon as she rids herself of her current
darkness and is manifested in full with her promises.
"God’s power shall entail worship once it is explained clearly.
"For God’s Justice to be appreciated it is necessary to establish it in relation to his
love, and love will justify the penalty. Let us reject the gloomy envelop of the
dogmas and let us make the Creator's perfect love glow. Justice is love and love is
the divine perfection. The eternity of love makes the eternity of the sufferings
impossible. Without justice, where would love be? And without love, where
would the Father be?
"Let us preach love, John, then, and let us honor justice crediting it with the
Spirit’s resurrection until its total purification.
"Let us hurry to prove the Spirit’s diffusion, indicating the maladies that afflict the
body, and let us separate the Spirit from the body, demonstrating with magnificent
descriptions, the honors of the said spirit.
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"Let us explain the penetrating intervention of the divine power with the peaceful
confirmation of faith, and, either that this power is clearly manifested or that it
abstains from fortuitous manifestations, let us surround it with our admiration and
our hopes.
"The demoralization of men depends on their natural weakness.
"To the body’s sores we should offer the fresh ointment and the more disgusting
they are so much more should we try to hide them from indiscreet looks.
"For the sores of the soul let us offer equal cares as for the sores of the body and
let us purify the stench with words of mercy and comforting hope.
"Let us discover the sores with the sick person alone and let us fathom the wound
to heal it; but let the multitude ignore other people's shames and let them find in
thine words, John, the expansion of thou virtue and of thy faith, only.
"Let God’s favor be verified in thee with delicate and elaborate images and do not
let the elevation of thou thoughts be hazed with the bitterness of thine expositions.
"This is Jesus of Nazareth’s advice.
"Jesus requires John's support so that he is honored and is followed and he comes
as a petitioner on God’s behalf. ''
I was still listening to the one who held my hand as a sign of alliance. I squeezed that
hand and said:
"Thou art the one who had to come, if not, where to wait for another?
"Thine words are recorded in me and the grace is in thou look."
Jesus aimed his humid and affectionate eyes toward the sky and soon after he said to me:
"Peace, which comes from God descends on us.
"The holy light reveals the eternal life to us as a reward to our efforts.
"The Divine Justice will preserve us from the fears of men and the high
power will lead us to the perfect happiness.
"Let us free the Earth of its obstacles, let us liberate the souls of their terrors
and let us set the mortal spoils aside glorifying God."

John understood. God’s Justice liberated him more than ever from the fears of men. John
died the year after this great divine manifestation, resolute with the grace that uprooted
him from a rotten world. He confirmed in torture the majesty of calmness and the passion
of faith. He was a martyr of his own faith having accused the princes of the world for
their scandalous demonstrations and the governors of the province where he lived for
their obvious crimes.
Brothers, I have just completed a new mission with regard to thee, and I retire, leaving
my place of duty to the divine ¹ visitor who would like to end the chronicle of our
relationship himself.
Good-bye, brothers and may the grace be profitable to thee…………………………...
………………………………………………………………………………………….
John's purity, brothers, is an offspring of his human life and the purity of his Spirit did
not but intensify after his departure from Earth.
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The Apostle's first condition is firmness. John took it so far as much as human nature
allows it to. His death as a martyr exalted him before God and the extent of his deeds
places him at the head of those who have dwelled among thee. The tender affection
which the Apostle showed to me from the beginning became ever so great and the
amazement of those who lived with him developed into respect.
The penetrating heat of my soul thawed the ice that inhibited John's soul from sharing
human pain, separating this pain from the principle of justice and making it glow with the
mysterious gift of man supporting man, honoring the quality of brothers that we all are
and calling out to all men on the way to the perfection of the Spirit; bestowing on all
Spirits the same origin of the alliance with God and the same crowning in the future,
attracting toward the Apostle's heart, a fanatic of virtue, the wide expansion of the
fraternal piousness and of human love, for the desire of the divine love.
I left John greeting his promise of purifying his thoughts regarding the fraternity of men;
I promised to see him again and I parted toward Jerusalem.
¹ The word divine should be taken as the expression of the spiritual elevation which Jesus himself attained.
- (E. V.)

I already had a powerful and devote party in Jerusalem due more to Joseph of
Arimathea’s efforts than to my personal merits. My personality was preserved by that
influential man, placed there, it might have been said, to tread half of the road that had
been traced for me. Joseph, who saw in me a simple moral reformer, grew very much
scared when I revealed my projects of religious reformation to him.
Slightly pessimistic and clear-sighted, he used all possible means to make me give up
such a mean fight, which was like clay against copper, a boy against a legion of giants, as
he used to say. Joseph had in those moments of apprehension, the vision of my passion
and of my death and of the behavior of that city which was favorable at that moment to
my ideas of improvement, but whose stupid ignorance as well as its volubility he defined
for me, founded on its changing impressions and on the roughness of its instincts. He
imprinted on me with fire characters, the priests’ hatred, the defection of people whom I
had trusted and the anger of the uncovered hypocrites. He placed on the balance, in a
healthy approach, the embarrassment of a defeat and the calm prospect of the future. He
defined, in the midst of his heart’s enrapture, not only the tortures that awaited me and
the ferocious jealousies of my opponents, but also the serenity of an existence, in the past,
among friendship and virtue. He glittered before my eyes the tender and delicious
harmony of the soul’s enjoyments and placed in front of them, the fatigue and the
disappointment of a human ordeal, void of success and full of dangers, without benefit
and without glory.
My friend's plentiful reasons and resolved logic collapsed in the face of my resolution.
Poor me! - I began to abandon my sweet expression, and the roughness of my destiny
gave my words the hard expression of impatience and arrogance.
Joseph added mercy to the affliction and the way with which he suffered my bad humor
left me free of all contemplation.
I told him about my aspirations, my purposes, my mission’s marks, my Spirit’s immense
desires, the silly fantasies about death that were upsetting my dreams, and I described my
expectations about the future for which a designer to emphasize it was necessary. I
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initiated the defense of mankind after the abhorrence it had been submerged in by the
arrogant fanatics. I raised to condemn the law that even condemned me; except that this
law would perish forever whilst I toured entire worlds, supported progress, discovered
wide horizons and lived again in the course of the centuries. I wanted the Spirit’s
freedom; I would offer my own flesh in the midst of spiteful hardships of this earthly
environment fitting my forehead with the circlet of martyrdom, but I would have
previously conquered the legislator's and the Apostle’s dual glory.
Moses' law says: That kings are designated by God to govern all men.
I will avow: That the equality of men is ordered by God and that the supreme ruling
belongs only to the virtuous.
Moses' law says: That the children belong to the parents, and that the wife is the
husband's slave.
I shall say: That the Spirit belongs to God, and that the son should abandon the
father and the mother before he infringes God’s commandments.
I shall say: That the wife is equal to the husband and that slaves do not exist in God’s
family.
Moses' law says: That blood sacrifices are pleasant to God.
I shall say: Hurtle from the temple whatever blemishes it and offer God his
children’s hearts. Walk among the flowers of the prairie, never amid the massacre
and the flames. Offer God the reverence of thou hardships, of thy pains, for thine
own sake; but don't ever kill what He has created and do not profane with horrible
sacrifices God’s altar of peace and love.
Moses' law says: Do not rob thou brother or his wife, his ox, his ass or anything that
belongs to him.
I shall say: Share equally the Lord’s goods with thou brothers. He who does not
sacrifice himself in favor of his brother shall not enter the Kingdom of God.
Robbery and adultery are hateful because they insult justice and charity. Manifest
not, therefore, thou weakness, thine illicit desires; repent instead before a man’s
gaze has perceived this humiliation of thou Spirit. Practice goodness in the shadows,
pray with the elevation of thou hearts and reconcile with thine enemies before
entering the Synagogue.
This was not the time of my exploratory studies regarding the human needs and the
nature of my enthusiasm did not resemble then the audacity of my adolescence. My
discernment of the future had its origin in my willpower’s fervor. I used to speak with a
divine emanation and enjoyed of a pure ecstasy regarding the marvels of the celestial
homeland. I then used to return to reality, more adventurous, untiring, and heroic than
ever, for the execution of my mission. My death seemed useful; to escape from it would
have seemed shameful and vile.
Could I possibly be forgotten by posterity?
"No, an inner voice answered me, posterity has a need of thee, the future has its
hopes set on the new law; the vestiges of thou blood shall sprout out virtues."
I must show thee, brothers, the different effects of my purity that had motivated from
different causes during two different times of my life.
I place the first period in the time lapsed until my father's death.
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My youth's purity was a reflection of my Spirit’s nature hurled toward the harsh
confinement of the body. The purity of my virile years was the fruit of a victory and the
luminous aura that accompanies me now is the reward of that victory.
My death as a man was my Spirit’s freedom, and my elevation was conquered in the
human flesh.
The divine Law is absolute and humanity’s path, the same as that of a single person, is
completed without deviations, within the Creator's Justice.
Let us reach this conclusion, brothers of mine: Persist in the belief of my Spirit’s purity
before its last incarnation; but humble thouselves because of thine humanity's direction
that steers all its members within the same conditions of existence.
Earthly humanity’s march, thou drag in thy fast movement the most beautiful flowers as
well as the most hideous roots. But, if in this movement the flower loses its perfume, ah,
at what price it is necessary to recover it! - But if in this movement the faulty root opens
up in beautiful buds, ah, in such wise the sweet dew will give it strength and make it
grow in better temperature!
Admirable alliance of the Spirits, expression of fraternity, thou discover the
adorable kindness of God and thou explain his justice!
I came to give my life as a man to the human race, my sufferings as a man, my thoughts,
my work, my piousness, my love... But in my Spirit’s new pilgrimage, my memory would
refuse the support from the past and my strength would often weaken. As a man I would
endure the sting of the flesh; as a man I would suffer due to the material world, and the
battled affections would weigh on me as a deep remorse; as a man I would tire of men
and I would nonetheless suffer the desertion of men, as a man I would receive signs of
compassion from God’s Spirits; but nothing apparent could grant me the ability to
challenge, to change nature’s order; as a man, in short, I would be subjected to the human
law and God’s Justice would not alter, in my favor, its immutability.
Brothers, it is convenient for thee to be forewarned against the despondent madness of
superstition. Abandon the guilty fictions of the passions of the era and the sad teachings
of the past and make thou Spirit happy with the absolute principle of faith. This principle
rests on the eternity of the natural laws and on its author's perfection, on the light
delivered by the grace and on the effectiveness of this light for the general wellbeing.
Make thouselves worthy of the grace and work in the light. Those who are now superior
to thee have worked and understood. Those who favor thee still have a duty to fulfill,
efforts to carry out in common, forces to gather from the Divinity’s core and honors to be
deserved. The ideas of improvement always make the great Spirits’ hearts beat. The
general law of all human races is to march forward, the law of the pure Spirits is to bring
light to humanity.
Brothers, Jesus' words are there to bring thee the light. Jesus' life on Earth brought the
light, and the Messiahs of all the worlds and of every century were sent to distribute the
light. But these Messiahs embodied in the flesh, make common cause with the human
race which they must help, their human aspect is identical to the others and nothing is
there that can liberate them from the predispositions characteristic of this nature. Make
then for all of them the same bundle of tests and the same weakness of limbs, the same
material delicacy and the same forgetfulness of the past in the human nature. Honor
God’s Justice, majestic and strong in its path. Of Jesus' purity as a man don't judge in its
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previous manifestations accounted in his Spirit’s preceding purity, but reach the
understanding of the Spirit’s struggle lost in the flesh and forced to endure the laws of the
material world.
In the fifth chapter, the continuation of this relationship will have the purpose of learning
about my Apostles and my power as the Son of God, extravagant and reckless title, but
overflowing with promises, the one that I used to give to myself to elevate my mission
and to dazzle the masses, title that I deserved for my fair-minded adoration of our Father.
The law had to punish me as a blasphemer, nobody would have been able to save me. I
knew it and the conjectures regarding my death were my delight. It implied the voluntary
sacrifice of my earthly affections, and my mother, my brothers, my sisters, became
members of the human family for me in the midst of the general and fraternal concept of
the union of souls.
Brothers, I tell thee: I will be back soon.
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CHAPTER V
The Master takes charge as a Messiah, of which title: the Son of God, he takes on resolutely. His teachings
give place to a serious opposition, and to calm the Clergy he resolves to leave Jerusalem for some time and
travels to Capernaum.

B

of mine, the Son of God title elevated my mission purifying my human
personality in the present and it warranted my doctrine for the future. With the
Son of God title, I would give up all the honors, all the earthly ambitions and my
Spirit would be victorious in its struggles with the carnal nature. The Son of God title,
would become a means of prestige to dominate the masses, whilst I would later explain it
appropriately to the most illuminated men. This prestige would offer me the opportunity
of accomplishing my foundation and of assuring it. I worried mainly about the future and
its blessing seemed to depend on the faith that I was able to inspire, my light being
considered a reflection of the divine light.
In that sense, solitude sometimes raised doubts and fears in my Spirit and I wondered
then if this was really my life’s purpose. Would have vicious spirits pushed me perhaps
onto a false road? - Would the sacrifice of my peacefulness and of my human happiness
be fruitful? - Or would my power as the Son of God fall wretchedly to pieces? - Fatal
indecisions, thou show well the weakness of the Spirit when it is wrapped in the corporal
nature! ¹
Jerusalem did not seem a very favorable place to establish my doctrine. But before
leaving the city I wanted to measure my forces and to try my methods of action on the
crowds; I then presented myself at the Temple surrounded by my best and faithful
followers.
It was the tradition that all men of some sort of fame said a few words there, something
that I had done many times before. But I must admit that the sacred eloquence was
difficult for me and that in all my speeches my weakness became evident because of the
struggle between my physical nature and the vehement desire to manifest my beliefs. The
eyes that were fixed on me very closely and the frequent interruptions were enough to
upset my senses and to swerve my memory. I would then find myself rushed into a
certain disorder of ideas and I would develop theories foreign to the matter that I had
originally intended. Although I dominated this difficulty later, it is worth indicating that
the force of the events of the day always governed in me. But on that day I had to take
very much care of the appearances, of the effect that I had to generate
ROTHERS

¹ In spite of a Spirit’s stature before God, its performance on Earth has to be unavoidably imperfect and
meager, limited to the potential that the body which it animates and the means in which it acts, allow him
to. This is overcome, nevertheless, by the soul’s aptitudes, according to the elevation it reaches; but it must
be at the cost of a tenacious struggle, renovated by the Spirit in each new incarnation, against the resulting
passions of the animal life conditions in the midst of which it develops itself, bound as it is to all its laws
and contingencies. This observation is enough to realize the exceptional status of Jesus' personality, whilst
seeing him constantly proceed, with an absolute command of himself, with such detachment, with such a
height of ideals and such deep love toward all men that nothing like it could be expected. In union with an
admirable clairvoyance and a perfect consciousness in regards to the path that he followed and to his
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purposes, resting completely on an unyielding faith in God and on the victory of what he sought to carry
out on His behalf.

in front of people willing to harm me and in front of others ready to believe me, to follow
me and to defend me.
I chose the following as the subject of my conference: ''The Divine Majesty in
permanent emanation through its actions," and established myself as the disclaimer of
my dear Father's eternal vengeance.
People's terror, who until then had considered me an extravagant person whose maxims
could not inspire apprehensions, went too far.
Most of the listeners lolled of my lips when I developed the idea of the correlation of
God’s Spirits in man's fleeting room ¹.
Speaking in regards to my divine affiliation, with the knowledge of God’s honors toward
all creatures, I placed myself at the head of the reformers of all times and as the
forerunner of a future of peace and light. In that affiliation in favor of one only, were
enclosed promises for the whole of humanity, since although I had attained the honor of
this affiliation, I added that all men acquired the same honor, eventually. Then, in my last
sentence, I said: "God will come on a cloud accompanied by his Son and he will say to
the just: Approach me and he will say to the undeserved: Move away from me, remain in
hell until the purification of thou lives."
It was the first time that somebody dared to admit the purification in hell and the
amazement of my listeners caused repeated objections, to which I answered elaborating
on my doctrines. My presence next to God was interpreted as an imaginative explosion,
something which I accepted.
Preaching at that time, brothers, did not impose a silent and respectful attention as
nowadays. The speaker's bad faith was denounced by his indecision when answering to
the listeners’ objections, and the patience of these in listening to the wise and religious
demonstrations was a test of their Spirits’ efforts that sought to understand the precepts
and the morals that resulted from them.
Most of the people who were witnesses of the expressions of my thoughts that day said
that I was a very eccentric person and that my words held in themselves the
announcement of a divine mission. But a minority of my listeners interpreted my
purposes as an attack on the cult that was due to God, and classified my resolution of
disobeying the old beliefs as a rebellion.
¹ He means the body

I left the Temple acclaimed by the crowd, but the looks of hatred and the threats of those
who had already been declared as my enemies, were evident. When I went in again I was
frantically acclaimed, and the power of the priests was at that moment balanced by all
those faithful to me. I believe that if my pursuers had demonstrated their intentions then
and had set in practice the first part of their plan, my personality would have reached,
soon after, an inaccessible stature for the assaults and for the false interpretations of those
who wanted to either darken my fame trying to deify a man, either combating vilely the
intentional ambiguity with invectives, either sustaining the ungodliness whilst denying
the divine character of my message.
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I withdrew from that crowd that perhaps would have confounded me, but I repeat that if I
had remained longer in Jerusalem, the enthusiasm of my allies and the impotence of my
enemies would have persisted. The same kind of death would have ended my life, at the
same moment in time, but how many victories would have been achieved, how many
intelligent disciples garnered, how much resonance and what results! – Brothers of mine
– let us request God for the advent of that greatly awaited Universal Religion that
will make God and his providence, God and his love, glitter!
The human nature is vicious because man is born of lewdness. But after going through
the trials of the flesh, man breaks away from this nature by the power of his own will, and
being that the human sense is refolded under the religious sense, the Spirit attains the
development that approaches it toward God’s pure essence.
Work in this direction, brothers, God’s sublime Religion recommends it to thee.
I am the Angel of Life and I say:
"Life is eternal, sufferings only last a few days; suffer then with courage, God’s
sublime Religion recommends it to thee."
I am the Spirit of Light and I say:
"Happiness will flood unto those who have walked in the light."
Brothers of mine, God’s sublime Religion orders thee to demonstrate thou faith,
breathing the air of thou soul’s freedom; embellish thy Spirit, searching for the path of
true happiness: humiliate thou body, tiring it with the exercise of charity, depriving it of
splendid honors and foul pleasures, elevating it above the instincts of the animal nature in
regards to its most brutal and disgusting aspects. Ask the Light for the truth of the future
above the lies and madness of the Earth. Ask and thou shall receive, brothers, since I am
the Spirit of Light and I love thee.
- Purify thou carnal nature, oh thee who want to come into connection with the pure
Spirits; Ask the Light for God’s science, oh thee who want to live and to die in peace
and in love!
…………………………………………………………………
I traveled from Jerusalem to Capernaum, a city located at the shores of lake Tiberias and
almost totally inhabited by fishermen, merchants and government employees.
I found Capernaum totally adapted to my proselytism intentions so I centered my action
and my hope of an Apostle’s life here from the first moment.
The fishermen of Capernaum were agreeable to me because of their frank and honest
happiness. The merchants seemed as leftovers of many other cities, hurtled there almost
by a whim of luck, and the government's officials produced an effect as witnesses in me,
happily placed there for the protection of a man whose speeches would not go further
than what was allowed by the State.
The second-rate fortunes of the richest in Capernaum, assured me a calm ascendancy not
only over the poor classes but also over the most favored ones. The austere traditions and
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the limited ambitions would favor the expansion of my circle of listeners and my power
as the Son of God would settle in the hearts of the faithful receivers of my thoughts with
more drive than in any other part.
The benevolent welcome that was given to me in Capernaum had its reasons in the
recommendations of my friends from Jerusalem. My first protectors were here also my
first disciples, and my tasks were very easy at the beginning.
.........................................................................................................................................
Let us do to deserve, dear brothers, with great efforts and with the tender recognition of
our hearts for God to level the paths for us, those which he has opened before our Spirit
to lead it to the pinnacle of science and wisdom, but let us never declare that Providence
directs us, let us not avow that our steps are governed and that such Spirit is guided by
such other Spirit. No, God’s Justice is greater and all men are entitled to his forgiveness.
What kind of alliance with God’s Spirits that engenders thou happiness do thy want
brothers, if thou do not deserve it with the ardor and the perseverance of thine
resolutions? What manifestations could thou expect from God if among thee did not reign
peace and justice? How many mistakes, on the other hand, and how many lies would thou
not be the toy of if with thy shameful life thou facilitated the alliance of thy Spirit with
humanity's deceitful Spirits already dead with ignominy? Breakaway from error,
breakaway from the rotten affections and the truth will uncover its treasures to thee and
the divine love will manifest its intensity to thou soul.
Make the preparations of thy elevation, embellish the house in which thou await the
Spirit of God so that it is worthy of him. Hurtle aside the unhealthy items and wash the
wounds left by them so that the Lord’s Spirit is not rejected and disappears. Purify the
mind, purify the heart, purify the Spirit, purify the conscience and facilitate the entrance
to the room with kindhearted appeals, with unyielding promises and with burning desires.
Oh, brothers! How mistaken are those who believe that the course of the events is
subjected to fatality and that this fatality whose blows resonate in man's heart, hits
blindly, proclaiming the absence of an Intelligent Being within the creature.
Once again. No! - God’s Justice does exist and fatality is nothing but the deserved
punishment for all men. Fatality respects thee when thou are under the protection of a
Spirit of God, but this protection is not acquired without sacrifices and the sacrifices are
atonements. The supremacy of command, servitude, wealth, slavery, are all atonements.
To see virtue in a king is not very common, courage in slaves is not very common, the
strength of the Spirit under depression is not very common, charity in the rich is not very
common. Meanwhile all men would be free of fatality by means of virtue, courage, the
Spirit’s energy and charity. All would move forward on the path of their own
improvement if they were convinced of God’s Justice and of the promises of eternal life.
God’s Justice protects us all with the same support and it loads us with the same bale. It
promises us the same reward and it humiliates us in the same way, it lights us with the
same lamp and abandons us with the same rigor. Let us not anticipate our intellectual
decadence with the acceleration of our religious principles, let us feed our Spirit on the
other hand with the frame, constantly placed in the light before us, of the Divine Justice’s
infallibility. Let us ask for God’s Spirits’ protection, but let us not assume that they must
protect these more than the others, without the purification of the protected soul.
…………………………………………………………………………………..…..........
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I had moved from my objective when moving away from Jerusalem, but I remedied my
error partly settling down in Capernaum. But the Spirits of God had not guided me in
these circumstances since the intellectual part of my work belonged to me completely.
My life’s objective had to honor me or fill me with regret, and the Spirits of God would
move away from me if my human happiness offended their purity.
Spirits of disorder inspired me painful indecisions, Spirits of darkness unsettled my mind
with doubts regarding my destiny, Spirits of pride glowed the splendor of the human
celebrations and the pleasure of carnal loves before my eyes.
Lost in the middle of an appalling confusion, I lifted my eyes to the sky inquiringly, and
firmer after the prayer, I fought back with courage. They speak wise words those who
say: "Jesus was transported unto a mountain and the devil showed him the earth’s
kingdoms to tempt him."
Brothers, the devil, allegorical figure of the Spirit of evil, is found wherever there are
Spirits embodied in the flesh, and I was committed to the waves of that sea that is called
Human Life. The law of destruction, the law of conservation, the pleasures of the flesh,
the spiritual enjoyments, dispute man's Spirit and the victory crowns the Spirit that has
fought with them all until its complete purification.
I repressed the instincts of my carnal nature, procuring strength from the eternal principle
of the willpower, because the light of my Spirit only shone on me during the resting
hours that follow the battle, during the calm that ensues after the tempest. Due to my
willpower I was the owner of all the passions, fateful for the progress of the Self and
during my forces’ relax it seemed that the spiritual memory was reborn in me; I
considered then the body’s temporary compartment as a narrow prison for the Spirit and
an air of vibrant freedom penetrated my chest in the form of divine aspirations.
The easiness with which I uncovered the weaknesses of men, placed them all under my
dependence.
My words acquired the status of revelations, when the wounds were uncovered; and the
appearance of predictions, when indignation overflowed my chest. My efforts in curing
the spiritually ill, were also directed to the body whose sufferings I was able to appreciate
thanks to some acquired studies in this respect. Regarding my curing methods I consented
in admitting, brothers of mine that their virtue was purely human, and let my miracles
rest in peace. ¹ These have hurtled on me that darkness of which only recently have I
come to get rid of. The Centurion of Capernaum is a character taken among
¹ Before the independent and sensible men it is exactly the miracles which discredit Jesus' personality,
since, whether they are atheists or deists, they cannot accept the slightest chance of a violation of the laws
of Nature or of God. If the laws of nature are unalterable, more so they should be if we consider them
divine, because God cannot bring to an end in his works what he already is: perfect, and what is perfect
does not suffer modifications, it cannot be corrected, it cannot be better than it is. If the laws of God
suffered a transgression on His behalf, it could not be but in the best sense, which would imply that the law
was not perfect in the first place. On the other hand, the immutability character cannot ever be separated
from the Divinity. Scientifically considered, the miracle is totally inadmissible, and he who was presented
as a maker of miracles could only be considered as a worthless charlatan. Regarding the miracles that were
laden on Jesus is where the great damage has been done and there is also where, without a doubt and
excluding the element that relates to his modesty, is the effort that he makes to cart off his healings as
extraordinary phenomena, placing them at the level of a strictly human matter. Such a fact should be
considered as a reaction on the Master’s behalf against the superstitious lies apparently infiltrated by the
Apostle John in the account of the founder of Christianity’s grandiose performance. It is necessary to state,
nevertheless that everything induces us to believe that Jesus was eminently endowed with those psychic
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powers that are frequent in people whose loftiness of ideas and of feelings, as well as their purity, place
them as highly illuminated beings, and as saints, to use a word already consecrated by the religious
traditions. Jesus was, on the other hand, an initiate, as he himself tells us. All that which makes us believe
that magneto therapy as well as transcendental magnetism should have been within his reach by means of
which many of the so called miracles that are attributed to him could take place. - (Note of the Spanish
Translator.)

those who owed me their health and tranquility. To all that has been said about this event¹
I oppose a formal refutation, since those words could not be favorable to the belief in my
divinity, whilst no one whatsoever during my life in the flesh considered me a God;
because the multitudes were sustained by me in the adoration of a single God, Lord and
life forgiver; because my title as the Son of God did not imply the transgression of the
principle on which the divine personality rests, because the eternal law of the human
races lays the corporal death in the abyss of oblivion, whilst the mind follows the Spirit in
the field of immortality; because death is the term established by the divine will that
cannot be denied; since it must be comprehended in this sense only: resurrection is the
Spirit’s liberation; because the body’s resurrection would imply a step backwards whilst
the Spirit always moves forward. Resurrection, brothers of mine, never takes place, death
never returns its prey. Death, the emblem of petrifaction, is the annihilation of the human
body. The Spirit that has abandoned its own flesh does not worry about it anymore and
only the life that opens up before it and drags it, captivates it.
Jesus did not resuscitate anyone at all during his life on earth. Neither was it Jesus who
cured with the imposition of his hands ² and with his words – He prayed,
¹ The Gospel, according to Saint Mathew: Chapter 8 - 5: ‘’And when Jesus was entered into Capernaum,
there came unto him a centurion, beseeching him,
6: And saying, Lord, my servant lieth at home sick of the palsy, grievously tormented.
7: And Jesus saith unto him, I will come and heal him.
8: The centurion answered and said, Lord, I am not worthy that thou shouldest come under my roof: but
speak the word only, and my servant shall be healed.
9: For I am a man under authority, having soldiers under me: and I say to this man, Go, and he goeth; and
to another, Come, and he cometh; and to my servant, Do this, and he doeth it.
10: When Jesus heard it, he marveled, and said to them that followed, Verily I say unto you, I have not
found so great faith, no, not in Israel.
11: And I say unto you, That many shall come from the east and west, and shall sit down with Abraham,
and Isaac, and Jacob, in the kingdom of heaven.
12: But the children of the kingdom shall be cast out into outer darkness: there shall be weeping and
gnashing of teeth.
13: And Jesus said unto the centurion, Go thy way; and as thou hast believed, so be it done unto thee. And
his servant was healed in the selfsame hour.
14: And when Jesus was come into Peter's house, he saw his wife's mother laid, and sick of a fever.
15: And he touched her hand, and the fever left her: and she arose, and ministered unto them.
16: When the even was come, they brought unto him many that were possessed with devils: and he cast out
the spirits with his word, and healed all that were sick.’’
As can be seen here, the way Jesus is presented is not at all serious. The way the Centurion expresses
himself is not sensible and not at all respectful and Jesus’ attitude in this respect is not characteristic of him.
It is reasonable that he should protest against the characterization as a maker of miracles that is imposed on
him.
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² It seems in fact that Jesus didn't generally make use of the imposition of hands but rather he directed his
thought, his will, in the sense of the cure. For that reason He can perfectly attribute the cures to other
causes; to the action perhaps of extracorporeal Beings. (Spanish Translator note.)

asked for the healing of the sick and brought consolation to the poor, he made happiness
re-emerge in the hearts of the distraught and hope in the soul of the sinners. The
affectionate melancholy of his conversations attracted the desolate and his sweet
happiness sometimes cleared the most miserable facades. The poor were his never-ending
partners and the women of evil life ran toward him to look for in his words, forgetfulness,
strength, compassion and encouragement. His rash ardor never dragged Jesus toward
scorn, and, in spite of the humiliation, he spread with urgency the radiant veil of
purification.
"My Father, he used to say, knows about our weakness. He awaits for us and he
calls us with affectionate zeal. Let us run and hurtle into his arms and the greatest
crimes shall be forgiven.
"My Father is also yours; my room shall be equally yours. Leave then thou dead
and cometh and live with the living."
With the words thou dead I wanted to indicate the excesses and the senseless projects, the
disillusions and the stains of life, the disordered enjoyments, the fatal distresses for
economic prosperity and the bad influences of love, hate, remorse and terror, of sin and
of the fear of punishment. The innocent happiness of the children returned the smile to
my lips whom I always welcomed.
"LET THE CHILDREN COME TO ME," I used to say, and took their hands in mine and
filled them with caresses. All hatred and discussions calmed down by virtue of my
ascendancy. All rivalries disappeared from the circle that I had formed, and the warm
sympathy of the women hurled over my life the protecting shade of the mothers, for the
cares that were inherent to my person.
At night, I rested in a fishing boat from the fatigues of the day, listening to my friends’
cheerful conversations. The duties of the apostolate, the shepherd's teachings left place,
during those restful hours, to expansions full of charm, of secrets and of affections. The
children entertained me with the happiness and sadness characteristic of their age, and the
parents interrogated me regarding the aptitudes of each one and of the position that suited
them most. - What delicious nights the splendor of the starlight provided us with, the
transparency of the water, the longing of the hearts, the simplicity of the souls, the
prayers to the Creator and the radiant happiness in middle of the mediocrity and the
labor!
Brothers, at these moments I draft into my memories and I would like to reproduce the
emotion of my faithful ones when, standing on a plank placed from side to side of the
boat, I began explaining to them the great truths to come. The luminous festivities of the
Spirit ended in this way, with the warm gatherings of the heart, and I did not leave my
friends but surrounded and blessed by them all.
My lodging was at the house of a certain Barjonne, father of Cephas and of Simon, the
first later called, Peter, the second later called Andrew by the people; the three were
fishermen.
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Cephas’ prerogatives have their origin in the extraordinary affection that he demonstrated
to me from the first days. The brother's grave disposition did not bring about the same
faithful expansion. Few faces have remained so deeply ingrained in me as that of
Cephas’. I still see the expression of that face full of frankness and with certain finesse.
His eyes were blue and shot out an intelligent glow above his fresh and blushed cheeks
and his thick lips often smiled with the naive carelessness of a cheerful son of nature.
Cephas’ head was big, with abundant and golden hair, had a wide back and was of high
stature. His movements, rather slow, revealed his insightfulness. Even in the most active
situations his looks faithfully reflected the emotions of the soul. When I thought of
attracting hid affection, he stopped me with these words: "'Since the prayer is effective
when it leaves thou lips, Lord, order the winds to be favorable to me during the night. Fill
my nets, and I will believe in thou word’s power."
"The prayer, I answered him, honors he who exalts it; pronounce thouself, my
friend, the formula of thou desires and God will listen to thee if those desires are the
expression of the wisdom and of the necessities of thou life."
My poor Cephas was not accustomed to the exaltation of the heart by means of the prayer
and only after my arrival did he start worrying about the things of the future. The
sentence was dictated to him by me and the following morning in its mid hours (of the
morning) I left to see the result. I found the very busy fishermen, already marketing the
seventh catch, taken during the night. I was welcomed and Cephas knelt on his knees
saying: "Lord! Lord! Thou surely are he whom God has sent to make me be patient in
spite of the setbacks and happy whilst in abundance."
I lifted Cephas and said to him:
"Only God is great, only God deserves thou recognition and loving raptures. God,
strong and powerful, only distributes the abundance and the blessings among those
who command their prayers."
I left, freeing the fishermen to go on with their tasks. There was, of course, he who
exaggerating the reach of this fact, favored the belief in miracles.
Jesus' pure and simple religion does not exist anymore.
With delirious lavishness, silly honors and bitter relics, that religion fell to the level of the
coarsest fables. The high truths taught by Jesus have been substituted by fantasies and the
fanatics in favor of my Divinity have dragged my name in the middle of the mud and the
blood, in the abominable shows of the Inquisition and on the battle fields.
Poor martyrs! And thee, intrepid fighters of good sense, march through the
worlds, run in search of the eternal truth, rise above the suffocating humanities
and spill light on them! Thine efforts and thou patronage were good for the
emancipation of some men, oh young and intrepid athlete of the sands of
intelligence! And thee, conversely... Die poor, tired, desirous of living on, to end
the initiated page!
The started page shall end somewhere else and thee shall be liberated from this
mire body, far from these death rattles, disillusioned of the darkness, pushed
toward the infinite light, satiated with love and freedom.
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Resolute champion of a new idea, thou shall expiate thy crime... The death is
there; the death in the middle of a shouting and stupid crowd... But the angels will
sustain thee in thou supreme hour and thou shall ascend toward the eternal light.
Descend, brother of mine, the last steps of human life, they will take thee toward
the lobby of eternity. The tomb will open up for thee the splendors of the day and
the harmonies of the creative power shall be to thee revealed. The age of thou
body is heavy, but the young soul is about to leave that tomb and, mate of mine,
the sublime revelation of what thou have foreseen shall be given to thee. Speak to
thou brothers, be still useful to humanity. Study, request to God the key that opens
the splendid mansion of his pure light, penetrate towards the vault of the splendid
stars and return to Earth to give him the test of thou new discoveries.
To thine all, men of thought and men of action, to thee, friends of mine, the admiration of
the Spirits that have preceded thee is thou duty. The strength, the power and the
perseverance in the word and in the thoughts of regeneration is thou duty.
In the manifestation of the truth, brothers of mine, there is need to warrant against the
excesses of annoyance, toward those that can push us to the memory of the past, and it
suits to demonstrate strength in the presence of the present to create the future.
I direct to all, words of pardon and of comfort.
Depose thou weapons and love each other. A single tether connects the whole of
humanity: it is love. There is not more than one door to the exit from degradation:
repentance, and if in the last hour the repentance makes the culprit's head incline,
the Justice of God, impregnated with its mercy, leans on that head.
The atonement of the faults is unavoidable, but the sinner's repentance removes from the
atonement its ignominious punishing character and the misery of humiliation.
Brothers, I deliver the word of peace to thee, I deliver the promise of life to thee and I
bless thee all.
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CHAPTER VI
After the so called "wonder fishing" Jesus' prestige increased very much and in Capernaum he made his
first Apostles, Cephas, Andrew, James and John. Jesus has a fatherly chat with his disciples.

I

have already given thee, brothers of mine, an idea of my commitment as the Messiah
and of my power as the Son of God. Thou now understand my mission that has not
yet finished, and my nature as the Son of God that will distinguish all those who shall
feed of the grace and approach the divine flame, to all those who shall credit beautiful
doctrines and practice the eternal commandment of love, to those who shall accomplish
missions of intelligent Spirits among inferior and turbulent Spirits, to those who shall
bring light in the middle of the darkness and make the grain grow in the dust, to those
who shall become emancipated of the hateful dependence of the passions to rise in the
pure atmosphere of spirituality.
The Son of God title belongs to the Spirits of patient inquiry and personal abnegation.
The Son of God title belongs to the Spirits of penetrating passion and considerate
compassion, of beneficent emanations and great strength, of spontaneous drive toward
the sacrifices in the name of righteousness and of persevering energy in the determination
of the ongoing efforts.
We are all children of the same Father. The soul’s desires, the Spirit’s incentives, the
carnal nature’s bad habits are all common to us, and the Divine Power calls us to
perfection with the supreme honor of our free will. Let us display our resources, let us
remain resolute in the fight, and let us request God his protection by his best Spirits; but
let us not count on this protection if we do not change our evil habits, and by means of
our efforts, evidenced as a call and as a promise of purification.
Let us elevate our prayers with faith and modesty; let us act with humility and justice; let
us destroy the harmful germs and let us retake our march on other paths; let us look for
God’s law at the bottom of our hearts, and let us elevate ourselves above the traditions of
a rotten world, for the deviations of this sacred law that it generates; let us direct our
Spirit’s gaze to the book of glorious manifestations and let us enjoy the love of the
angels, filling with love all those who ignore us.
Let us define religion so that there are no misunderstandings, and let us declare with
energy that the wars, hatred, vengeances and all horrible butchering, whoever are the
victims, are without exception unfaithful, sacrilegious and worthy of the Creator's
chastisement.
The great Spirits have experienced displeasures before the human happiness in the face of
the happiness of the grace. However, these Spirits have also had to make their first steps
since nobody can be exempted of the sacrifices that the grace requests.
Let us bow, once again, before God’s Justice and let us continue the interrupted account
at the end of my last chapter.
…………………………………………………………………………………………..
By means of the study of Nature all men can arrive at the conception of its intelligent
author. There is what pushed me to search for the men who were in contact with the
marvels of creation. I got close to Cephas and Andrew trying to convince them of my
moral and intellectual power. I prepared my means of action, instructing my followers,
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and I deduced trials for my words in God’s works and in the expression of his
benevolence and of his love.
The continent of my faithful and respectful followers, had changed into a true cult after
the wondrous fishing as they called the abundant fishing that I have already referred to¹,
and the minds were ready to be exalted whenever some discussion, regarding the nature
of my power, arose.
The light had not yet shone on these adolescent and enthusiastic hearts and, without
considering me as the absolute owner of the elements, they attributed to me the fleeting
influence of the prophets, whose fabulous history they were acquainted with. My
instructions were practiced with the biggest deference toward my person and the nature
of the impulse explained the weakness of the Spirits.
¹ As I mentioned from the beginning, Jesus insists, at every moment, on removing the importance attributed
to his psychic powers that it seems nevertheless he possessed in great measure. It’s that He attributes all the
importance to the doctrine and, convinced without a doubt of the great damage that itself and his
personality have suffered on account of superstitious propaganda, he manifests the effects of the reaction
that is always exaggerated, which, together with his peculiar modesty, have concluded in an effort to hide
or change everything that keeps any relation to the miracle, no matter how many times these realities are
accountable before the present knowledge regarding the psychic sciences. However, the meticulous studies
carried out demonstrate that all the great enlightened beings, those great Spirits who have guided authentic
religious movements (that is to say, those who have for a beacon, not the human passions, but truth and
righteousness) have always been verified as possessors of psychic and special powers. Jesus, therefore, was
no less in this respect, and although he tries to hide these powers, he is discovered using them in several
parts of this book. – (Spanish translator comment).

But I, in agreement with my painful mission, had to take advantage of this weakness and
purify the instincts, without compromising my prestige. I had to support my
demonstrations either on the tradition or on the resources of my own Spirit and maintain
in this way the belief in the predictions, transforming myself into the Apostle of the new
truth.
The impulsive enthusiasm of my speeches and my simple lifestyle offered a contrast that
impressed all hearts and convinced all Spirits. Many times I retired in the moments of
great enthusiasm and my disappearance contributed to establish my oratorical ways as
supernatural, as well as the light of the new doctrine that I explained.
Convinced of my mission and disappointed with, without having experienced them, the
worldly enjoyments, morally dematerialized with the food of my idealisms and my
imagination’s allure, I advanced quickly in the spiritualization of my thoughts and my
word was impregnated with the tender echoes of the celestial poetry. I still had some
human ties and my heart was sometimes undecided between the radiant hope and the
reality of the present happiness; but these indecisions were fleeting and, by means of an
invincible will, I gained extra power after each fight.
Jesus' first Apostles, brothers of mine, were, after Cephas ¹ and Andrew, James and John,
the son’s of a fisherman named Zebedee.
Here I will dedicate a page to Salomé, the new disciples' mother.
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This heroic woman, though simple in her heroism, is known only because of her famous
children, and in truth she possessed more greatness in her soul than her two children
together. Affectionate wife of a hard-working man, admirable mother, intelligent woman
and highly devotional, Salomé was, among my listeners, one of the most assiduous and
fervent. I did not elevate Salomé; she ascended alone, by means of the intuition of my
divine mission and we both found ourselves united in the power of the faith toward the
Calvary, I to die and she to see me expire in the middle of the tortures. It is not true that
Salomé asked me to place her two sons one on each side of me in my Father's mansion. If
Salomé had formulated such a request, I would not have presented her in the way that I
have done here.
¹ Later called Peter
The two brothers were full of energy and devotion. I had given them the nicknames of
lightning and bolt and successfully took advantage of their inherent qualities. But Oh!
-What bitterness followed the joy! - So many regrets because of my weaknesses! James,
the eldest, was not more than John's mold, that is, that the same feelings, the same
abilities, the same tastes, the same habits, were present in both of them; but John was
more ardent, more extravagant in his enthusiasm, more passionate in his friendship and
also more arrogant in his attachment in regard to my person. I was not concerned in
combating John's tendencies toward exaggeration, and his brother, less exaggerate,
inspired fears in me that never came true. – Fatal blindness! - John was the star of my
quiescence, as Cephas was the instrument of my will, the wing of action, and between
these two men I established the same difference that I establish today. But in the
discussions that were promoted amongst all of us I used to lean with preference on John’s
side. I did not realize that his whims as the favorite, and his raptures implanted disorder
in the present and prepared the darkness for the future!
Brothers of mine, this disciple whose affection shaped my happiness, was really the
preferred one; but at this time I remove his prestige, before posterity, as a disciple
faithful to his mandate, because he filled it all with the incredible, referring the
facts, not just as they had taken place, but as he wanted them to have happened.
To Jesus' four familiar disciples were added another four whose names are these:
Mathew, the customs officer, Thomas, my Apostles’ mentor because of his intelligence
dealing with external matters, Lebbaeus¹, a merchant, and Judas, famous for his betrayal.
In the creation of my small brigade I had established that its components should all be
considered brothers among themselves and that the last one that arrived should have the
same prerogatives as the oldest.
¹ Known as Thaddaeus
One night in which, after dinner, I was surrounded by all my brothers, their happiness
was evidenced with picaresque jokes and rightful sayings, when it occurred to someone
to call me Rabbi which means master and father, as more expressive than Lord.
To participate of the good humor of my brothers, I spoke to all and each one of them,
looking for the signs of their future in each one’s character, which I had studied. Of
James's and his brother’s burning heads, of Mathew’s discernment, of Thomas'
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administrative aptitude, of Lebbaeus natural kindness, I deduced horoscopes confirmed
later by the facts, I also calmed Judas’ jealousies by favoring him more than the others.
To Andrew I cheered him up with these words:
"My dear Andrew, embrace thou brother and hold onto him with thou weak hands.
Cephas’s steps will lead thee to efforts that thou alone would not be able to conclude; his
strength will cover thou weakness. Get rid of the languor that weakens thou soul, faith
and resolution do not require of the fatigue of the flesh nor of heaviness in the execution.
Let us honor ourselves imitating our fraternal bonds and our trust in the future. Do not
worry about the cares that the future greatness of our company demands. Rest on the
Master and, after the Master, on thou brother who is the fundamental stone of our
building."
Cephas rose radiant and said:
"Master, bless the fundamental stone and the building shall never come down."
Brothers of mine, never did my lips pronounce the words that were attributed to me in
this respect. The origin of Peter’s name was due simply to the easiness of comparison that
that moment of intimacy provided me among men whose merit I had assessed.
Cephas’ name was immediately replaced by Peter. We shall designate him from now on
as Peter, Apostle of Jesus, founder of that religion, materially poor in view of its
members, radiant with riches due to their aspirations, appealing and charitable, strong and
majestic, kind and patient for all, devoted to all duties, powerful in spite of the attacks it
suffered, eternal because of the examples of virtue that had to lift it unto God and
conquer the world.
…………………………………………………………………………………………
My disciples, eight in number, followed me in my visit to John who had come out of the
desert to preside over the purifications in the Jordan. The purification, as we have
mentioned, was performed by means of a complete or partial immersion, and my
intention was to submit myself to the practice, bending over in front of the Apostle for
my partial purification that soon after I would practice with my disciples.
John recognized me at once and made me walk with him furnishing me with energetic
manifestations of veneration.
The multitude that observed these proceedings considered me, without doubt, in the same
regard as the Loner.
The act of purification was preceded of sermons and fasts, which is important to
remember here to make my readers understand that the purification was what later was
called the sacrament of penance, and not of baptism which made no sense in that
circumstance.
All the populations from the Judea seemed to have convened in coming to the
purification that year that was John’s last one. The crowd was compact, hasty and
feverish, and the excitement had replaced the orderly silence. What was, then, the reason
of that emotion, of that predisposition toward the religious feeling, of those deviations of
thought foreign to the principle of faith?
John's preaching will explain it to thee.
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After an exordium in which God’s attributes had been developed by such a power of
speech and such heartfelt enthusiasm that no one other than he was able to manifest, the
speaker, descending from the heights of spirituality toward the human imperfections,
humiliated his own genius with injurious allegations and prophetic threats.
The impurity of the relationships, the luxury of the Court’s parties, the demoralization of
the rulers, the heavy oppression of arbitrary and cruel laws was exhibited in a such a
manner so as to propel the Spirits on the way to revolt. John had followed once again, the
fatal path that leads virtue to error. John had contemplated the people’s tortures and
introduced the fire of his soul in the fire that hidden, nourished itself in the soul of the
people. John had broken the order that was ready to break. John would be imprisoned,
judged, convicted to death and decapitated the same year of these events; two years
before Jesus' crucifixion.
My memories lead me to the purification of the Hebrews in the Jordan. I see tents lifted
everywhere to harbor the people during the night and to shelter them during the day. The
human power kneels before the divine power and the sinners come and request
repentance, peace and forgiveness. John's words delighted the crowd and if I feel sad for
his unfortunate remarks, I feel elevated, on the other hand, with the sublimity of his
outbursts and I identify myself with his delirious enthusiasm for the divine magnificence.
The people that have converged there for the purification of their soul, also purify their
bodies with many healthy immersions in the middle of this burning season. During the
men’s purification, the women remain in the tents. Later, after a few days, they will also
fulfill the law’s precept, to immediately return satisfied to their homes, if they have all
known how to make a profit of their spiritual enlightenment. The exteriorizations of the
penance and the pronounced resolutions are nothing. Penance of the heart and the
observance of the promises are necessary.
Brothers of mine, Jesus' head inclined and nurtured under the sign of purification, Jesus'
head that received the ablution from John’s hands was humiliated with the memory of his
past faults, but raised up bravely to contemplate the future that he necessarily deserved.
Jesus' preparations to receive the water from John’s hands were inspired to him by the
necessity to present himself as the disciple of a man whose holiness was universally
recognized, and his initiation of the penance should save him from the reproaches of
placing himself above a tradition of the old law, presented by the Loner in a new way.
Penance in those times was a public manifestation that meant, as a result, the repair of the
faults and the forgiveness of the offenses. The purification developed the good feelings, it
reestablished the concord between the families; purification meant the cleaning and relief
of the soul’s fatigues. The symbol of the faith comprised the cleansing of the body and
the explanation of the ritual that complemented the act. The Jews’ penance the same as
that of the Christians later, demanded human dispositions whose yield had to be the
purification of the heart. But - oh! - the following year the same dispositions had to be
taken for the execution of the same duties and the weakness of the Spirit had to find itself
before the same banal demonstrations. Brothers, my dear brothers, let us stop here. Let us
examine the penance of the soul and let us develop our thought on this subject.
Penance requests the expiation and the tendency of men toward pride hinders the
expiation. Penance requests resolution and resolution is never sincere in the execution of
penance. Penance favors the soul when the soul sees the danger and escapes from it. The
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advancement is the result of true penance. Penance only becomes a laughable religious
formula when it does not transform the humble into fervent and faithful servants of God’s
sacred cause. The humble man does not feel the need for the happiness of wealth and
already uses this wealth in facilitating the instruction and the well-being of the poor
children of the great human family, and develops in his son's heart the feeling of
fraternity. The passionate requests to God his law, God answers him and he proclaims
God’s law to make men better. The affectionate bears the misery with resignation, the
privations, the loss of his loved ones; he looks upon luxury that squashes him with scorn
and remains calm in front of death that frees him.
"Brothers of mine, Jesus used to say to his disciples, walk through the human path
with thou view fixed on the soul’s homeland. Remain poor and be patient during
the trial. Live among the people to console them and to reconcile them with each
other.
"Calm the explosion of passions with words of compassion. Discover the wounds
to cure them and demonstrate thou strength with the impulses of thine hearts to
relieve thou brothers from all sufferings. Conquer the world with love. Remain
united in the grace and strong under its influence, defend thou Spirit against the
assaults of sin: but, if the sin invaded thy Spirit, hurtle into thou Father's arms, He
will forgive thee.
"The Spirit rises by way of the penance.
"Reveal this to all.
"Request the Lord’s gifts with the pure hands of all the Earth’s gifts. Depose at
the Temple’s door the honors that thou are rewarded with and forget them upon
thou departure.
"Deposit the offerings that are made to the treasure of the poor and shake off the
dust of thine shoes not to carry anything of it to thou quarters.
"Depose at thou Heavenly Father's feet the weaknesses and the bitterness of thine
Spirits and say: God of mine, I want to rise above the desires of the Earth to
wish nothing but thee; and above the injustices of men to shine before their
eyes the strength that I take from thee.
"Maketh practice the virtues that I teach thee, practicing them thouselves, and
rejoice thine Spirits participating of the happiness of my divine mansion.
"Don't move away from the spiritual manifestations and look for support
and consolation in them.
"Request my conversations and honor me as if I was still among thee."
After Jesus' death, his Apostles were morally dematerialized. They communicated with
the favorite one and requested from God the gifts of the preaching, to conquer the world,
as Jesus had told them to do. They changed residence and separated from each other to
avoid the persecutions. To my nature and to my presence, they attributed the success of
their mission. This great idea filled their faith with bravery and made it sublime for its
courage and persuasion. These, uneducated and simple in Spirit men, could be seen
making use of our conversations of other times to start a spiritual and lively conversation
regarding the elevated philosophy of the soul. They honored my empty place. They
evoked my Spirit that enjoyed their happiness. My Apostles’ terror during my passion
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had not left place to suspect their strength and serenity demonstrated after my death.
From where did it come if not from the Spirit’s resurrection? And why were my
Apostles’ successors degenerating more and more? Because they walked with the pride
of those who are wealthy; because they ascended, with the head that should only be
adorned for the service of God, the steps of human power; because they imagined absurd
dogmas and they shattered my doctrine with the example of their bad habits that itself
condemns; because they denied my moral of love with hatred and vengeance; because
they favored the kings’ orgies and the fratricidal murders; because they fomented discord
among the people and fed the destructive fire.
Brothers, every one’s penance will bring peace on Earth.
………………………………………………………………………………………….
Woman and mother, according to the human nature, Mary, mother of Jesus, the man and
Spirit of the Earth, arrived at this time at Capernaum and we found her upon her return
from the ritual of the Jordan. Mary used all the resources of her affection and all the
arguments of the maternal authority to persuade me from the madness of closing my heart
to the family’s happiness seeking a far-fetched purpose, ‘since it was so beautiful,’ as my
mother said. Mary cried because of the dangers that I faced. Seeing her tears I felt a deep
pain, a dazzle, something that pushed me toward the happiness of my adolescence;
suddenly, I pulled myself abruptly from the status of the maternal love, uttering these
cruel words:
"Mother of mine, pray for your son, since he moves away at this time from the duty laid
out for the human nature.
"But be aware of the form of my rejection: I haven’t a mother anymore, or brothers, or
sisters, or relatives, and God’s powerful voice calls me toward martyrdom.
"The woman must retire and the mother must be consoled to leave to the man and the son
the fullness and the freedom of his deeds.
"Leave, then, mother of mine, and offer God thou son's sacrifice, as I offer him my own
life". ¹
In my fervor to serve God, I forgot the Spirit’s virtue being bounded to the material world
and the contradiction that in this way resulted between the corporal weakness, and the
attraction of the divine bundle was never so painful.
¹ Jesus speaks as an enlightened person, with the deep conviction of his mission. This idea dominated
everything in him and he explains the reason of his language in relation to his mother. The so called
balanced men, cannot judge the geniuses, and that Jesus was one of them, the clear vision of the results of
his sacrifice that he accepted exactly believing it necessary for the objective, proves it clearly to us. It is
because of this that not only Jesus was a great soul but also a genius. He represented the incarnation of a
truly high Spirit. -. (Spanish translator note.)

I felt dominated and perplexed between the filial duty and my high hopes, upsetting in
this way the peace of the missionary's conscience before the denial that could ensue in
lieu of his daring mission’s reality.
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My Spirit descended from the celebrations of the holy dwelling toward the arid road of
the earthly harmonies and it suffered because of the abandonment of certain duties for the
completion of others.
Once my mother left I tried to recover that calm and also that happiness that were
customary in me; but my efforts were only able to make my uncertainty more painful. I
decided then to establish a certain connection between my corporal happiness and my
spiritual aspirations, between my human dependence and my elevation of thought toward
the future’s only benefit, between my earthly mother and my Holy Father. That is to say
that I suddenly gave up my isolation with respect to my family and I consented to my
mother's wish of associating one of my brothers as an Apostle and my mother's brother as
support of my pecuniary interests in the course of my nomadic life of poverty and of
capricious changes.
I made myself be accompanied by two of my Apostles. John son of Zebedee, designated
as the favorite one, and Mathew the customs officer, and after having asked Peter to take
care of my small brigade, increased with three new members, I left for Nazareth.
My mother filled me with testimonies of love and of forgiveness. - Poor mother! - The
dew of thou blessing fell in my heart as the devouring fire of remorse, and, for God’s
will, I suffered staggering tortures, remembering the previous neglect and preparing my
future suffering.
My sweet fatigue in the midst of the privations, of the humiliations, of the efforts, would
not be divine in nature, mother of mine, if we had divided the same privations, the same
humiliations, the same efforts together; if thou martyrdom had not been produced by all
the tortures of the passion, if thy son had mixed the sweetness of the maternal arms to the
sparkling force of the divine transports.
Yes, mother of mine, the abundance of the grace and the abundance of my soul’s desires
took me away from thee; but the man's weakness returned me to thou love and the
destination of my mission was often compromised by this weakness of mine.
Yes, mother of mine, the majestic filial relationship that harbored me, humiliated my
material ties, but the heat of my heart called upon thee when the indifference of my
words moved thee away from me.
Yes, mother of mine, I loved thee... but I had to support the rigorous defense of my
feelings in front of the heartfelt expressions of thine.
Yes, mother of mine, tears flooded my heart while my appearances demonstrated serenity
and when abstract forms hid my soul’s piercing emotions. Nevertheless, it was necessary.
My fraternal love would have to settle on the ruins of the other ways of love; my divine
filiation had to squash my material filiation; my Spirit’s mission had to kill my human
enjoyments and my soul’s spiritual happiness would have to prepare the purity of my
Higher Self!
Mary believed in the son’s return to the paternal home, but she knew that this return
would only announce the remorse for the committed faults in our last conversation and
had sought strength in God to prepare for a separation that seemed would be definite.
When she became a widow, Mary had counted on her husband's children to guide hers,
this is, to seek for them an honorable position in the ranks of the labor class. My two
sisters had recently married and of Mary's four children, only the youngest, called James,
had remained inactive; for that reason my mother thought of trusting him to my care.
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From the moment that the firmness of my vocation; my mother used to say, had impeded
me until then from helping her, it was necessary at least now, to put my younger brother
under my protection.
I examined the youth, that presented himself before me as my future disciple, and I made
a quick inventory of his defects and aptitudes. James had the appearances of a man, but
he was not more than a boy. Tall and robust, with an uncertain gaze and abrupt gestures,
he manifested his thoughts without developing them. Lacking education his memory
retained, only in a mediocre way his soul’s impressions. He was absorbed in prejudices
regarding God’s personality, but had a tender heart, desirous of progressing and proud of
the honor of following me. It was necessary for me to once again fuse the wax that
draped this Spirit. My mother was happy of this union that she came in this way to
materialize and she ennobled me in my brother's eyes, designating me with the epithets of
powerful and inspired in the paths of the Lord.
My uncle, my mother's only brother (I underline this as a denial to the version that
attributes my mother with a sister with the same name Mary) my uncle, I here say,
regarding my mission, was the most convinced among the members of the family; he
wanted to accompany me until death, he said, and he kept his word.
Heroic greatness! - Fervent fanaticism! - Devotion of a superior nature! Thou have
revealed this man as a spontaneous manifestation of the feeling and simple expression of
a true Servant of God.
Oh, God, Thou reserved for me this happiness and I accepted joyfully the offer of this
dedication, of this fanaticism, of this greatness!
My brother James was twenty years old. My uncle, a widower and father of two married
daughters, was two years younger than my mother.
James, my uncle, accompanied me to the Calvary, James my brother ran away mad with
the pain. Mary Magdalene and Mary my mother were the two only women who
contemplated my agony on the cross.
Cleophas was one of Joseph’s sons, born of his first marriage with Deborah, daughter of
Alpheus. This matter is as insignificant as the error that has taken place and we will leave
it there.
James, my uncle, wanted to participate of the sacred nature of the deeds, reserving for
himself the humble role of the material tasks and rejected the title of Apostle that would
have impeded him, he said, of conveniently maintaining the balance of my means of
survival.
My mother had allowed me to perceive this desire beforehand, later clearly manifested by
him, and I was able to understand from this plot of brother and sister the delicate feeling
of affection, full of pity that to both of them it inspired.
I spent a few days in the breast of the family and many people from Nazareth hurried to
invite me to their table. Honors were made to me and my disciples, in order to examine
us more closely and to appreciate, each one according to his knowledge, the significance
of our personalities.
In regards to my sisters, one lived in Nazareth and the other in a small town called
Canaan.
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We left for Canaan; it is said that I was attracted by a wedding couple in which
circumstance I caught their attention by means of a miracle. - Miracles! - Always
miracles!
Oh, brothers of mine, how painful it is to have to keep order of such ungodliness! - How
my human feelings suffer when having to deny the aberrations of men!
In almost all the circumstances of my human life there appear similarities that surprise,
with what happens now in many parts of the civilized world.
My presence at the Canaan wedding was a simple effect of my deference towards my
mother's desires. My presence was the effect of my own will. My human presence in the
human family was hardly noticed. My presence in that small corner of the universe could
clearly be refused. But, what was necessary to drag men toward fanaticism? - Miracles Because they made miracles!
What does my identity require to be admitted now? - Material evidence, understanding
this material evidence as the annihilation of a fundamental law of the physical
organization of the elements.
In the spiritual realm, we do not possess the elements of the material domain and we
cannot perform miracles with the only purpose of entertaining people; but we can give
them strength so they believe in us. My presence among humanity is attributed to effects
of my spiritual nature, without realizing the material impossibilities, and material effects
are requested to my nature of complete spirituality, without understanding the divine laws
that govern this nature of spirituality.
That certain Spirits that are in the state of transitory spirituality happen to excite the
curiosity and produce surprise in the human assemblies, with physical demonstrations,
and that most of those assemblies convince themselves of the presence of the
disincarnated, is a good thing to shed light in the middle of darkness. But the Spirits of
God do not go toward the darkness and they do not ever take possession of the human
Spirit with magic games. They descend from their spirituality to honor Spirits already
dematerialized of all desires. They shed light on the consciences; they emancipate the
soul; liberate the power within; develop the intellectual sense of the divine truth, they
lead us to happiness, to happiness and eternal peace.
Brothers of mine, in my human life I could not posses divine powers, that would have led
me to the zenith of human honors, and in my Spiritual life I could not exercise a human
power to make my spiritual Essence evident. Let us adore God’s power, but let us never
request from him what is contrary to the created order. Let us adore the grace, but let us
not want to see in it nothing more than a means to reach the Spirit’s elevation. Let us
adore the wisdom of the divine laws and let us think carefully with the idea that Jesus did
not come to Earth and he does not return now to discourage the good human sense and to
compromise his Father's Justice. To discourage human sense would be to push it toward
the beliefs of the old barbarism or human infancy, to compromise thou Father's justice
would be the call for confirmation of my word in a way other than by the divine means
and by my doctrine’s own nature.
Let us remain in a compassionate expectation and let us not participate of the frequent
error among the inferior human Spirits, requesting new miracles similar to the old and
stupid miracles as that one of the Canaan wedding.
During this wedding’s banquet the men were so drunk that I was sorry of having gone
there. My mother said to me laughing: Even if the pots of water became pots of wine, they
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would finish them all off. These words heard by someone present turned around the table.
Manners of doubtful morality, evil purposes, dishonors to my respect and my Apostles
gave end to a party during which I would surely have changed the wine into water, if the
likelihood of making a miracle had been given to me.
I left Canaan the following morning and Nazareth a few days later.
Tired of popular manifestations, I was in a hurry to submit myself to my deeds again,
amongst my disciples, without allowing myself to be distracted by fanatic honors and by
ambitious dreams; honors bestowed on the man whose vanity some wanted to flatter,
dreams manifested in the intimacies between the favorite Apostle's and the sweet master,
as John called me.
Brothers of mine, Mathew was also present, as John, at the wedding of Canaan; but only
John used this fact to produce doubt in the Spirits. It was John who exposed me to the
adoration of men with the account of lied miracles. It was John who let himself be
surprised in a flagrant crime of impotence, either in his speeches or with the silence that
he kept when the circumstances demanded of him the duty to speak. It is John who is
responsible for Jesus' mandatory humiliations in front of the denials and the human
judgments; It is John the one who the new generations should accuse for the errors of the
last generations, since it was he who spread the words of fanaticism, it was he who
reduced my mission to the eyes of the contemporaries and made it impossible to
recognize in the eyes of posterity. I had for this disciple the weakness that all mothers
have for the son whose physical health demands more cares than that of the others and I
did not worry about the future humiliations that his mad ambitions prepared for me when
the fact of the wedding of Canaan came to open up a vast field of fateful manifestations.
In my poor human life, brothers, my mission’s path was always thwarted by the men that
surrounded me, and my deference toward the desires of others took the appearance of a
certain weakness in me. But now it is necessary to manifest the truth without human
obstacles, just as the God’s Spirit sees it and understands it. But now the considerations
regarding the errors that have caused the sad results that are evident must be put aside.
But now it is necessary to sow with the divine word and to ripen the fruits to supply the
children of the Earth with them.
I will define John's personality saying that he was like the majority of men who yearn to
visualize the wonderful linkage of the designs of Providence and are insatiable of
gratitude and promises, with the purpose of attributing the merit of the gratitude and
promises spread by the divine grace to themselves alone.
Let us sum up: John was of good faith in his desires until the dreams of his delirious
imagination pushed him to give life to his Spirit’s wandering, and he loved me for all the
reasons that made him, the most tender and enthusiast of my disciples.
………………………………………………………………………………………….
Upon our return to Capernaum, I found all my disciples gathered in a perfect intelligence.
The animation that my return gave place to, filled my heart. John, humiliated at the
beginning by the memory of his fault, assumed his habitual prerogatives that consisted on
placing himself at my feet, again when the others surrounded me, and at my side during
our meals. I have already said enough about James my uncle and James my brother. I
should mention now the name of my other three disciples. They were: Diodorus or
Didymus¹, Philip or Eleazar, better known by the first name, and Judo, Peter’s cousin.
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With the purpose of distinguishing the two Judos, the other one was designated with the
name of Judas.
During the day we traveled through the surroundings of the countryside and during the
afternoon we returned to Capernaum. We never lacked rest and the fraternal welcome.
All the poor wished to touch the clothes and the cloak of he who said:
"Happy those who suffer in this world, because they will see God. Unfortunate those
who live here in abundance and in happiness, because the Justice of God prepares
them privations and sadness."
…………………………………………………………………………………………..
But no sick person was cured by the imposition (²) of my hands on him, but the authority
of my voice never brought back the sight to the blind or the hearing to the deaf but death
never returned its prey, because I said it: "The laws of God are unalterable."
Brothers, I conclude here this chapter.

¹ Also known as Thomas.
² This could mean simply that Jesus never used the hand impositions and that surely neither did he use
frictions or insufflations nor even passes, but simply the impositions and the direct action of thought.
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CHAPTER VII
The Messiah's prestige in the Judea region was due to John the Baptist who was later imprisoned because
of his reproaches against the vicious habits of Herod’s court and finally beheaded by influence of Herodias.
Jesus was unable to save the martyr.

M

y prestige in the Judea region owed to John's personality. It is evident that if
John had not died, Jesus would not have been able to influence the masses to
follow him in a country where the masses honored the compassionate cenobite.
And, on the other hand, it is proven by it that Jesus' celebrity would have been
circumscribed between the Master's protection and the sweet affection of particular
disciple, if John had preserved for a longer time his prestige in the Judea region. But, by
effect of the divine will, John's death came to favor Jesus' mission. The Apostle's loss
was easy to foresee in view of his strange preaching; but the kind of death that a
scandalously dishonored woman imposed on him, made it a crueler loss for the martyr's
friends.
John was arrested and imprisoned by order of Herodias that had married Herod, because
of a crime. From his prison, John could communicate with his disciples, and he sent me
many of them to let me know his painful situation and to trust me the power that he had
in the Judea.
My Apostles welcomed John's disciples with indifference.
The story of the events and the apprehension for the Master’s same luck that I could face,
caused stupor and awoke in them a shameful selfishness. Ignoring the fraternity of the
pain, lacking that elevation of the faith that they later conquered, they begged me all to
give up the responsibility that John wanted to entrust upon me and that I remain as a
neutral spectator in a tragedy whose outcome could not be changed in anyway by my
influence.
Scared by the consequences of John's arrest, desperate by the probable failure of my
intents, but resolved to carry them out, and, strong, largely for the legacy that the Apostle
of God had left me, I headed with the prisoner's disciples to place myself under the terms
to serve him and to receive his last instructions.
My Apostles and John's disciples had the same faith. But these last ones, hardened by the
greatest privations, exalted by stronger Spiritual tensions, had to prevail over mine in
every circumstance of extreme distress and of horrendous adversity.
Jesus' anger burst in with bitter reproaches. He called the bad servants of God, wicked
men and perjurers, those who neglect finesse, honor, friendship and he predicted for those
who are called with fear and escape, the abandonment and the isolation of their souls.
But Jesus' anger had to calm down in solitude, because a high manifestation inspired him
words like these:
"Forgive them, God of mine, for they don't know me. Uphold me because
thou are the only strong one. Defend me against fatigue, against irritation,
against desperation and strengthen my will that hesitates. Thou are my only
refuge, thou are my single hope."
Jesus found wide compensations, in God’s adorable kindness, to the sadness that invaded
his Spirit, and the bad impressions disappeared in the prayer.
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"Brothers of mine, the most beautiful of human heroisms is the forgetfulness of
oneself to convey to others the word of peace and comfort.
"The greatest virtues are in the painful paths and the march of the soul toward its
Creator is not completed if not by way of sacrifices.
"Honor hardship, incline thouself in front of misery, make hope sprout out in the
feverish hearts, engage in serving the sick and in numbing their sufferings; shatter
evil in their works and make efforts in liberating the righteous."
I appeared before John with the fleeting hope of saving him, but he drowned this hope
giving me the most awful information regarding the power that kept him in chains.
What I had to do, John told me, in the interest of our cause, was to stay away from the
center of persecution and continue converting partisans of the lowest classes.
I was left alone with John, not having my appearances anything that could give rise to the
smallest suspicion on the part of the prisoner's guardians, and I listened to the Apostle's
words already inspired by the splendors that he foresaw, from beyond this world, in
between the shadows of death. On my knees, as a short time earlier, during the penance
of the Jordan, I bent before that great figure all the way through centuries of history. John
lifted me up, embraced me, gave me spirit and made me promise that I would follow his
advice.
Resolved to die before forsaking his own words, he conveyed to me in this way the
condition that was imposed on him to grant him back his life and freedom.
"I cannot wait for the hour to move away from the justice of men and I entrust on
you the care of my glory before posterity. Son of God, continue my mission. –
Hurry up! - The days are numbered and our alliance must receive its hallmark in
the divine homeland, after the success. – Hurry up! – God’s cause is in danger and
John the Messiah entrusts Jesus the Messiah. Adore God’s cause, that has heaved
us here and walk toward death with a fixed gaze towards posterity. In the future
Jesus' name will be glorified and his faith will triumph, because the God of Justice
and of Love has designated him as the Messiah of the Universal Religion." ¹
John's voice took then a prophetic tone, visions passed before him and he revived in me
the security of my future elevation.
Oh, hallowed faith! - You awaken the courage and the virtues, you provide disdain for
the honors and the sufferings, you accomplish miracles of love and of sacrifices; you gain
power and devotion; you deliver freedom to the Spirit and serenity to the hearts. You are
the door of hope, the flame of charity, the wonderful star that shines in the dark sky of the
forsaken!
Oh, holy God’s love! - You only manifest thouself to the believing soul and to all strong
and free Spirits from the darkness!
¹ The "Universal Religion" should be the aspiration, in a religious sense, of all men of progressive and
independent Spirit. Jesus already gave us the immortal formula with the words: "Love God over all things
and thou neighbor like thouself." Nothing better has any doctrine expressed afterward. [Note from Spanish
translator]
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- Oh, God of mine! - Make faith easy for those who shall read these words and
manifest all your love to them!

John's patience was not denied, because he received his death with the calm that only
faith can give.
Being left on my own now, after John's death, to guide man in the sphere of the new
belief, I recovered strength in the memory of my friend's brilliant promises and I gathered
the principles of his severity for the sinners with a moral which base was fraternity.
Encouraged by the loner's fame, I continued with the purification custom in the Jordan,
openly taking the Son of God title and naming John as the Precursor, name which he had
spontaneously taken. Designating my Father's place in Heaven, I presented this image
with colors that suited the children of the Earth of that time. Today I could not say
anymore: heaven and hell; the doors of hell won't prevail against me; death is eternal for
the sinner; the demon shall drag him to a bottomless abyss, and he shall never see God,
because he shall have cursed him, and because the light shall not penetrate hell; the light
is God; the demon rules in the darkness and the rebuked cry out in anguish, calling to
God, who shall remain, however, eternally deaf to them.
But I say on the other hand:
"Brothers of mine, Heaven is a vague description of God’s home. Hell does not
exist. Death is the end of an episode for the Spirit; successive lives operate a
gradual purification concerning the nature of the Spirits, to which God’s Justice
provides to all equally, a confused manifestation of the truth, which step by step is
perfected as they walk in the presence of posterity, for the abandonment of the
material instincts and for the purity of all desires."
My precepts are now the same as then, except that they rest on the fundamental aspect of
a doctrine whose exhibition the men that surrounded me would not have been able to
understand, and I had to purify their Spirits without worrying about the means to do so. I
had to exhibit myself as the Son of God, because the word reformer would not have
been enough, as it was necessary to conquer a divine principle to rise in the face of
posterity, for which perhaps I would have passed unknown without this principle. In my
first preaching in Jerusalem I had certainly advanced the non-existence of hell during my
demonstrations regarding the divine kindheartedness, but there, people listened to me
already familiar with this thought, rationally conceived. Here the tradition of hell printed
on my speeches the gloomy energy that the masses are always desirous of, I wanted to
attract those masses. During my stay in Jerusalem I had, it is true, explained the
manifestation of the Spirit regarding the Spirit, but here I spoke of the Spirit of God and
of the Spirit of darkness, of the pure Spirit and of the impure one, of the resurrection of
the flesh and of the presence of God at each man's trial after death, and I insisted on my
presence at the Holy Father's right, when the time comes to judge the living and the
dead.
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Brothers of mine, Jesus' enemies have exploited these contradictions to accuse him and
the raison d'être that Jesus used to dominate the masses meant for him to be considered as
an ambitious person of the popular favors. But the tests regarding Jesus' true intentions
are in his invariable demonstrations as to the fraternity and equality among all men, in his
continuous acquaintance with the poorest and the bold, in his easy renouncement to the
flatteries of the flesh, in his estrangement of wealth and of mundane indulgence, in the
way he introduced himself, in his garments, in his suffering that he could avoid, and, in
short, in the supreme honor that he received from God Himself by designating him as
thou Messiah and thou initiator in the new doctrines, in his happiness, his pains, his joy,
his glory.
Be aware of it, brothers of mine, Jesus' pure light made him establish a faith based on the
Divine Law in regard to the fraternal association between the Spirits. But the time of this
high revelation had not yet arrived and Jesus had to handle the only way that could
consecrate his popularity. Be aware of this as well: Jesus had the inspiration and guidance
of the Lord’s Spirits; but Jesus called the inspiration upon himself, by means of the
emulation of his own will, and, many times, errors whose recollection is imposed on him
by his own memory, were caused by the deviation of his judgment, in circumstances in
which only free will should govern the Spirit. I manifest myself now with God’s high
protection. On Earth, I also spoke with God’s high protection. Between my two
appearances nine centuries have gone by and my filiations, as well as my words, cannot
be the same.
The SON OF GOD, is an intelligent Spirit who has arrived at his highest destination by
the execution of the duties traced for all the Spirits of his order and Jesus' words to the
people of the current times have to indicate the existing distance between them and the
peoples of the Judea to whom Jesus directed his discourse during his corporal life.
Emotions of high significance pushed Jesus toward the spiritual family deserved by him
and at the same time the emotions of his physical life during his human mission force him
to manifest, the origin and the purpose of it to the people of today.
What would there be necessary to make the doubts of the great majority of these people
disappear?
It would be necessary to repeat my familiar conversations of other times and their
digressions in the speeches dedicated to honor the human race of the future exhibiting the
duties and the revelation of the promised truths to the intelligent man. It would be
necessary to further humiliate my nature and to descend to the level of the Spirits that
remain in the material atmosphere where their place has been marked since long before.
It would be necessary to offer details on the future events and to make a shameful use of
the divine grace dedicating it to ludicrous manifestations. It would be necessary to force
humanity's faith with a real miracle and to cast the lightning of the flame on the
revelation, of which I am the Messenger.
To expose my opinion on paper is worthless, the same as describing the path that I took.
– To give an insight of the future? – Of what value could it be for people whose lives are
spent in wasting their intelligence, in the brutalization that is originated in the abuse of
power, in the permanent ambitious and immoral desires, in the grotesque contempt for all
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that reminds them of the fragility of their present existence and the heavy responsibility
of their immortal Spirit, in the denial of God and in the challenge to his justice, with
abominable deviations and with more abominable examples still in the complete
forgetfulness of man's attributions and in the forgetfulness of all chastity, all discretion,
all honesty, all honor, and of all human feelings?
I place myself at the intellectual level of the medium that I have chosen; but some men of
great Spirit will find weakness in my expressions and others with more modest talent will
take notice of the difficulties that arise from these same expressions. Others, the great
majority, will accuse me of having deceived the Hebrews with teachings that encouraged
them to embrace a faith in which I myself did not believe.
To this I answer:
In almost all the circumstances of my life I forged my courage in the conviction that I had
in the divine favors and it was necessary for me to be worthy of those favors with a
complete detachment from the family enjoyments and from all man’s distinctive
ambitions. I had to struggle to reach the state that I desired, but the firmness of my faith
had to triumph, because God was my support and the prize to which I aspired. Hadn't the
divine mercy sent me to fulfill a fraternal mission? And wasn’t the power of this thought
enough to lift me up full of enthusiasm after a moment of depression?
In almost all of my life’s deeds I have been concerned about the purpose.
As to the means to persuade and to convince the people, I used those that the situation
and the intelligence of my listeners required. Convinced of God’s Spirits presence, I
could not associate this definition with the fundamental dogmas of the Jewish law, since
the priests, whose arrogance concurred with their own power, watched over the law’s
faithful implementation and these priests would have had me killed before the established
hour, before the completion of my deeds if I had begun the Lord’s yield’s harvest too
soon. I was convinced of God’s Spirits presence, but at the same time I was sure of the
danger that I was in for this revelation at a time in which the Spirits were not willing to
receive it, and I founded a doctrine that was more in harmony with the existing human
development, persuaded that these truths would later spread out. I was convinced of
God’s Spirits presence, but in Jerusalem my friends that shared my belief had refused to
support it in public. It meant for them nothing else but a rejuvenation of beliefs! That
however, in spite of, the fact that the revelations are in the natural order of the human
potential and of the spiritual potential, of God’s designs and of the paths opened up by
Providence! - But in this world of errors and of false prophets, how many obstacles have
to be overcome to reveal the truth! - How many vicious habits and how many ravings
oppose to the concepts conveyed by virtue and by reason itself! - Oh, martyrs of all
centuries that thou have preceded me! - Oh, martyrs of all centuries that thou have
followed me! - Descend from the regions that thou now are in to declare with me:
Unfortunate humanity! - When, then, shall thou be worthy of those who want to
emancipate thee? When shall thou have the courage of standing up and looking at God? –
When, then, shall thou be worthy of cursing ignorance and rushing toward immortality
with faith and with love?
Brothers of mine, Jesus' life has to be explained by himself to erase the doubts that still
exist regarding his nature and his sincerity. Jesus said it: He was John's Apostle and, after
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the Loner's death, he sought out to draw the old precepts together with those that the high
intelligence of the spiritual worlds dictated to him. Fraternal love, human solidarity,
righteousness and God’s mercy, such were the dogmas established by Jesus. But, to
preach these things with certain maturity, it was necessary to break up with the old
dogmas, with the idea of the creation of a single world, the dependence of the soul with
hell, the eternal condemnation, the devil’s power, the childish exhibitions, the impious
sacrifices, in a word, it was necessary to destroy and rebuild, and I did not have the time
or the means to carry it out.
During my conversations with John we had convened that we would heave the seed amid
the plebeian people and that the Son of God title would be good to attract the masses in
the future, for my mission to be profitable and immortal. Jesus' doctrine had to support
itself on the prestige of his divine filiations, with the purpose of definitely establishing it
and for it to be religiously observed in order to debase all the moral miseries. Could Jesus
the Messiah cast the curse against the reigning power and the rigidity of the rich?
No. The crowds so many times deceived by virtuous appearances, would not have
admitted the morals of the poor Nazarene and they would have accused him of envying
the same ones that he pointed out for God’s worshipers scorn. - Could Jesus the Messiah
cast the curse against slavery and human justice? - No, since the crowd would have not
understood a man who tried to knock down the, until then respected, institutions. But
what Jesus the Messiah could not attempt, the Son of God could instead try and the future
would reward Jesus for the defeat and annoyances of his present life. The Son of God
would say: "My Kingdom is not of this world."
"Heaven and Earth will pass, but my words will not pass.
"Live in the Lord’s peace, walk inside his laws and believe in the Spirits’
resurrection.
"Ask and thou shall be given, God’s hand is unlimited and his love is
immeasurable.
"Go to the bottom of thou hearts and hurtle from it all that is impure. The
impurities corrupt the heart and the soul.
"Sow, destroy the weed. I say to thee men of good will: those who have sown here
shall reap in another place. I still say to thee: Abandon the Earth’s treasures, the
rich shall not enter my Father's Kingdom. However those who have given it all
away to follow me shall enter. However those who have understood my words
and put them into practice shall enter."
I was the herald of my Father's Justice and he made me the interpreter of his mercy.
"Come to me, thou who have sinned, and I shall forgive thee. - Come! - The
liberation of thine souls will take place by way of my love.
"I am the good shepherd and the good shepherd gives his life for his flock.
"I am the source of comfort and by my side the dangers should not be feared;
because God is in me and I am in Him.
"Thou shall be dragged by the Spirits of darkness toward the sinful death, but I am
the light, the true light until the end of time.
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"Go, I used to say to the sinners, go and sin no more. The Lord forgives thee
through my lips, since I am his favorite Son and all that I forgive on Earth, shall
be forgiven in Heaven.
"I am the interpreter of mine and thine Father, because the Holy Kingdom is my
homeland.
"I came to bring thee the truth, so that the truth is known by all men in the present
and in the future.
"God knows thou most secret thoughts. Request then with purity of heart that thou
prayers be heard.
"Practice goodness in the shadows and do not let thou left hand know what thou
right one has given.
"Do not imitate the hypocrites that lift their eyes to the sky and have a squalid
face, to demonstrate to all that they pray and fast.
"But when thy go to the Synagogue, have a modest attitude and enter with thou
soul free of all venality and released of all bitterness.
"When thou give expansion to thy Spirit and to thine body rest, and in the midst of
the distractions be strong against all that is low and rude, because that would
develop in thee degrading tendencies which would make thy Spirit slip back.
"When thou are in affliction, say: God of Mine! – May thy will be done and not
mine. Soon after, God shall send thee happiness and strength.
"When thou are in abundance distribute what is necessary to those that are poor
and when thy are in need appeal to thine brothers. All men are brothers and God
tells them: "Love each other and love thouselves over all."
I used to go to the popular gatherings and many times the curiosity that accompanied my
person denaturalized my words confusing them with the enthusiastic passions of the
friends of all that is fanciful.
My enemies took note of the clatter that my miracles made and later accused me of
having made people believe in these miracles by not denying them in the least.
My nature as the Son of God, brothers of mine; is for thee a subject of study and, I have
to define it completely. But I shall explain before two miracles referred to in thine books,
and if I have chosen them it is because I find them of a more exaggerated inventive than
the rest of them.
In the city of Jericho a blind man happened to cross Jesus’ way and began to scream:
Jesus Son of God make me see.
Jesus said: Thou sight is returned and he saw.
Brothers of mine, the blind man of Jericho is a figment of someone’s imagination.
The sick always found in me comfort and also some way of relief, due to my studies on
human illnesses. Of these miracles I had no knowledge but by the writings of thou
historians.
The story of the five fish and of the two breads, multiplied and distributed among many
thousands of people left my Spirit perplexed when seeing such profound human
foolishness.
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Ah! - Brothers of mine, Jesus as I have just said, was often in the midst of popular
gatherings, but there was never anything on his behalf that could give place to such
fables. With what purpose would I have caused the belief in these dysfunctions of the
material nature whilst I said that the Father's power was evidenced in the splendor of
creation and in the relentless natural laws of matter?
At the beginning of this book I referred to thee the resurrection of a young girl,
resurrection that existed only in the imagination of those present there, but I let it pass as
a real fact because I did not see any inconvenience in it then. I knew that the young girl
had not returned to life, but I took advantage of the parents’ illusion to inspire them faith
by means of the Spirit’s resurrection. But as for what happened in Jericho and in all
circumstances in which I appear as violating the laws of the material existence I insist in
my absolute denial regarding my participation in such lies.
I insist on these principles of high religious philosophy: that God has never trespassed the
limits set by Himself; that God has not granted anyone the ability to transgress the divine
laws, which rest on unalterable laws; that God is a Being that is too perfect to deceive
himself, too fair to favor a few and leave others aside, too adorable to descend to
combinations of gender as those that are at each step in thine pretended sacred books. –
Oh, certainly, God has protected me! - Yes, God has impelled me toward the future so
that I was the light, the guide; but not always was I worthy of this honor, and because in
the end I earned it, is it that I was able to precede humanity, and later descend from that
light to humanity to bless it with my blood and to emancipate it with my words.
The man who savors peace in the midst of sadness and of sufferings will also be a Son of
God, because he is free to think, free to adore God, free to bring relief to his brothers with
the power of the Spirit and the gush of the heart, because he is free to live without giving
up his faith and to dye for it, free to march forward during his life and after death.
The woman of the Earth who has suffered all the disillusions with dignity, who has
defended all her rights with the conscience of her spiritual value, who has ascended the
steps of the divine science and multiplied her good deeds to offer them to the God of the
Universe, shall also be a Daughter of God. She shall be a Daughter of God and she shall
be able to keep this name to the same extent before the world that she shall have left, as
before the world which she shall have been called to by the divine will. I desired with too
much ardor the happiness of men and too absolute were my purposes to justify the
opinion of those who employ with excessive crudeness the epithet of impostor or of those
who hide the purpose of this insult with more favorable expressions for the reading of
their books.
Having taken the SON OF GOD name I knew that I was entitled to it: having advanced
toward the abyss I knew that I had fallen into it. The bitterness of death was pleasant to
me as a man forced to die, and I predicted to my Apostles the abandonment which later
they became guilty of. I requested strength to my high spiritual protection and in my
human alliances I fell to weaknesses common to all men. My nature was then like all
human natures, divided between the attraction of the Divine Providence and the attraction
of human happiness, but the progress of my thoughts, ever so better and more intensely
directed toward the divine horizon, I had to destroy my corporal tendencies, becoming
the immortal Messiah.
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The man who is detached from the mundane troubles, is really the Son of God. John had
said it before me, and he did not only envisage the conquered future, when he made me
promise that I would respect my denomination and sustain it before every one and against
all.
My position as the Son of God, brothers, is better considered by the followers of the
Universal Religion than by the souls locked in the narrow circle of a human religion.
The Universal Religion is founded on God’s Justice, it does not build temples for a
fraction of men, it does not have a forced external formulism; but it gives peace after the
prayer, because the prayer is deprived of all the superstitions that accompany the human
religions.
The Universal Religion defines God with his attributes of greatness and power; the
human religions define God with the weaknesses inherent to humanity.
The Universal Religion has its seat in the soul, like in a sanctuary. The human religions
are condemned to err and to struggle with reason.
The Universal Religion is manifested with elevation of thought and the desire of
perfection. The human religions demand faith without providing the feeling of faith. They
end up converting man in a fanatic and an unbeliever.
The Universal Religion, brothers, tells thee that we are all equals, by virtue of our origin.
The Universal Religion elevates thee for the future and guarantees against arrogance,
speaking to thee of the past.
The Universal Religion gives thee thou Being's exact definition and it saves you from
desperation, it introduces thee in the glory of thou God and promises you happiness in his
abode.
The House of God is the house of the intelligences that have reached perfection and their
crowning. It is the Son of God’s Homeland. There is where Jesus comes from at this time
to explain to you his nature. From there he came on a day of mercy, to be the Messiah,
thou guide and comfort. From there he also blesses you whenever thou gaze requests the
light of God to send it to you. From there he calls you all, yes all, one after the other.
There is heaven, the future of the Universal Religion, there is the delicious morning of
thou present night, the end of thine efforts, the work of thou existence. To conquer death,
to conquer the light, to conquer a place in the Sun of Suns, a voice in the concert of the
divine harmonies, to conquer the Spirit’s perfection and to descend from the high regions
only to help the feeble souls, to liberate the slaved souls and to demonstrate to the
ignorant, God’s greatness and the Spirit’s high destiny.
- Oh, brothers of mine! – Deserve this happiness and embellish thou soul with this hope.
During several centuries, after the last humiliation of his Spirit, Jesus observed the
procedures contrary to all divine law, of the recipients of the religious authority and if he
did not impede these excesses it is because God leaves to each one the responsibility of
his own actions before his Justice, this is because God confirms his laws not intervening
in the exercise of the individual freedom. The dark forces may well shake up a world, the
Messiah and the superior agents of the divine authority may well be the Messengers of
light, but the fight is always hard and matter itself is the strongest. Materiality cuts off the
feeling of spirituality in the inferior worlds, in the same way that spirituality cuts off
materiality in the high regions. For all these reasons he could not put a stop to the
commerce that was made of his doctrine and he had to bear its false definitions,
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contemplate the crimes and the abominable vengeances, with his soul immobilized by the
divine will.
Brothers of mine, my dear brothers, bless the merciful thought that sends me again
amongst you. Do not ask God his secrets, but approach the fire of his love, the radiance
of his light, the intelligence of his nature and remove as much as thy can, the tendencies
of the carnal nature. The carnal nature drags thee to dishonest loves, to cringing
ambitions, to delinquent calculations, to hypocritical demonstrations, to a humiliating
happiness for the soul and to the loss of thou spiritual dignity. As a man as thouselves, I
was also put to the mercy of the laws of matter and I come to tell you that God wants the
entire possession of thine souls. Accumulate treasures for the future that concern to God
and reject the material treasures. Destroy thou ambition for human honors and deserve
the heavenly ones. Begin the reformation of thine vicious preferences, of thine licentious
habits, dethrone pride and selfishness to make modesty and charity glow. Adore God, as
the light and the freedom, as the calm and the power, the intelligence and the purity and
do not insult him any longer with prayers said without the understanding of his attributes
that want the freedom, the calmness, the strength, the intelligence and the purity of thou
desires, of thou love, of thy faith and of thou hope.
Remain in peace with me thee who want to follow me and pronounce in the flow of thine
hearts the prayer that I shall dictate to thee to end this chapter:
"God of mine, make this world present itself before me just as it really is: a
place of tests, a painful bale, a cold and temporal room; but sweeten the
bitterness of the test, lighten the bale with the concurrence of my sister souls
and discover before my eyes the magnificent case with splendid rewards, due
to the eternal gravitation of the Spirits, to conquer the pure spirituality in thy
light and in thou glory."
In my eighth chapter I will begin considering the matter of the dependence of the Spirits
of the Earth and their dematerialization.
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CHAPTER VIII
Jesus briefly defines the Spirit’s origin and advance. Its elevation by its own progress. Holy Friday. Jesus
never sought to appear as God himself.

L

ET us define today, brothers of mine, human nature’s inherent grace and let us
ascend the steps that lead to the knowledge of man's creation.
I will start at the beginning and say that free will and the sense of responsibility of
his actions are given to man in his natural and primitive state. I declare that the human
soul develops these as his intellectual sparkle becomes more intense, and I add that this
intellectual sparkle is an attribute of the Spirit.
The Spirit is God’s creation, of which the soul was its advocate and the material
substance its expression.
The Spirit acquires progressively more clarity in order to develop its spiritual principle
and diminish its primitive tendencies, entirely animal.
The new man's Spirit cannot conceive the spiritual happiness, but restrains, in his
material relationships, from wild demonstrations, whilst he brings from his preceding
residence, sweet instincts in harmony with the social state that he embraces. The new
man's Spirit becomes delinquent when he brings from his preceding residence the desire
for atrocious insanities and the pleasure for furious fights.
The new man owes his easy development or his lingering brutalization to the intervention
of the Spirits that surrounded him and the world’s progress is blocked by the low moral
level of all. The world owes to its Creator the fair tribute of its own progress and the
world on the other hand always delays this progress as if it were difficult for it to
discover the final purpose and the origin, as if it distrusted the future and sought to ignore
the past.
All men have reflected on man's destiny, but all have taken a somber and discouraging
look on the origin of man. I will give thee some notions regarding this origin, even when
these notions had to be welcomed with the skepticism characteristic of the time whose
sad moral result I regret. Creation, brothers, is not so much above the power of thou
intelligence that it cannot be explained by human logic. I offer myself therefore to thee,
as a philosopher of the Earth, as a Spirit whose investigations were crowned by success
and I call thou attention to it. I shall later pick up my name and my title again, now I am
nothing but thou friend that comes to communicate the impressions received by himself
in regions more favorable for the moral and intellectual education of man. I present
myself as a professor of unknown beauties and I speak with the desire of enlightening
thee. I have been studying for centuries, I adore the divine power and I feed with its light
the lamp that I possess.
Brothers of mine, for thee to comprehend the scene of creation it is necessary, as a
starting point, to admit: the soul, as a sensitive power; the Spirit, as a thinking power; the
flesh, as a revealing power, in the world that thou inhabit.
The soul exists as a dependence of the universal vital principle; the Spirit, as a creation of
this vital principle; the flesh, as an expression of sensibility and intelligence.
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My developments regarding the Spirit will outline this chapter’s thesis. Consequently, it
is necessary to establish a base for the explanation and determine the Spirit’s functions,
totally different to those of the soul.
The soul is the principle of movement and sensibility.
The soul is the divine breeze that glides and revives with the power of the flesh that feeds
off the carnal nature’s energy, and which ends by its own weakness.
The Spirit is dependent on the soul and the flesh; at first it is characterized by the
memory that the personality establishes, becoming an intelligent creature, by the
continuous development of its nature, inherent to the transformation and emancipation
development of its external expressions and of its intimate desires.
In races of mediocre Spirits, memory is circumscribed to natural habits and puerile
combinations. In the highest races, memory becomes the source of progress, directing its
light on the blemishes of the past. In the entirely spiritual regions, memory takes from the
past, beautiful teachings to understand and to teach about the future. The Spirit becomes
illuminated in regard to God’s designs and rises without pause toward the eternal truth
whose depths it has already evaluated.
During the first manifestations of its personality, the Spirit behaves like a child in the
material worlds; it walks with fear and it directs surprise looks toward all that it does not
know yet; it emits sounds whose meaning nobody understands but the Spirits of its own
order; it runs away from the light that inspires fear in it and moves closer to the flame that
it enjoys; it lends very little attention to the teachings of its own life and is attracted only
by the contemporary enjoyments; prepares nothing and remembers very little.
During the complete exercise of its power, the Spirit becomes corrupt by calculation,
corrupt as it became by leisure or by the disordered desires of its material instincts. In the
course of its duties, the Spirit becomes delinquent, forgetting them to satisfy passions
whose pernicious influence it knows very well, and by means of this moral degradation
the Spirit falls into the confusion of death to wake up in anguish, doubt and in the
darkness of error. When the human Spirit falls addicted to demeaning enjoyments, though
not offending but unkind to God, it loses the purity of its soul. Absorbed in feeble
wanderings, the human Spirit often loses view of the true objective of living in the flesh,
and its science, so dear to mankind, does not provide it with peace of heart and health for
its soul. What is the soul if not the sensitive part of the Being, the right to feel and aspire,
the power to enjoy and to suffer?
The spirit of the animal that follows thee, as first after thee, new men, is unable without a
doubt of arbitrating improvements and fantasies of comforts, but who will impede its soul
from conceiving pain, from crying because of separation; from being happy because of
maternity and from surrendering to the expansions of love?
That new man's Spirit, oh old men, is certainly lacking those abilities acquired by thee, in
the use of the gifts of God; but its soul is no different to thine, when the moral forces are
equal. I will explain: If thou Spirit, in the use of the gifts of God, that is to say, on the
way to enjoyments and acquired knowledge, left thine human nature full of vicious
habits, given that in the free use of thou abilities it was bent toward evil, the soul feels the
effect of this brutalization and remains inert in the feeling of the happiness that is
inherent to it, and as if disinherited by the distributor of this happiness. The Spirit
conceives the righteous actions and the soul feels congratulated for it. The Spirit
discovers the true strength and the true justice, strengthening the soul for the impulse that
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with it, it is given. The Spirit honors the law of the worlds and banishes from its brutal
nature the pleasure of offending that law and the soul lends its essence’s sensibility to
harmonize the law’s precepts with the feeling of the benefit and horror toward cruelty. If
the Spirit hesitates in following the light of improvement, the soul suffers and cries. The
soul elevates its voice in the stillness, in solitude and this voice is called: conscience.
The soul is the Spirit’s conscience, the soul is the high expression of righteousness,
placed in the Being as the seed of the future.
The soul in the destructive animals seems suffocated by the spirit’s ferocity, but as soon
as the spirit improves, the soul takes its own physiognomy, that is to say, it dominates the
rude instincts, up to where the development of its intelligence allows it. – It announces
itself by means of the power of its compassionate emotions and by the satiety of the
corrupted pleasures. – The soul seizes the situation when the Spirit’s aptitudes ¹ lose their
prestige over the material nature, but in this case human evolution weakens and the defeat
becomes complete because of the trinity’s rupture, the soul, the brain and the body. – The
Spirit reveals itself and its organs’ enlarge, which it badly needs as it no longer has them,
the sounds of thought drift away as the sounds of a voice listened by ears ailing with
deafness.
Thought is the Spirit’s duty, the Spirit always thinks. – The Spirit advances because of
the expansion of its thought. – The Spirit does not lose its balance in a state of mental
illness but rather its manifestations become imperfect or nil because of the weakness of
its instrument. – The Spirit becomes agitated with fever because its human body is sick.
The Spirit loses its initiative in old age because of the weakening of its means of
expression. The Spirit also during madness illuminates with its lightning shocks, but soon
it gets tired of the fight and this fight determines the end of its physical life. The Spirit is
not revealed during childhood because the brain does not enjoy yet a suitable
development, in the same way that in old age the feeling of animalism dominates human
nature; but as strength is acquired, the Spirit ² is evidenced through the fog that wraps
round it indicating its nature and its aptitudes. The Spirit has not remained inactive after
its last stage in a physical world, but the state of lethargy on account of a new emigration
removes its sense of power, and there as in other situations its memory weakens in the
sense of maintaining God’s decrees. The child's memory and man's memory only pick up
from the past the affinity and the tastes, those which the present existence offers an
undeniable test.
¹ He means to say, without a doubt, rational thinking, since the imbalance between it and its feelings
triggers what he soon after says: the stagnation of the human progress for a lack of harmony between the
heart and the brain, that is to say, between its feelings and its intelligence and the means for its realization
in the world which is the body.
² Although we observe, of all what was said it is deduced that the volitional, sensitive and thought principle
has its seat and its starting point in the soul, but it is the Spirit which makes it apparent to us. It is clarified
by the doctrine other times revealed by the Master, that the Spirit is the personality, constituted by the soul
and the perispirit.
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The child's memory is manifested in its inclinations, the grown-up man's memory
sometimes illuminates his new career with the light of the genius and other times it
evidences infantile aptitudes or lights his way with the sinister light of shameful crimes or
filthy orgies of the Spirit.
If at a given moment splendors of the Spirit’s memory arise in the human brain, the
Being is elevated in a poetic ecstasy accompanied by visions of distant harmonies; if
there are other reflections of that memory that lightens up in the brain that man may
become a leading light.
The power of memory that carries with it the light that illuminates the human path and
the Being's impression in the vast horizon of discovery, is a confused memory of each
one’s previous efforts. Man is hard-pressed toward progress by the memory and nothing
is lost for him in spite of the momentary interruptions of his intellectual power. The
deprivation of its intelligence does not carry with it the efforts’ withdrawal and the
Spirit’s respite nothing removes from its insight and its future activity.
The feeling of the intellectual lights is a result of the Spirit’s advancement. The moral
tendency toward the beauties of nature reveals the soul’s sensibility and this sensibility is
almost always associated with the Spirit’s progress.
The struggle of the carnal instincts with the spiritual principle that rouses the advanced
Spirit is the endeavor imposed on this Spirit. The proof of his victory assures him an
increase of moral and intellectual abilities for his new pilgrimage.
The sudden failure of the spiritual principle during the struggle, propels the Spirit into a
stupor, in a humiliating relaxation, in a weakening of the divine aspirations, in a remorse
and in a depression of the soul.
I do not want to follow the Spirits that are unworthy of themselves in their atonement
because the reason of my presentation is alien to the description of the tortures inherent to
all blame: ensuing only to deal with the grace spilled onto the Spirit of the man who has
remained strong in the midst of the light attained in his previous lives. I take on the task
of proving the high teaching of the properly called grace, of the grace granted to the
human nature of knowing its origin and its destiny, by means of the learning of its duties
and by virtue of the manifestations of the truth.
Within the human nature, I have said, new Beings and other renovated ones exist. Spirits
that have just left the brutalization of the flesh, without any further reflections of light as
a guide other than the soul’s own instinct, that dominating the Spirit, is in turn dominated
by the flesh. Spirits that have traversed life dreams, suffering degradations, depressions,
happiness, ruptures, falls, joyful ecstasies, sadness, glories, martyrdoms. Spirits whose
sufferings were due to their excesses and which the horror of death has thrown them in
the midst of terror and repentance. Spirits that have been called to support their brothers,
and climb the steps of spiritual power. Strong spirits because of the development of their
intelligence. Spirits willing to do good favoring the development of their abilities,
prepared for happiness because of their feeling of justice and dominated by the desire of
exploration.
I base my definition on the dependence of the spiritual nature’s intellectual power and I
say: that the appraisal of intelligence is proportional to the extension of the knowledge
acquired by the Spirit, in the progress achieved during the successive temporary
existences and of productive alliances, in the rising road of the soul’s abilities and in the
activity of the divine element. Human science has demonstrated the effective influence of
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the brain’s functions on its intellectual manifestations, but this fact, material for the
human eye, keeps a dependence with the spiritual organism, since the brain is nothing but
the Spirit’s mirror and the Spirit is placed in an environment that is favorable for it to
comply with God’s laws and to fulfill the purpose of his creation.
All Spirits should discover God’s power and the dependence of their own nature. All
Spirits must study the origin and the purpose of existence, but at the same time they must
dominate the natural instinct of the flesh to transform this discovery and this dominance
into the pedestal of their spiritual greatness. All human Spirits, although they have had to
remain in ignorance during centuries, shall not abandon this ignorance until their carnal
tendencies ¹ have been finally canceled, by means of efforts of patience and tests of
purity in the presence of the high hope for the fabulous goods of spirituality.
Brothers, in the world that thou inhabit, the influences within the circle of thou
partnerships and the blindness of the Spirit do not allow thine thoughts to rise towards the
delicious enjoyments of spirituality. The Spirit is not able to rid itself of the material
objects and not many times is it given to it to meditate on God’s power, feeling soon after
deviated by the apparent contradictions harvested in the worldly nature’s dwellings; but
the power of the grace is there, the light of God breaks through the darkness, the will of
the Spirit shatters the yoke that traps it. Then, the human Spirit, still weak, but resolved to
conquer its perfection, rips the veil that hides God’s delightful figure from it.
Oh, divine nature of the soul! Hurl thou bonds and thy sweetness in man’s way, amid the
material tribulations and grant the gifts of science to those who recognize thee as the
element of life and happiness! Be the believers’ happiness and cause the idea of
reformation among them, refine their judgment, enlarge their thoughts and offer them
honors of high morality! Give rise to the calm of clarity amongst the shades of passion,
calm the fever of anger,destroy the cause of crime, applying to all wrongs the balm of the
celestial word! Become the comfort of the just, but also give warning to the sinners and
make the light shine in their Spirits’ night! - Beautiful and sacred poetry of the soul! Dominate the humiliations of the carnal nature and become the human Spirit’s source of
improvement!
¹ These tendencies, whenever they are not vicious, are inherent to man's animal nature and assure the
survival of the species, since it is still an instinct, hardly purified, that presides over the formation of the
family by the unconscious sexual attraction. If the theory of free love is a, more than immoral, degrading
theory, the constitution of a family is more a social necessity than a virtue. Likewise it is only our
backwardness which makes us consider maternal love as the most sublime of all feelings while it is only a
result of the carnal relationship that mediates between the parents and the children. That love would be
truly sublime if the mother’s love was also toward all children, even those who are not her own. As for the
carnal tendencies, they are inherent to our spiritual evolution condition. A superior spiritual grade perhaps
would result in not needing a future reincarnation, since the perispirit would lack enough materiality to
relate to the physical plane. - O. R. [Spanish Translator]

Brothers of mine, the human Spirit’s dependence on the soul’s spiritual nature, is the
foundation of God’s eternal design to transform its creatures into the object of his love. The principle of a Universal Religion rests on this foundation that man reveals in his
future, liberated from the yoke of the vices of the material nature and dazzling with the
attributes of the soul whose nature is divine.
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I remove from my thoughts the memory of man's brutalization and I reveal to them the
future development of their spiritual nature, introducing as a principle the right and
proper result of the Spirit’s efforts and the wealth of acquired knowledge. But I must
deduce from all that has been said that the laboring efforts and the multiplicity of lights
determine the Spirit’s development describing the circle of its attributions in the Divine’s
eternal mind. I remove from my nature the scaffold of the human Spirit’s humiliating
errors, but I aspire to its regeneration and this aspiration will end up being true. - I
withdraw my sight from the monstrous behaviors, the disgraceful dealings, the arrogance,
the crimes, the horrors, the corruption and I see at the bottom of my soul’s horizon,
developments, changes, elevations, honors and strengths to conquer the spiritual power.
Hindering their spiritual nature, men become fratricidal and impious; but after returning
to the happiness that the soul’s memory provides, they will understand their Spirits’
destination and the justice of the bale that the tests of the corporal life comprise. They
will know how to harmonize the powers of the carnal impulse, with the solidity of the
rules of the superior order and they shall pick up the sweet fruit of the prayer, when this
prayer is directed to the Creator of the Universe whose deeds shall be respected and his
laws obeyed.
All will collaborate in the divine purposes once they surrender to the effort recognizing it
as the cause for the increase of the power and the intelligence that brings us closer to
God. - Men remain far from God. - The Spirits of the Earth are mediocre as families and
individualities. The high expression of the divine intelligence finds them cold and
skeptical, the development of their hearing organ is disconnected from the harmonies of
the grace of whose gifts they are surrounded, and the purity of the spiritual element
makes them seem like larvae that crawl over the rotten meat of a cadaver. But, we have
already said it, the grace of the power is there.., God’s light penetrates the darkness, the
Spirit’s will breaks the oppression that traps it, and therefore the human Spirit, poor still,
but resolved to grow in stature, rips the veil that hides it from God’s adorable figure. The
Spirit’s purpose is to progress and does not care much about the nature of the obstacles
that surrounds it. What can it care about the mean ambitions of its momentary delay in
the material life? The inconsistency of the intellectual scope in relation to the idea of true
justice and of high grace, that surrounds it far and wide, must disappear by effect of its
willpower and must evidence the spiritual nature when the materiality is erased under the
domain of a greater progress and of nobler alliances in the soul’s expressions.
The Spirits of the Earth remain far from God because of the weakness of their nature that
subjects them to monstrous laws of ungodliness and rituals of barbarian enjoyments. But
Spirits of a higher nature come to emancipate the minds and enlarge the approach of the
Earth’s Spirits and often they are granted powers of special radiance that allow them, by
means of the support of an intermediary nature, to sustain themselves amid these belated
Spirits, in the middle of darkness and of humanity's sufferings.
Poor human Spirits! Humble thou selves before the science of the God’s delegates, to
shorten the road toward thine spirituality. Remain expectant of the future yield, walking
in an active and conscious way amid the passions and humanity's wrongs, to repress the
pernicious tendencies of thy nature and to alleviate the most miserable among thee. Learn
to recognize the object of thou existence and continue working on thy regeneration, in
spite of the pressure that the Spirit must endure by effect of the struggle and the
estrangement of those given in to enjoyments and pride. Look for help and comforts in
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the Divinity’s fountain and unload the bale of agony distinctive of the corporal nature
with the use of the power of the spiritual nature.
Yes, brothers, it is really Jesus who speaks to thee, but the derived intellectual happiness
that comes from the Spirit’s manifestations cannot be granted but to those who have
begun the task of their purification, the effort of their dematerialization, to those who
have already entered the road to the reformation of their own animal nature and by the
battles against themselves, against all the disorganizing passions of the soul, against all
the evil habits that make the Spirit descend to the level of beasts, against the ambition of
the worldly possessions; against the belief that traces only guilty fictions, rotten
doctrines, imagination deliriums worthy of pity, false philosophical studies, sad solutions,
worthless denials of God’s existence.
Discover thou destinations, brothers of mine, in the spiritual expression. Practice trips
among the light and free thine souls from the straps that oppress them. Remain as
defenders of free thought, oh, thee who want the Spirit’s emancipation!, but include the
great name of God in the discussion and incline thou selves before the testimonies of his
power and his love. Accumulate treasures of knowledge, but remember that without the
due participation of the Spirit true victories do not exist for man and abandon the silly
pride and the disrespectful scorn for thou poorer brothers for what they know and for
what they do not know, as they are unable to conceive that knowledge.
Support general education for the masses and use thou abilities for goodness. - Search for
believers for the Universal Religion, becoming thou selves its Apostles. - The Universal
Religion yearns for fraternity among men and devotion towards God, it looks for the
divine element in its purity and peace in the world, it correlates the love of the family
with the love between all Spirits, it approaches the humble lodging as well as the splendid
residence, and it explains the reason for the rigorous tests alongside the abundance of the
gifts; the reason of the greatness of ideas next to the Spirit’s nakedness, of the road to the
honors alongside the stagnation of skills, of the possession of great intelligence beside
man's purely vegetative development in his phases of growth and pause. Humiliate the
carnal nature in its bestial quality. Wipe out dishonor in marriage replacing it by sincerity
and the delicacy of love.
Run away from the glory adorned with blood, from happiness acquired with the price of
dishonor, from the vapors of drunkenness and of the temptations of the flesh.
Make the Celestial forces come to thee, calling them with the fervor of a soul full of hope
and pray, as the angels pray, without a blend of weakness and with the self-denial of the
great souls.
In the execution of the human laws, carry the effusive power of the Spirit that struggles
against the soul’s sensibility, but let the soul speak to sweeten the convict's fate. Visit the
poor to give testimony of fraternity. Punish murder but never kill the murderer: the right
of death belongs only to God.
Make the human law rest upon the divine law and raise the culprit after the atonement to
induce him toward the road to rehabilitation and freedom.
Free the old man from all his old things rejuvenating him in every sense and inscribe on
his rejuvenation this humanitarian and fundamental religious maxim: God for all and
each man for his brothers.
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Convey to all Spirits that the grace is acquired by the righteous employment of all the
abilities, and put to work for the social regeneration the painful but glorious activity of
the noble Children of God, the intelligent and the strong, sent in aid of the ignorant and
the weak.
Then, brothers, thou won't find Jesus so far from thee and the manifestations of his Spirit
will root the convictions in thine, as well as the sweet pity of its soul will attract the
enthusiasms of thy hearts.
I say goodbye to thee, brothers, until the ninth chapter of this story.

HOLY FRIDAY - APRIL 19 1878.
Let us honor the memory of my corporal death and let us affirm again that God is so
superior to humanity that he is not able to mix materially with it.
I unceasingly insist on this false direction that the human Spirit has been imprinted on
everything, because it has overturned the good sense of men taken toward religious
awareness and because it has turned out being an inexhaustible source of ungodliness and
crimes.
Jesus never sought to be regarded as God himself and the miracles that are attributed to
him are sheer invention.
"I am the Son of God, he used to say, but all men should prepare their Spirit’s
elevation to receive the spiritual honor that is actually a glory for me. I am the Son
of God, but I deserved this title with my deeds and the human family has workers,
that as myself, will perform savings in order to reach a more beautiful homeland.
"My place of duty is not here, but I came toward thee to bring thee the light and
the good news.
"I will return, because many who cannot understand what I say now will
understand later, since my divine mission does not have an end, because it
represents God’s love toward all men.
"I am God’s Son, but by thou acceptance of my superiority do not break the bonds
of fraternity that tie us together.
"All men are brothers; the strongest must provide their support to the weakest; the
better educated must teach the morals and the divine law; the rich have the duty of
sharing their wealth with the poor.
"Many among thee will see God’s Kingdom, because man is born again to
complete his destination. Everyone who has lived lives again, because death has
domain only on the flesh."
Jesus' doctrine exhibited God’s unalterable semblance and the perfectibility of all Beings
by means of their transformations owing to their material lives and their stays in the
spiritual abode adapted to their successive states of moral development.
God’s unalterable semblance determines the inviolability of his laws.
The perfectibility of the created Spirit is a test of the love and the intelligence of the
Creator’s Spirit.
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Fraternity is deduced from Jesus' doctrine.
It does not only comprise the alliance of the Spirits of a single world, but the alliance of
the Spirits of all worlds.
His corporal death has not weakened in the least Jesus' love toward Earth’s humanity, and
he answers to those unhappy ones that implore to him, explaining the religious errors and
the cause of their sufferings.
God, full of mercy toward the sinner, has allowed me to manifest myself here outwardly
and the renovated grace constitutes a promise of new graces.
NOTE (from the original). - The Holy Friday manifestation of 1878 has been transcribed here because it
acknowledges Jesus' non divinity, in accordance with what was equally established in the entire narration
of his life; it constitutes rather a connecting link more than a sanction. Later this will be properly
understood.
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CHAPTER IX
The development of Jesus’ mission continues.

I

n the present colloquium, brothers of mine, we will continue with the development of
my mission.
During his brief stint as Messiah in the midst of humanity, Jesus had to resign to be
known as the real spirit that he was, for his power on earth lay in the title of the SON OF
GOD, a title full of promises, but also full of the obscurity for the unknown, from which
he seized the occasion to acquire influence over the masses. But in private conversations
Jesus made others understand that the affiliation with which he was honored, would also
honor all the spirits who emancipated their souls in the midst of the human nature.
God’s unity was never compromised by Jesus. Those who invented the miracles were the
ones who confounded Jesus with God himself.
God distributes to each one the strength and the intelligence in proportion to the honors
earned in the struggle of the instincts of the physical life with the divine emanations of
spiritual immortality.
The immortality of the soul, by highlighting the object, before the Spirit, of his
successive material existences, pushes it into contempt for all carnal dependency and
elevates it instead to the glory of the divine mission.
The Messiahs are the Sons of God, because they demonstrate God, they clarify him.
Now I can speak in this way, but before it was necessary for me to surround myself with
prestige, for which it was not convenient to explain the principle on which the Messiah’s
honors rest. It was necessary to dilate the moral sense of humanity and it was not
profitable to provide an opportunity to discuss my rights as the Son of God. It was
necessary to obtain the results under remarkable proportions, to avoid being arrested, at
the first steps.
Yet I have often reproached myself for that tortuous road, and when I was alone with one
of my disciples, if the opportunity presented itself to cast in a discerning spirit the germ
of truth, I confided to some extent, uttering mysterious phrases whose meaning I hoped
that perhaps the future would benefit for the truth. I assumed myself as the confidant of
the prophets and martyrs, surprised by death, then, called upon by the feeling of my
position I repressed demonstrations and recommended to those who had been witnesses
of my enthusiastic expansions to keep under the greatest secret what they had heard ¹.
In my conversations I sought to associate the belief in the established doctrines with the
doctrine of the spirit’s successive incarnations, speaking at the same time of hell and the
sanctity of my rights as Son of God. But in the broad horizon that stretched before my
thoughts the facts were justified by the purposes. I directed my hopes to the future and
lay the delicious emotions of my soul before the harmonies in which I dreamt, seeing
them justified even at this very moment that I return to complete my work, by way of
God again.
¹ We can understand how delicate Jesus’ position must have been, left to his own power in the midst of
uneducated people, entirely brutalized by the flesh, and not eager to improve. The Bible was for the people
the infallible code of all their wisdom and nothing was beyond its prophets and the word of the LORD, of
whom those were the forced spokesmen. It was therefore necessary to fend a lot of authority and know how
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to stand up for it, in spite of the humble situation in which the Master carried out his deeds, to be heard and
followed. Something must have been superior, no doubt, in the carpenter's son from Nazareth for this to
happen, by the success of the doctrine of returning good for evil as opposed to Moses’ eye for an eye and a
tooth for a tooth. But, having to rely on purely human means, how to acquire that so indispensable
prestige? This is the cause of these conflicts that we see emerging at each step in the Spirit of that
exceptional being, who was a martyr since birth by the mere fact of having to live in such a primitive
world. - O. R. [Spanish translator].

I used to mix the old with the new law, from which these parables resulted and which
often lacked clarity, those apparent contradictions enveloped in the speed of my
exhibitions, and badly foreseen by the limited insight of the audience, and those
appreciations of the Divine Justice, at the same time full of mercy and eternal vengeance.
Brothers of mine, let us bow down before God’s majesty and confess the poverty of our
own nature.
- I used to say to my disciples:
"You are all sons of God, but even the last one of thee will have to make efforts to
become great and strong.
"There shall be joy in my Father’s house when a newly converted Spirit enters in
it and not for the perseverance of two-righteous ones.
"Will and emulation free the Spirit from the humiliations of the flesh. The love of
God inspires the love in all creatures, which are the work of God.
Be the depositories of my law, it is a law of love. The law of love does not say, a
tooth for tooth, an eye for eye, it says: forgive thy enemies; pray for those who
slander thee; take, silently, thou charity to the house of the poor. If you are given a
slap on the cheek, offer the other, because men surrender to the sweetness of
virtue before the justice of retaliation.
"Dwell with the enemies of God and do not avoid the women of easy virtue, since
it is an obligation for those working in the Lord’s vineyard to set an example, and
the proximity of evil cannot tarnish those who are just."
I used to use examples favorable to the minds of those whom they were addressed to and
appealed to family conversations during parties, finding there often on what to apply my
precepts.
I remember an event that took place in a small mountain house overlooking the valley of
Shechem.
I was tired and while I was resting waiting for my disciples who had gone to replenish
our provisions, I began to praise the cleanliness that I observed in the midst of such
poverty, with the intention of engaging in conversation with a woman who remained
respectfully standing in front of me.
In these places in Jerusalem the Samaritan population was much despised by the Jews.
"Sir, said the woman, because you are a prophet teach me too, because the law of
God is locked up in the Temple in Jerusalem, while we have to worship Him here.
"Woman, I said, God has not more than one temple and that temple is everywhere.
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"Men will worship God in Spirit and Truth, the time has not come yet, but the
light shall give rise to the truth, and I am preaching the light.
"Believe me, on this mountain, as in the Temple of Jerusalem, God sees the hearts
and favors the righteous." On this mountain, as in the Temple of Jerusalem, there
isn't a blade of grass that passes unnoticed to the eyes of God. The law of God is
not locked in a temple, but shines in every heart. "
My brothers, the best proof of thou covenant with God is to recognize that law
everywhere, bowing under the test and presence of His blessings, worship the Father in
thought and deed, praising both in the midst of sufferings and in the midst of prosperity.
Demonstrate the law of God with the righteousness of thou life, making men righteous,
making them happy and be happy thouself through faith. I still remember a party in
which abundance and joy reigned among those present, neglecting the care and the pains
of life. Joy was written on every face and the table in the middle of a courtyard with a
garden, received some rays of sun, despite the green dome that covered it. The young ran
timid looks towards me, the men, women and children surrounded me and wanted to
offer me all the honors. I agreed sitting at the head of the table with my disciples, who
had accompanied me in number of four, taking the other end. I proved myself friendly
and talkative that night. My eyes and my smiles were divided among the diners
illuminating with the glow of joy.
I always proceeded with the attitudes that the circumstances required and never at a party
or a gathering of friends did anyone ever see me anxious of silence or distracted by
painful concerns.
Accustomed to a nomadic life, I disdained my family and my homeland to better honor
them in the high expression of these words: - Family of men! - Universal Nation!
I sustained the fanaticism for the rights of the soul until the complete renunciation of
human hopes, but in the case of my presence among men, I gave assurance of divine
support for those who know how to lead their families and for a just and loving direction
for mothers.
My teaching was based on human brotherhood and the masses huddled around me to hear
these words, of which my lips were lavish:
"Let the smallest and the weakest come close to me.
"I came to bring joy to the sad ones, and to tell the happy: Be the servants of the
poor, the God of love and justice will reward you.
"Thou are all brothers and the servant is as good as the master in my Father's
abode.
"He who humbles himself will be elevated. Humble thouselves to serve God, only
the humble will be glorified.
"Ask, and it shall be given you; knock, and it shall be opened unto you:
Learn my law and divulge my precepts all over the earth, loving each other. Proceed not
like the hypocrites who prostrate themselves before God to be seen by men, who pray
with a heart full of anger and jealousy; give away instead before the gates of the Temple
of God thou desire of material fortune, thine hopes of worldly joys, thou weakness of
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pride, thine impure thoughts, thine low desires, so that grace may descend upon thee
through prayer.
"Give shelter to the widow and the orphan.
"Rid the sinner of his shame, showing thou arms always open for greeting.
"Uncover the vice, expose the sham, but pronounce words of mercy and the
promise of forgiveness to all offenders.
"Giving alms ostentatiously is not pleasant to the Lord our Father, and the
widow's contribution has more merit in his eyes, than the millions of the rich.
"Charity is not helpful for whom does it but when the biggest mystery surrounds
it. Keep therefore: the secrecy of the miseries which ye relieved, and let your left
hand ignore what your right one has distributed.
"Say: I believe, and set out to work. Activity is to faith, as warmth is to love; a
sign of life.
"Reflect on my words and do not give them a different meaning than what they
really have.
"Fervor does not entail an abundance of words and haughtiness in the action, but
modesty when doing charity work. He honors the Spirit without making it shine
amongst men. He gives the soul a sweet influence over the souls, but does not
push it toward oppression, toward domination, toward the arrogance of power. He
flourishes wisdom, does not drag the Spirit into the confusion of pride and power,
to the tumultuous passions of human greatness, in the recklessness of human
ambition for honors.
"Preach on my behalf and declare my presence because my spirit will still be
between you.
"Be faithful to my voice and be comforted, saying: The Lord is with us.
"Take me as an example, I am poor, remain poor, I am persecuted, suffer
persecution and let the God of peace dictate thine words.
"Despise the outrages, avail yourself of love and pray with a pure heart.
"Iron and fire, the abyss and the spirit of darkness will not prevail against you.
"I am the one who God has sent to tell the truth to men.
"I am the bond of love.
"I am the door to the joyful home and the gates of hell shall not prevail against
me.
"I am the one who was, is and will be.
"I do not explain these words because you would not understand, but the day will
come when all men shall know the truth.
"Stand firmly in love. I am thy Lord and thou Father and I shall be with you
during all the centuries through the power of God and because of my own will.
"Never unsheathe the sword; anyone who makes use of the sword will perish
under the blows of the sword.
"It would be better that you had never been born before forgetting my teachings,
because God’s Justice weighs more strictly against the parents than against the
children; against the unfaithful ministers, than against the mass of sinners.
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"Go about the whole world and proclaim the word of God, proclaiming thouselves
as His Prophets. Forgive the sins. All you forgive here, shall be forgiven in
heaven, and the grace will accompany you while you follow my law."
God’s Justice wants Jesus to continue being your guiding star in the midst of errors and
dangers, but orders that the words of other times be detached from the darkness that
enveloped them to shine the divine light to illuminate the Spirits who are now better
disposed to receive the light than at the time in which Jesus lived as a man among men.
Jesus’ doctrine showed the equality between spirits once they left the Creator’s hands, the
difference between them being established after the result of a more or less rapid
advancement of each one in regard to the irradiation of love toward the universal family,
whose members are all brothers and should all assist each other through charity and
selflessness. The greater the spirits’ progress, the more they feel the duties of
brotherhood. The more the spirits advance, the more they sense the trend and the ardor of
generous sacrifice for their brothers as an expression of brotherly love. With the word
charity I do not imply only the assistance and lack of hatred but an intimate sympathy to
all suffering soul. With the word devotion I do not mean only the temporary exaltation of
the soul in search of God, perhaps driven by a momentary pain, but the feeling of prayer
in continuing partnership with all the suffering and the continued tendency to participate
in all miseries, all shame, all conflicts of the soul. The word love does not include an
explanation of the tenderness between humans, but imposes righteousness by means of
the language of action, forgetting about oneself for the benefit of others, by the firmness
in protecting our brothers and in compliance with all our human fraternal duties.
The doctrine of love, based on equality and fraternity; there's the cause of Jesus’ prestige
in the midst of humanity. He came to bring God’s law to a world too new for this law to
be understood, but laid his work’s foundation, which would be immortal, and that work
continues to develop even today. He came to teach the law of sacrifice, and while the
successors of the Apostles, who were obliged to march in the midst of humility and
poverty, to honor the law and obey the commandment, have not respected the Master’s
word, more fervent disciples shall come to place themselves in compliance with such
teachings, repeating his words, which will finally have its followers.
Brothers of mine, I am the Messiah and the founder of the Universal Church.
I turn now to repeat everything I have said, giving the seal of God's greatness to the
human words.
"The presence of the Spirit shall shine in the middle of the darkness and the
darkness will be cleared. The Light shines on every person of goodwill.
Men have not recognized me because they did not possess the true light, but they
shall recognize me when they become more enlightened by the rays of the Spirit
sent by the Lord.
"Happy those who believe, because they will march in my law; happy those who
follow my prescriptions, because they shall see God.
"It's a fatal mistake to claim that Jesus came to bring the sword, for I am the bond
of love, having said: "Love one another and my Father shall love you."
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Fatal errors are those that really have led to sacrilegious happiness in the middle of blood
and the horrors of human slaughters, offered to the God of war, while those are nothing
but delusions for the possession of temporal treasures amid the ephemeral triumph of the
lower passions and the proper submission to the rule of evil and shameful pleasures of
vice!
I said:
"Remain humble, do not let thouselves be overcome by the ambition for temporal
possessions, nor by the desire for worldly powers.
"Those who remain attached to the Earth cannot follow me. My Kingdom is not of
this world.
"Rest on me and I will guide you towards the life and I shall give you the life,
because I am the life.
"I am the good shepherd; when a sheep is lost, I look for it and bring it back to the
flock.
"My sheep are the children of men; do as I do, and let joy reign in the master's
house when a stray sheep cometh back to the flock.
"Let the children and the poor, the sinners and loose women come to me¹, because
childhood is in need of light and needs support, the poor are my favorites, the
sinners seek help to enter a new life, and misdemeanant women are attached to a
clay vessel, when they can reach a gold cup. The clay vessel is the false love of
men, and the gold cup is God’s love that does not perish.
Remain faithful to my doctrine and propagate it throughout the earth so that men
do not keep on divided and there exists not more than one Religion and one
Temple.
"Do as I say, pull out the weeds, put the dried plant to the flames, separate the
good grain from the rotten and walk in the midst of the ruins building it up all
over again.

¹ I do not understand this distinction between the sins of men and women, being at last the Spirit, which has
no sex that offends. When the love of men is false, it is men who commit crimes, when women provoke the
falsehood in love, it is them who commit the crime, but let us not forget that if there are loose women, it is
because there are men who encourage it, since they alone could not carry on with a regretful life. It is really
the intention that is evil and as it is nothing more than a weakness in women, which is often judged too
severely, while the same weakness is apologized in men, calling it a necessity. O. R.

"However, abide by the law with tenderness and love. We must sympathize with
the poor bird and remember, too, that like it, every living being depends upon
God.
"Go and repeat my words. Heaven and earth will pass but my words shall not
pass, because the voice of the Spirit must have an outcome through the ages.
"Let my identity shine, brothers of mine, with the patient chain of thoughts and
the forthright exhibition of my deeds. Let us humble ourselves together. Accept
me as mediator, since I offer myself to thee and I come to deliver you from those
of evil life.
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"Break the chain that binds thee to selfishness, pride, vice, lightheartedness, and
discouragement, because I come to set you free from sin and death."
I'm always the one who leads to life and I say unto thee:
"Come to me, those who weep, for I will comfort you.
"Come to me, the poor and the sinners, the humble and the abandoned ones, and I
shall give thee peace and warmth.
My disciples were increasingly convinced of the greatness of my mission, and the
familiarity of our private conversations did not diminish the respect they professed for me
in front of other people. Imitators of my manners and my gestures in the way of speaking,
they received honors everywhere they went, reflecting those on my person and did not
elude the numerous occasions that arose to describe me as their Lord and Master, trying
in this way to demonstrate the place that they gave me amongst them.
I resigned myself to the honor of the title of master, to lead them, but used every
argument to make them understand the essence of the divine word brother, to be aware
of the soul’s elevation in the midst of the Spirit’s most humble situations and learn to
acquire the necessary strength to endure all the present humi1iations with the heavenly
hope of the future glory.
"I am your spiritual Father, but this quality obliges me, rather than you, to the use
of utmost patience and gentleness.
"I am your Lord, that is, thou director, thy defender, but if anyone among thee
judges me unworthy of these titles it would be his duty to warn me, since the
student applies to God as much as the teacher and since it is imperative that there
be among us an unlimited confidence in order to achieve the goal we've set.
"Let us pray together that God will sustain us, however it would be preferable for
the disciple to perish before the teacher, because the head is more useful than the
arm and because the master’s downfall would also produce that of his disciples.
"Honor me, but do not give out oaths relating to the future, because the Spirit is
willing but the flesh is weak. I say unto you: many of thee shall abandon me on
the path of sacrifice.
"Those who are disbanded shall not meet but to split up again. Only the head has
the strength. I am the head, and ye the members.
"Fear not. The test that is coming bear it as a hurricane gust.
"The Messiahs shall rise in Spirit and this Spirit will shine in the darkness, guide
your ship above the bouncing waves, its voice shall dominate the storm and its
word will announce the new day.
"Thou shall perceive the Spirit through the influence of sweet hopes that will seep
into your soul and force you to double your strength.
"Thou shall perceive the Spirit through the divine breath that will blow over your
heads and through the warmth that shall penetrate your hearts.
"Thou shall see the Spirit in the midst of the splendors that illuminate your soul
and nobody will be confused about it.
"But listen, and prepare the Kingdom of God by practicing devotion and love,
prudence and contempt for the world’s honors.
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"The world will fill you with derision and many will hate you, but suffer it for my
sake, always saying: the Lord is with us and we are his members. I still have other
members: the poor, and when you see the poor remember my words here spoken.
Soon I shall be with you no more, but my spirit will accompany you and it shall
dictate my will, as if I were still among thee.
"Do not accuse anyone for my death." My father will send me the cup of
bitterness and I shall hasten it till the end.
"But implement after I have left what we now are putting into practice together,
and spread out my words in the same way that I have, without changing or adding
anything to them.
"The Earth will be transformed and my words shall be understood after centuries
from now; I repeat unto you: the Spirit shall help the Spirit and the Kingdom of
God will be established on Earth, by the power of the Spirit.
"The Spirit shall hurl the word and the word will be the seed." Many of you will
see the Kingdom of God.
"These words thou cannot comprehend now and I must leave you in ignorance,
because the time has not come to explain them to thee, but many shall comment
them and I will return because of this and other things, because my day is not over
and I shall leave, dying, errors and doubts that my Father will dissipate.
"The truth is sown at a time and the fruits of truth are reaped, as a crop, at another
time. But the word of God is eternal, and all men shall receive it, because God’s
Justice is eternal, and because His presence is manifested throughout all ages.
Learn today, brothers of mine, the justice of these teachings and honor me with the same
attention that my disciples paid to me. Let us march on the path of greatness and let the
spiritually poor wander converting, instead, ourselves the word of God into our spiritual
food. God sends to all worlds, institutors, but each world is assigned as institutors, spirits
of that same world. The Messiahs are advanced institutors, whose teachings seem
utopian. My mission could not impose a rule of conduct in an age of ignorance, having to
give birth instead, to more concrete ideas of revolution in the Spirits and to ready them
for the future renewal of the social order. My Apostles were not to be men of genius, or
men of the world. It was necessary for me to choose between the simple working people,
to instruct and give them a righteous direction, without forcing in them the resignation of
the joys of the Spirit and the comforts of prosperity. My family ties did not shy me away
from the fulfillment of my purposes, because since childhood I was dominated by the
idea of sacrificing everything for the sake of those ideals and because I was hard-pressed
by the desire for the health of a family more precious to the Apostle than could be for his
own family to a man.
My unshaken resolve to sacrifice my life by martyrdom seemed an order I would have to
obey on pain of withdrawing the title of Apostle, the Messiah sponsorship and the
prestige of Savior and Son of God, that the Father had favored me with and of which
special benefits were expected by humanity.
My knowledge as Apostle was concentrated toward the future, and often, as I addressed
the people about the present, it indirectly led me to the people of the future.
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My voice became then prophetic and my speeches suffered from the influence of my
spreading thoughts when reaching the heights of truth and that truth had to be molded
with the rigidity of the established dogmas.
To the questions which had the purpose of making me fall in contradiction I would
answer in such a way so as to embarrass the questioner, while seeking to instill respect in
the crowds with the authority of the expression, the gesture and the word, always resolute
and incisive.
Hurtling against all powers, all prejudices, of birth and wealth, would have facilitated the
revolt, if at the same time I had not preached the glory that is found in the humiliation
before the eternal happiness. Poor and free, I used to speak strongly, driven by an
indescribable enthusiasm when referring to spiritual freedom.
"Give thou goods to the poor and follow me. Is it easier for a camel to go
through the eye of a needle than for a rich man to enter Heaven."
The bold figures, the daring comparisons were appropriate for a people easier to be
influenced emotionally than to understand reasonable explanations, which is why I often
had to resort to these powerful means to open up the spirit of my listeners.
My speeches, which always ended with a quotation appropriate to the case or with a
decree, remained like patterns and my language style did not at all resemble that of other
speakers.
I made denunciations before the Divinity of all the wrong doings I discovered.
The punishment of the evil rich inspired dark visions in me and I cast anathemas against
the exploitation of man against man, though none of my words were set up in advance,
whose elegance of association as brilliance of thoughts were always neglected by me,
because I addressed spirits that needed to be surprised rather than be seduced with the
beauties of style.
The untainted pleasures of my soul had their manifestation only between friends, and the
quiet and friendly conversations became more and more necessary to me.
Brothers of mine, my fellow female saints, go back to be again at this time the source of
the retrospective joys of the Spirit. Be the calm in the middle of my hectic memories, so
that comforting images, when they appear before my eyes, along with eerie shadows,
avoid the attempt to shorten the story under the influence of distress and the past
bitterness, which would be a historical deficiency and a black spot in the brightness of my
spirit.
Brothers of mine, I hope you can understand the value of my words and attach me to you
as thou brother in the worship of one and only God, as thou brother in the reform of thine
habits and the meditations of thou Spirit. As thou brother in the hopes and expectations
on your part toward the acquisition of the conquests of the Spirit that, happily, I enjoy,
and as a brother by the perfect harmony of thine intentions in regard to mine, so being
able to imprint unto the progress of all things by a divine emanation a more dignified
human nature.
I do not ignore that this my fraternal demonstration will have the effect at the beginning,
of a pure illusion of my Spirit, nevertheless I count on God to remove this error. God has
not given me the power to manifest myself today to abandon myself later, leaving me in
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impotence to demonstrate my revelation. God watches thee and looks forward to your
awakening.
Men dominated by vertigo and blindness demand the continuation of the honors and
riches they enjoy and whose right to possession arises from faults and crimes. Men
consumed by brutal passions and selfishness claim that nothing exists beyond matter ¹
and that religious beliefs are nothing but a deceptive appearance or ridiculous aberration
of the Spirit. The struggle is the one that distributes the honors. Daylight and the night’s
darkness surround the drunken debauchery and the child that starves. ² What does this
show but all the horrible alterations of the dignity of Spirits given by the Creator of all
Spirits? - But the decline of the intelligent Spirit that depresses the new Spirit!
¹ During the "Universal Convention of Free Thought" I said that these men are brain deficient at least from
the point of view of the lack of a clear consciousness about their personality and their own spirituality
compared to the colorblind, that confuse colors, and those without a musical ear, which cannot therefore
assess the associations of harmonic sounds. Similarly these poor Creatures, cannot conceive anything
outside the gross materiality of the things that surround them, although they often store large portions of
knowledge in their brains, and even come to shine as teachers in the natural sciences, they provide evidence
of their lack of spiritual evolution solely because of their inability to conceive the greatness of the Spirit
and even the mere knowledge of their own inner nature. In saying this, I come to recall the numerous tests
on the subject that took place during my public lectures at the Constancia society and at the Scientific
Society of Psychic Studies, and added that the fact that the most notable materialist free-thinkers, had died
forswearing about their ideas in the arms of the Catholic Church, while not a single spiritual free-thinker, of
those whose names have been released, has fallen into such an aberration of character, was the best proof of
best-consciousness in regard to the second ones and their best brain constitution a result due to their more
advanced evolution. - O. R.
² Jesus meant that this way of certain spirits’ behavior, relatively older and intellectually more advanced,
exerts a depressive action on the new and therefore modestly evolved spirits. This is easily understood, but
in reality, as I said in my previous addendum, those older spirits have made a routine use of their cerebral
phosphorus since they have failed to develop these higher skills, which lead inevitably toward spiritualism
and result in the control of themselves, at least in part, the study of their own personality, the fostering, in
short, of everything that directs us away from the animalism of our origins. - Who can doubt that the more
evolved is the Self the more distanced from its animalistic point of departure? – Well, there is nothing
further from animalism than the concepts of a higher spirituality. But do not confuse spirituality with
religious sectarianism or the animism of savages, which many materialistic minds fall into in their quest to
fight true spiritualism. Materialism, inspires selfishness and cowardice and man turns back to his animal
instincts and impulses, as he aims to proclaim the right to use force, as among animals, free love, as among
animals, the abandonment of his children to the spontaneous development of their natural impulses, as
among animals, the struggle for satisfaction, not only of their basic necessities but of their own whims, as
among animals and in short, wherever you look, you will see that the trend of materialism is to bestialize
humanity. Meanwhile, from the clash of bestiality with the noble and lofty ideals, which belong to our
spiritual nature, this hybrid being called anarchism has been born. There is not one single spiritualist that
might be said to be an anarchist. There are none, nor can there be. - O. R.

God’s Spirit is moved by this situation and its intervention becomes visible. How will
this be received by men? With mockery unfortunately! But God’s Spirit is a force that
dominates the interpreter of its words and is a light that penetrates the darkness. In the
midst of the human nature, few beings are favored by the gifts of the pure Spirit, because
there are few who have the courage and willingness to defy the worldly powers, while the
pure Spirit runs away from the noisy agitation, from corruption and vice to approach the
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suffering and those who search for the Truth in silence. In regards to the expressions of
God's gifts the human spirit has nothing to do, and the soul must pray to join the
reasoning of the pure Spirit. During the soul’s adoration the desire to learn the truth is
irresistible. Due to the Spirit’s surrender, the light is freed from the constraints of the
imagination and the revelation is obtained only under these conditions of the soul and the
spirit. God’s Spirits’ revelation strengthens the human spirit and man’s feelings find
coldness in the expectation next to the word of God that illuminates it. The Spirit
illuminated by the divine word takes pleasure in solitude, but must sacrifice the joy in
order to expand the doctrine of brotherhood and charity, since it must cure the sores, heal
the wounds, study the needs, insinuate itself in the hearts, calm the hatred, conceal the
embarrassment, brighten up hope and avow the idea of the afterlife.
All God’s Spirits are recognized by the elevation of their manifestations. None of them
concede to their interpreter¹ the right to bypass the laws that govern the human nature and
every single one seeks to strengthen in itself the sense of justice and self-sacrifice.
The revelation is an honor that God bestows on his children and is manifested by the
inspiration of the Spirit in the Spirit, is made conspicuous by the expansion of desire and
of the will; is imposed by the missions entrusted on the Spirits. The revelation is part of
the law of love that develops in the middle of all humanities. It should be added that the
revelation cannot go beyond the understanding of its human instrument and that it
provides the necessary light in accordance with the needs of the time in which it takes
place.
¹ It refers to the medium in which they are incarnated (i.e. a human person)

The manifestation of a pure Spirit is generous, but remains within the limits set by the
wisdom and holiness of its mission. It never associates the promise of worldly
possessions with the promise of merited grace with the advancement of the Spirit, does
not answer questions issued by inconsiderate curiosity, that is why it stays away from
unworthy interpreters and its manifestations are rare. It is precisely because of the
scarcity of these events that I insist on the effectiveness of the light that I shine on
humanity. Jesus’ participation in the infinite joys confers him the right to speak more
divinely than when he spoke as Son of the Earth, but, in these pages, in which Jesus
evokes the developments of his human nature, must be expressed in the way men do
before men, revealing his family ties, his vanity as a rebellious son, his Spirit’s weakness,
his own heart’s illusions, as if he were still present in the human world.
The power of my voice today is associated with the release of my memories as a man. Do
not worry about the distance that separates us, brothers of mine, destroy thine erroneous
beliefs; lift up an insurmountable barrier between Jesus the man, his mother and the
fables that have distorted the personality of God.
In the course of my earthly life I made disciples and friends, spreading words of peace
and censoring, with the consciousness of an enlightened spirit, the vanity and hypocrisy
of that powerful and luxurious society, which prevailed, lighting up in the brains the
flame of desire for spiritual pleasures, practicing charity from the heart towards all
mourners, rising my voice in the defense of all the weak, approaching all miseries,
descending toward all shames, inspiring repentance to the sinners. Why should I not now
make disciples and friends through the emanation of my spirituality? My words in the
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past were adulterated or misunderstood, my words today shall be honored because they
receive the divine light. My past words had to be broken down and analyzed when in
collision with ignorance, my words today bring after them the testimony of a God.
Let us proceed, brothers of mine, with an easy and quick review of my way of life, my
fatigues, my amusements, my fraternal developments and let us honor ourselves
mutually, thee through a fair attention and I with my confidential accounts and my freely
exertions as a Spirit.
During a single human life extensive work cannot be accomplished, but the direction in
the sense of progress can revive under a regenerating gust. During the period of decline
of a particular world the thought of reformation suddenly arises, as the vast horizon,
when the clouds break up, is suddenly offered to our eyes. Jesus’ human feat had
prepared the horizon that today, under the Divine manifestation, is revealed before the
eyes of mankind, and his voice, at the height of its power today, will take away all the
shadows that darkened his alliance with God and man. - Alliance with God! - Yes,
because Jesus had to emancipate God’s decrees. - Alliance with men! - Yes, because
Jesus came to speak of love, brotherhood, peace, justice, and love; brotherhood, peace
and justice give rise to wisdom, to strength, to the science of future joys and God’s
favors. Jesus now reveals to posterity his human nature while giving evidence of his
existence as a Spirit. Let us repeat, then, the words of Jesus the man, but now let us add
the notions of God’s Spirit to them so that you properly access the high mission that Jesus
came to initiate as a man and that Jesus himself comes now to continue as a Spirit.
.................................................. .................................................. .....................................
Jerusalem was appealing to me, despite the low success rate that it offered to my attempts
to proselytize. I wanted to introduce with bright colors, the journey toward it to my
disciples, knowing well the revulsion and horror that this idea caused to them. Peter
began shouting, as usual, his displeasure when he was told of returning to Jerusalem. The
two sons of Zebedee shed sincere tears, begging me to desist from such a course. Both
James’, Jesus’ brother and uncle, completely sacrificed their will to mine. Everyone else
gave me assurances of their loyalty and devotion urging me to stay amongst a people
where I had found so much love and acquiescence. Tired of this opposition, but
determined to overcome it, I let these first Apostles’ emotions calm down and spoke no
more about Jerusalem.
However, in our conversations, as in my sermons, I used to show the extent of my
Spirit’s concerns, revolting against the weakness of those who prefer to rest instead of
struggling, who prefer easy success to the work of thought and physical fatigue.
"The Light, I used to cry out, must be spread out plentifully.
"Blush you who keep it under a bushel, coward men of little faith.
"The generosity of the divine gifts fills thee with joy, but when it becomes
necessary to prove the truth and the grace through sacrifices, thou remain in the
middle of laziness and selfishness.
"The farmer who encounters a barren land, carries his wishes toward another more
productive land, well, I am the farmer and the barren land are ye.
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The level of my knowledge was not followed by the crowds, but some clairvoyant
disciples followed me to the houses where my apostles and I found shelter, either in
Capernaum itself, or in the surrounding rural area. In the middle of this circle of
intimacies I confided my human sorrows and my divine hopes. The closer I believed my
death was, the greater the warnings it suggested to me.
I knew that my work would perish, if after my death, God did not allow me to keep on
collaborating in it, even as a Spirit.
My faith and my confidence dragged the faith and the confidence of those who listened to
me and I would let myself go with the calm and sweet visions, as well as the painful
prospect of humiliation and martyrdom. I imprinted on the souls of those listeners my
ideals and my purpose as stigmas of fire that cannot disappear, and printed in their Spirits
the images of my gaze, which were always kindhearted, of my almost immutable smile,
of my manners and my compassion to comfort and reveal my affections to them. I saw in
them the people of the future and dreamed of the world’s awakening, the success of my
mission, the triumph of my doctrine, despite the foolhardiness of my friends and the bad
faith of my enemies.
Those men, whose belief in the divinity of my persona encouraged by my beloved
disciple John, were my own friends, with little intelligence, who would later institute an
idolatrous worship, with the mystery of the Trinity, the Incarnation and the Redemption.
Brothers of mine, transform thouselves into the true worshipers of God, interpreting with
wisdom the laws of nature. Honor the path of thy Spirit, lay up evidence of the greatness
of God and reject anything that is contrary to this greatness.
I do not argue with thee about my identity, but I use all the powers of my Spirit to break
the false and ridiculous denomination¹ that binds me to my name as a man. Come,
brothers of mine, to the house in which Jesus, while waiting for the evening meal, is
sitting among men eager to listen to him, even after a long day following him and
listening to him, either in the synagogues, or in the most populous places where he went.
The conversation always spins around the recent sermons. Jesus had uttered the following
words after the parable of the prodigal son:

"Just so, I tell you, there will be more joy in heaven over one sinner who
repents than over ten righteous persons."

Now Jesus explains his thoughts. Human nature, according to the tenets of Jewish law, is
called for a stationary reward in heaven, or for eternal condemnation in hell. But Jesus,
according to the human feeling that he sees in God, the omnipotence combined with
supreme righteousness, identifies contradictions in his own words to support his faith
before his disciples and contest the consecrated principle in another part of the law. But
Jesus according to God’s high intelligence, abandons the dogmatic point in the lower
regions and expands his Spirit to contact the Spirits easily enlightened by him.
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"The Prodigal Son, he says, is the sinner brought to repentance, is the sick man
returned to his strength and health. I explained myself for all to understand the
joys of reconciliation, but listen to the true meaning of my words.
"Man's destiny is calling him to many tasks and his freedom is operated slowly
through his Spirit’s alliances and the expansion of its powers.
"In the life of the flesh that destination and that freedom now appear weak, but
will become stronger in truth and rid of the Spirit’s imaginary terrors. The waiting
is often elongated because of laziness and the unrestraint for sensual love.

¹ He undoubtedly refers to the name of Jesus God.

"The Divine Justice allows man the free use of his powers but if he abuses it to
impoverish his soul, he suffers the weight of the burden of his miseries and
sorrows, after having relieved him for a moment.
"At a later stage of the human spirit there are spirits that can remain dormant due
to harmful alliances or moral weakness in the fulfillment of a lofty task. These
are the righteous ones that I was speaking about.
"Amid the degrading humiliation of human nature, a spirit can suddenly become
heroic in the appraisal of God’s gifts. There is the prodigal son.
"He who stands up with courage is well deserved of God, he who uproots the old
tree and tosses it into the fire, who washes his post so that nothing of the past is
left in it, who comes out into the sunlight from the bottom of the abyss in full
command of his will and by his own efforts.
"The Feast, Heaven, is the festive reception that the repentant sinner is welcomed
with upon his arrival among the spirits of the Lord. The uprooted tree is sin, the
washed post is the heart that was stained, the abyss is the death of the soul, as the
light is its resurrection.
"In the abundance of lavishly delivered consolation to the afflicted, Jesus said:
"Blessed are the poor in spirit, for my Father's kingdom belongs to them."
I return to this expression to emphasize its scope.
"The poor in spirit are those who flee from the power and the domination of the
worldly pleasures and the selfish repose in the possession of the goods of the
earth.
Poverty of Spirit provides a sense of humility to become less significant before
men, spiritually elevating the person to despise all the dementias of pride and
vanity. Happy, then the poor in spirit, Jesus still cries out! Happy also those who
understand and practice God's word! - Which of you, my friends will not want to
be among the poor in spirit, since modesty and the strength in sacrifice places
them above other men?"
Jesus describes a word tossed by him in a moment of anger.
The crowd opened up and a layman approached Jesus and said:
"Master: Have thou paid thou taxes to Caesar - If thou have paid, why did you since you
do not recognize more authority than God? - If thou have not paid, why forbid rebellion,
if you give example of it? "
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Jesus understood that he was dealing with one of those rude and ill men whose desire was
driven to demonstrations against the established government. But he remained calm,
despite the anger that boiled within him, and answered:
"Give unto Caesar what is Caesar's and unto God what is God’s."
The disciples smile remembering the Master’s gesture and accent, so taken off guard, but
then the words of Jesus become severe and in this answer he finds motive for lessons of
morality.
"Let our happiness depend, he said, on the fulfillment of our duties, whatever the burden
resulting from them.
"Let us move on without worrying about the faults of others, in order to rid ourselves of
our own imperfections, toward our soul’s freedom.
"Men’s weakness drags them to judge others' intentions and they rely on the possibility of
fraud to commit fraud themselves and they talk about injustice while they overwhelm us
with injustice with their hearts and lips. Some people see a mote in the eye of their
neighbor, and do not see a beam in their own, others complain of the selfishness and
neglect while their soul remains closed to the cries of the unhappy, to the despair of the
castaways, to the shame and repentance of sinners.
"I say unto thee, my friends, virtue honors the spirit and delicacy in judging others honors
the heart.
"Pay your debts, be faithful to your commitments, both to the righteous as to the
unscrupulous, the weak and the underprivileged, the same as with the strong and the
powerful, do not condemn, do not ever tell your brother Raca¹, and strengthen your faith
worshiping God with prayer, prayer of thought, word and action.
"Thought must be the guide of the word and the action, the result of resolution; pray
together and separately, but do it without ostentation.
"The prayer of the arrogant resembles that of the hypocrite.
The hypocrite is always in the front seats at the synagogue, so that others see his head
bowed and his pale cheeks, and for others to say that he has been fasting and praying
fervently.
"The proud one kneels before God, but his spirit is full of plans for impressing others,
and calls for the grace displaying the rights he has to the grace.
"Lord, he says, the sweetness of my conduct and the height of my designs deserve your
approval and your support. I have not transgressed my parents’ laws, I have not stolen
from the paternal inheritance at the expense of my brothers, I raised my family in fear
and in justice and I employ my resources in relieving the poor. I am strong and powerful,
but I give my protection to the weak, I am inclined toward the honors, but I bow down
before thee.
"I tell you, my friends, the prayers of these men are rejected. God welcomes the sinner's
prayer that honors his repentance with the humility of his presence and with the
simplicity of his words.
¹Means empty one, fool, empty head, in Aramaic.

"My God, he says, I adore thee in all thy decrees and I ask the forgiveness of my sins.
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"Do make your servant feel the weight of your hand, but let him hope to soften your
justice and deserve your mercy.
"I tell you, my friends, this man shall have his reconciliation with God, extracting light
from his faith and repentance.
"Work is prayer in action, and compliance is charity, and sacrifice for the love of God is
penance and atonement to undo the damage done to oneself and to others through sin.
"Do unto others as ye would do to yourself and guide the souls to God with
the improvement of your life.
"Honor me because I will not always be amongst you, but remember these words: I shall
return and establish my law and all men will believe in me and there will be but one
flock and one shepherd because God did not send me for one moment in time alone but
also for centuries into the future.
"I am the one who was, is and will be and I say:
"Happy the man who is reborn with new power, since he will have sown to
collect.
"Man is born again and again until he is freed from the bondage of matter, by the
abundance of spiritual desires. Believe and thou shall be stronger to face the
struggles of Spirit with matter."
Brothers of mine, Jesus’ preaching casts doubts because of the contradictions the
observer finds in them and He becomes a dark character, whose actions involve the
human and the divine aspect at the same time.
I want to establish my personality on Earth so as not to leave the slightest weakness of
Spirit about my teachings and my nature. I'm going to offer a summary of my teachings
to free myself from the false light in which the idolaters and the deceivers keep it. Listen
yet to Jesus and this time let it be at the top of the mountain, like when, alone with Peter,
John and Matthew, he explained the manifestation of the Earth’s Spirits, through the
soul’s attraction and its willpower.
In these brief teachings Jesus revealed to his Apostles the way to establish
communication with spirits set free from the body’s envelop¹ and initiated them in the joy
of experiencing the divine contact, worshiping the fire of life and petitioning for freedom,
beyond the human horizons.
¹ This must be the source of medium practices that were performed and were common to the early
Christians, according to known data and also in agreement with authentic communications, which refer to
the devotees of the early Church that gathered in the shrines to pray and conjure together, using
psychographics. - O. R.

He used to invite them as if to a fraternal banquet with spirits that had lived on Earth and
that now turn a look of commiseration on it.
"Elijah, Elijah, he cries, I call and await the proof of thou presence.
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"Honor to you, Elijah, and God allow us to communicate with you here in this
wilderness to accomplish our spirits’ covenant and the emanation of our desires."
During the ecstasy that my soul went into, it seemed that rays of light surrounded and
blended me with the tinge of fire of the golden and purple clouds that hung over our
heads and the joy that flooded my face was conveyed to the Apostles, who exclaimed:
"Elias is among us, the Lord has sent him, blessed be his holy name!"
In saying this they fell to their knees, with their faces to the floor dominated by a mixture
of fear and worship, from which state I brought them out with these words:
"Rise up my friends and honor the grace as the strong spirits do.
"God’s Justice has raised you above the other men to bestow upon you the virtue
of educating and comforting them, do not say anything for now about what you
have seen here, few will believe you and many shall mock and insult you, but let
all of them understand that fervor attracts the grace and that faith heaves
willpower."
Jesus immediately prepared himself for the Sermon on the Mount in the middle of a
dense crowd.
He sat down and his disciples, sitting with him, defended him against overzealous
followers.
The women and the children took the front places and the Master authorized them to do
so.
The men standing, dominated the center of the assembly, so that the words had to reach
them all and the organization was as in an orderly home, which was preparing to greet
eagerly awaited guests.
The evening was delightful, the faces were illuminated by the last shining rays, chests
were enlarged with the first night breezes and the scent of the flowery nature increased
the attractiveness of that meeting.
Jesus was smiling, his eyes gaze rested on friends’, his speech began testing the
introduction to the audience of ideas of reassurance and hope, moving on with the mind
through the vast field of divine favors and man’s duties.
"Love one another and my Father will love you.
"Ask God for whatever you may need and do not let your confidence ever warm
down.
"Approach those who are suffering and do not tell them that they deserve their
suffering, seek instead to relieve them. True charity does not look toward the past,
it relies only on the present.
"Cut off your soul to sadness and however great the harshness of thou enemies,
think of the reward that you are promised if you are patient and merciful.
"The Earth is a place of exile for those who are entitled to a higher position, the
Earth is a place of purification for most, but everyone must help each other find
the sponsorship of fraternity and the principle of universal love.
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"The freedom of many is resolved through love, the selfish will be punished, and
much shall be forgiven to those who have loved much.
"Honor virtue, expose vice, but forgive those who have offended you, so that you
too are forgiven in the afterlife.
"Do not envy the position of honor. The first shall be last and the last will be the
first in my Father’s abode, whoever exalts himself will be humbled, and only the
humble will be exalted.
"Go to the house of the poor and embrace him as your brother. Disregard the
distinctions of wealth and prove yourselves above misfortune.
"Humble thouselves to exalt the others, but do not imitate the hypocrites who seek
praise with the appearances of modesty.
"Happy are those who mourn because of the injustices of men, because the Justice
of God will make them glitter.
"Blessed are those with the desire for eternal life, because it shall shine on them
from now on. Happy are those who have hunger and thirst, for they shall be
satiated.
"Happy are those who understand and practice God's word.
"Learn, my friends to endure adversity with courage. God is the source of the joys
of the soul and the soul rises with the deprivation of temporal possessions,
seeking God's gifts with the detachment from earthly ambitions. Facilitate God’s
gifts with the release of the ambitions and pray with a heart overwhelmed by
spiritual desires. Thou Father in heaven is also among you, he listens to your
prayers and will welcome thine requests if he agrees with what you owe to God
and to men.
"I say unto you, not even a hair falls from thou heads without the will of the
Heavenly Father and the Divine Providence which feeds the birds, shall never
abandon you, if you have faith and love.
"I say unto thee again. The power of God is manifested in the smallest things, as
in the bigger ones, and his gaze penetrates thine thoughts at the same time that it
travels through the immensity of Creation.
"God’s Word will be scattered all over the Earth. Those who seek it will find it,
because the Earth is destined to progress through God’s Word, which all are
entitled to.
"Go then, my faithful, toward the blooming grassland. Graze my lambs. The grass
will blossom forever, because God's law says that the Spirit is immortal.
"This generation will be the light for the following one.
"The men of this time will get to see the Kingdom of God, because man must be
reborn and the Earth must yet collect the seed of the Word of God.
"Honor my demonstrations, putting into practice what I tell you and do not ask
things that you cannot understand.
"Stand firmly pinned to these two commandments: The love for God, the love for
thy neighbor. On this lies the whole law and the prophets."
Brothers of mine, Jesus’ doctrine is today the same one that he preached at the top of the
mountain. All those who do not put into action love and fraternity are not disciples of the
Messiah.
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Get used to understand the extent and application of faith, love, solidarity, justice and
tenderness, so that the emanations of the spiritual grace descend upon you.
Men of all human religions, of all cultures, of all classes, you are all children of the same
homeland and the milk of one same bosom must breastfeed you all.
Men of all religions, of all cultures, of all classes, you are all brothers, and the richer in
worldly possessions, the healthier in body and spirit, the most enlightened ones must
house the poor, heal the sick, support the weak, educate the ignorant.
Initiate each other in the knowledge of primeval equality and equal future that gives the
Spirit a sense of humility and the awareness of its own strength to suffer the effects of an
ephemeral inequality and not boast about an also fleeting encumbrance.
Worship God in Spirit and truth. Ask and ye shall receive, knock and it shall be
opened. Fight against all ill-mannered performances. Free thou soul from human
passions and wait for the future: it is full of promises.
Surrender to God’s wisdom the realization of thine spirits. Learn the word of life and
wipe thou tears with that word. Free thouselves from all rigor and even the coldness in
thou demonstrations, approaching every misfortune, whatever the cause and bring unto
thee the confidence of the felon as well as the curiosity of the evil and the gratitude of the
bereaved.
Soothe the cries of thou conscience repairing the fraud and the libel. Wait for God's
forgiveness purifying thouselves with repentance.
Elevate thouselves marching along the path of virtue, you who have discarded the old
man’s habits approach the light, you who have realized the emptiness that the Spirit
encounters in the midst of error. Allie thouselves with me you who feel that it is me who
is speaking here. Let us march toward the glory of giving birth to the Universal Religion
on Earth and having penetrated the human spirit with the contempt for physical death, in
the divine hope for heavenly rewards.
Honor, brothers of mine, the end of this speech with an invocation of our Spirits to the
Spirit of Creation and let us rest here in recollection and in the worship of our souls. God
will bless us together, if you raise thouselves to the heights of the grace and if you give¹
faith to my words, God will give you strength if you pray with fervor and if you practice
love.
God of the Universe, Our Father, merciful and almighty, make the light of thou gaze
descend upon thy children. Make the glory descend unto their Spirits, the grandeur,
and the perfections of thy nature; for them to bow to your commands and enjoy
with hope in the midst of trials and human pain. Deliver peace and forgiveness to
all. Bestow unto every one the abundance of comforts. May thou justice shine more
and more upon the gift of brotherly partnerships and thy mercy descend to help the
misled!
Let us be ashamed of idolatry! - We want to worship one God. Let us be ashamed of
selfishness. We want each one to work with sacrifice for all and all for their own duty!
Let us be ashamed of our attachment to temporal possessions! - We want to live in the
fulfillment of justice and love, amassing treasures for the afterlife. Let us be ashamed of
leisureliness! - We want to love each other, help and respect God’s deeds.
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Let us become strong against the primitive instincts! Let us live soberly within God's
riches and honestly within the love dictated by the physical nature. Let us rebel against
the serfdom of thought and the slavery of the Spirit! We want to fight for the
emancipation and progress towards a universal alliance of peoples and for humanity’s
evolution towards God.
Make therefore, O Lord, the power of thou Spirits of the Light descend unto us!

¹ There can be no doubt of the fundamental difference between the meaning that Jesus gives the word grace
and what occurs in the so-called doctrine of the grace. The grace for Jesus means a high standing of the
Spirit, conquered by its own merits under the laws of God. - O. R.
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CHAPTER X
The Messiah defines his personality. The Messiahs always come from the world they are performing their
missions. The Apostles fell short of the goals that this mission entailed. And they did not really understand
Jesus’ teachings.

T

he revelation of my personality, brothers of mine, requires the confidence of my
intimate pains as a man and my spiritual joys as a Spirit.
I have also to clarify the difference between my reve1ation of the past and my
current revelation. Let us attribute man's passions to Jesus-man; let us attribute to
Jesus the mediator, the calm savored in the midst of the divine institutions, the power of
sacrifice, the resignation of the martyr. Let us attribute to Jesus-man the impulses of the
heart to the calls of the human nature; Let us attribute to Jesus-mediator the repulsive
force against all impurities.
Let us attribute to Jesus-man the disgust towards the perverse and cowardly criminal
humans, but let us see Jesus-mediator proclaiming himself brother and friend of the
guilty, the comforter of the afflicted, the supporter of all the unfortunate, the open chest
of the poor, the consolation for all repentant.
Let us set in this book under the reader's eyes, Jesus’ double nature as a high Spirit and a
carnal creature, to give insight of the courage of the Spirit’s laborious struggle with
matter, and let us liberate the Divine Justice from the darkness with which human
ignorance has surrounded it, to raise man’s spirit to live up to our intervention.
Jesus’ nature, brothers of mine, is thou very nature. The Spirit of Jesus defines the
emancipation of a new creature. God’s favor does not exist, the name privileged makes
no sense. ¹
¹ With these words the doctrine of the grace is completely unauthorized. - O. R

The disparity of forces is in connection with each one’s ancientness and toils.
Dependence produces dependence and freedom is born from the spiritual-nature’s
definite victory over the animal-nature. Perfection occurs faster when you finally
dominate the animal nature; though perfection is only in God and all beings having been
created by God, are entitled to this light.
The decline of the Spirit is only momentary, as the law of progress hauls all individuals
toward a goal of growth, by the overall balance of the creations. Indifference and
depression are caused by dispersal and unhealthy associations. Childish worlds, as the
Earth, enter the state of their moral development when the approach of ideas is produced
by the helpful return of Spirits that are outside the material domain, which have been
given the option to return to accelerate events and the life of the Spirit in its state of
slavery to the human nature. The Messiahs will not be called back to the material life, but
have the supreme honor to lead the lesser Messiahs.
The number of Messiahs gradually increases, and in this sense they, multiplying
themselves, inject ubiquitously, inoculate, scattering the light all over, and the state of
development, which we have discussed, takes place unavoidably.
The worlds’ evolution indicates the progress of the individuals.
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The energy, the spiritual light, the universal science, support each other and produce love,
strength, devotion, revelation. The Spirit’s improvement is fulfilled through the
development of its intelligence. The animal nature gradually gives way to the spiritual
nature when the Spirit governs its intelligence and progress is remarkable. Progress
reflects greater strength from the divine lights when the Spirit reaches a higher elevation
abandoning the sensuality of matter, accumulating honors unto itself by the agreement
between reason and faith.
I approach you all, brothers of mine, freed forever from the flesh, but as thee I have
suffered humiliation and despair proper of that nature, and if my life as Messiah was
glorious under the toils of the Messiah, the alliances, the disappointments due to mankind
were really cruel. My faults brought me remorse and the sufferings gave birth to doubts
and mistakes in me. If during my life as Messiah I tasted the joys of human love in its
spiritual dependence, man's kind affections were crushed on his flesh and the Spirit
triumphed in the fight, but only after endless tortures and deep wounds.
If, finally, the Messiah’s light was disturbed by the shadows of the human nature, the
light of the Spirit was able to rise above them because of its complete freedom from the
shadows and to the gradually gained power due to the study of the divine laws.
Having established the differences between my revelation as Messiah and the present
revelation let us continue relating the facts and let us reveal the real nature of men.
Peter, the first and most zealous of my disciples, would deny me. He was therefore not a
true believer, since he refused his alliance with Jesus.
John, the most affectionate of my friends used to misinterpret my words portraying me as
endowed with supernatural powers. He was therefore not subdued by faith, since he had
to use fraud to better honor my person in front of all, and enlarge it before the human
spirit.
James, brother of John, followed the impetus he received from his brother, and was more
fanatical than him.
Andrew was only a pale copy of Peter.
The two Judas were in constant opposition, both from the point of view of ideas as by the
way of expressing themselves.
Judas, Peter's cousin, was spiritually shy, bore a weak constitution, was moved easily,
and was ready to be influenced by all affections, imitate all virtues, humble himself
before all superior beings, but without initiative and without enough strength to openly
fight against adversity.
Judas, who is ordinarily called Judas Iscariot, had no appearance of an evil nature, and we
must amend the view of men on this disciple oppressed under the weight of universal
condemnation. Let our judgment generate within the Spirits, that kindhearted mercy,
which excuses all aberrations; that disregard for the warnings, which wisdom provides us
with. Let our judgment demonstrate the weakness of human judgments, when a whole
life is judged by the effect of a single act, even though this act had been felonious. Judas
was swarthy and his hair fell naturally on his back. He had a broad forehead, large and
wide open eyes, a pale complexion, a perfect figure, his voice, properly modulated,
became eloquent when inspired with serious issues. In private it was he who enthused the
joy on the faces, with his anecdotes filled with witty observations. Never was he seen
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diverting to his own advantage the smallest part of our small purse, which, by the way, he
never managed, my uncle James was specially responsible for it.
The misconception that shadows Judas in this regard is the result of entirely false
information regarding his powers among us. Overzealous and aspiring to honors and vain
pleasures, anxious to establish his superiority in a fraternal association, whose members
were considered equal, here are the defects of who later betrayed me, to satisfy a feeling
of resentment, the cause of which I was convicted.
Why did I give Peter proof of confidence as evidence of exclusiveness? Why did I allow
John those preferred manners which exhibited an obvious bias on my part towards him?
Why, when there were few who had to accompany me, I always chose the same ones?
Why, in short, having discovered the bad effect it produced in Judas, I knew not how to
remedy it?
Yes, let us say it loudly: Jesus, the brother, the protector of Judas did not pay enough
attention to his sensitive, although abnormal nature. Jesus did not understand that it was
necessary to combat the jealousy, the vanity, and that man’s pride by means of an
extreme affection in all relationships and a justice, strictly equal in the demonstrations of
all for one and one for all. Let us put Judas in the place of the beloved disciple and the
latter in the place of Judas; John, not being now supported by my excessive weakness
would have remained within the boundaries of a holy condition, and would not have
offended the truth with the extravagant desire of wanting to establish a divine worship
around me; Judas, meanwhile, led in the sense that was convenient for him, would have
not betrayed me. - Poor Judas! - I moved away from him as his greatest resentment
increased; evil was mounting, the abyss started opening, when I could have just found the
cure in my love avoiding the fall of that weak Spirit - Poor Judas! - In my last hours you
most of all, were in my thoughts and my soul leaned toward yours to speak to thee about
hope and rehabilitation. ¹
¹ For the truly great Spirits it is easy to forgive sins, but to want to bear the guilt received to lessen the fault
of the offender, and, even more so, to reason, amid the most horrible of tortures, and care deeply about the
fate of who has been the cause of his martyrdom, is only proper of Jesus himself. That passage would be
sufficient, even if I stopped reading this book at this point, for me to say to myself: No one but Jesus could
have written this. O. R. (Spanish Translator).

Lost, it was said, lost is the one who betrayed Jesus.
- Oh, no! - Nothing is lost from the works of God!
Every single one shall meet again purified by repentance, glorified by the
restorative resolution, gleaming after forgiveness. - Oh, no! - Nothing is lost
from the works of God. They shall all become greater, every single one will
be honored, they are all crawling up painstakingly the slopes of the mountain
to illuminate us at last, once the summit is reached, with the splendors of the
divine fire.
Alpheus’ abandonment full of ingenuity and happy temperament contrasted with Philip’s
dark features, who persisted in predicting a gloomy future and the failure of our
doctrines.
Thomas never believed in a divine revelation, but he was fanatical about the greatness of
the endeavor.
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Matthew, the better prepared of my Apostles, was also the most sincere in referring our
speeches.
My brother James was always the first to say yes to everything I wanted. My patience
and my courage would be rewarded by this son of Mary and the grace would crown my
brother’s Spirit during the last days of my mortal life.
"The familiarity that existed between us did not prevent the feelings of another kind, such
as the recognition of superiority, although in the sphere of the most intimate friendship,
and I recall with emotion, the constant devotion of Matthew for Thomas and the
protection of my paternal uncle James toward Lebbeus.
I used to say to Peter: "Let us march towards the conquest of humanity. - Why
repose in the calm and quiet joy in the possession of what we have achieved
when new possessions are promised to our zeal and our sacrifices?
"Why ask God for strength and not use it later to achieve his purposes?
"Jerusalem! - Hope of my life - fortunate City! - The sublime cry of the call
will come from thou heart and your children will be the true worshipers of
the living and eternal God.
"The crimes and the ruins will give way to wisdom and magnificence, the
Earth will direct its desolate gaze toward thee, and thou shall fill it with
reassurances and lights. Men will call you the glory of glories, because peace,
freedom, power and love shall blend and will rule together by your virtue
alone.
"Even if the righteous perish at the hands of the executioners; thou slaves
rivet their own chains; thy tyrants slumber over their victories; nothing,
nothing will be able to delay the hour of freedom, and brotherly love shall be
established among men.
Peter, whilst I presented my thoughts in symbolic and prophetic ways, shared my
enthusiasm and would have followed me to the end of the world; but that excitement
soon faded and he was again the Apostle of the early days, hiding under the aspect of
devotion, the fear that dominated him. My predilection for Peter might have been
motivated by the uprightness of his temperament, his spiritual ingenuity, delicacy of
feelings and his extreme honesty. Speaking to him in simple terms, which later were
taken as a motive for the prosecution of a future crime, I did nothing but read by way of
my natural discernment what happened in that loyal heart, in that weak and
underdeveloped Spirit.
In our family gatherings (that is how we designated our mealtimes and my nightly
conversations) Peter, always placed in front of me, seemed as if he wanted to defend me
from the drudgery of the conversations and avoid me the banality of the material
businesses. He was all ears whenever I spoke and his eyes struggled to read my thoughts
when I was silent. He looked after me as a tender mother with her child, and later when I
wanted to stay up, although apparently tired, he insisted on telling me that I should take
better care of my health, chasing me with a request that was bothersome because of its
exaggeration. During our tours, our faraway excursions and our break times, Peter was
always consulted on every detail, from which he took advantage to give safety advice and
calm my burning fever for the works, employing more time in the preparations to ensure,
he said, our mission’s success.
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One day we were all together, I turned to Peter and said:
"Thou are the first of my successors, but it shall be, to the shame of you, that
yee shall fail in your duty abandoning your Master. Abandonment is not only
physical separation, but is also demonstrated with great cruelty, through the
separation of the Spirits.
"Happy are those who believe without seeing!
"Happier still are those who see and understand without the aid of the
physical senses!
"Happy are those who suffer for the truth, because the kingdom of my
Father shall be for them!
"Happy are the free and the strong! - Freedom and power are acquired with
the resignation of the worldly possessions for the eternal ones.
"Faith is demonstrated by the efforts and shines in the face of persecution.
"The Grace must be scattered to attract with its aroma those unto whom it
has not yet descended.
"The gifts of God must be modified by trials to fertilize the future.
"What good do your protests do to God, and to men your sweetness if they
remain sterile?
"How can you expect God to receive your prayers in the grace if you alone
take advantage of it?
"On what grounds do you pretend God to fill thee with gifts, which you
would keep in hiding?
"Men of little faith! The Earth retains thee because you lack true conviction
for the afterlife! ¹ Men unworthy of the grace! The grace leaves you cold and
listless because you do not understand it! Fragile and brutalized men, God's
gifts are to you what precious stones would be to an unclean beast. "
¹ This lack of conviction is the result of the limited development of the human Spirit, which has not
progressed enough to live permanently as such in the Spiritual realm. This is evidenced by the "paintings of
the afterlife" that apply only to the physical plane. - O. R.

Peter fell to my feet uttering these words:
"Lord, dear Lord, make of me what best suits thee. I am thy servant and I have no
more will than yours."
At that moment Peter was as sincere as he had always been, but he was subdued by a
feeling and I never had any illusions in promises so often renewed. All in all I looked to
compel him with urgency more than usual and I embraced him saying:
"Swear that you will follow me to death and even after that you will listen to my
words, as an inspiration for your deeds, for the continuation of what we are doing
here."
I swear, said Peter, to love and follow thee to death and follow your instructions after
thee, as if thee were here. So Peter had not understood the second part of the oath that I
demanded, since he mentioned my present instructions, whilst I was promising him new
inspirations after my death.
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I kept insisting from that day on my Spirit’s resurrection, ¹ so assiduously, that the ways I
used were exploited later to impose the belief in my bodily resurrection. ²
"I shall return, and I will sit at this table to deliver peace and strength unto you to
prepare thee for Easter, to make you taste the delicacies of the divine benefits and
facilitate thou preaching by the light I shall bestow upon you.
"I tell you: man's physical life is short, but his spirit will live forever.
"The house is refilled and day follows night, at all times and in all places.
¹ This refers of course to his return as a Spirit. It is in a sense a resurrection from the moment he returned
appearing after his absence through death.
² According to the leading norm of those times, and that still prevails among us, it was incomprehensible
for Jesus to return amongst his disciples unless with the same body they knew him he had.

"The family is reconstituted with the scattered members of another ancient family,
¹ and the next season will bear fruit to those who have managed to sow in
favorable times.
"Accept temporary tests as a necessity for your natures, and when you no longer
see me, honor me remembering, during the delivery of goods, the poor first before
thouselves.
"Whether you divide thouselves or remain together for the purpose of
consolidating your doctrines, I will always be where you are, but do not alter or
divide anything that I have formed or brought together, or else my Spirit shall
move away from among thee.
"Shame and disgrace would be the result of your ingratitude and contempt the
answer to your wickedness, if thou let thouselves be influenced by worldly
passions. You, who must teach the way to the eternal life, practicing virtue and
disdaining the world’s honors.
"My life as a man, has to conclude in a miserable way, but my spirit will continue
the march of the ages and shall dominate the blast of the tempest to support thee
in the fighting or to rebuild that which thy have destroyed; to shine in the midst of
the fullness of your triumphs, or to illuminate the darkness that thou shall have
encouraged, to defend or to give thee the brotherly kiss or regenerate you, to say
unto thee: I am with you, or: I am against you.
¹ Jesus often insists about this term ‘’family,’’ clarifying the higher standard that he understands it entails.
Certainly the ties of kinship are temporary, as they break up with death, whilst the bonds of love strengthen
over time, and on the contrary, are broadened and refined, and are the only bonds that last; proof of this is
that love is the supreme law of the Universe. In this case Jesus means that the gaps left by death in the
family are easily filled by families related at an earlier date, especially marriages, which often determine
the merging of two families into one with the children that are born and, even with adoptions; but with the
loss of virtue it is not the same, and the breakdown of his doctrines because of weakness or the Apostles’
lack of faith, would be something regretful and a lot more difficult to remedy.
If Jesus’ ideas dominated in today's world, there would be no need to surround today‘s family with so many
guarantees, but this not being so, one must agree that the legal family is the fundamental basis for civilized
societies. - O. R.

"I am the Life, whoever believes in me shall live. I am the Spirit of Truth and
I hold the Truth of My Father.
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"The Earth will pass, but my words shall not pass, because the Truth belongs to all
times, to all worlds, whilst the Earth is only a temporary room.
"Do not ever say: we are masters. Be modest instead and put into practice the
principles of brotherhood, loving and helping all people.
"Whatever thou trials and tribulations, say: my God, Thou will and not mine be
done. In the midst of sufferings I will give you joy, and whenever you pray I shall
be with you.
"Remain calm in hard times and never wish harm and misery to thine enemies.
Strength is born from adversity and acceptance smoothes the progress of the
Spirit.
"Malice and bad faith will push you toward deception and men shall oppress thee
with invectives because of my fault; nevertheless, I will establish my residence
amongst you and together we will prepare the Kingdom of Heaven on Earth,
because it was said of me: Behold, this is the Covenant of the past with the
future.
"I repeat, the Spirit will return and let itself be seen and the Earth shall tremble
with joy.
"The Spirit’s progress will ensue both in the middle of silence and the darkness of
the night, the same as in broad daylight and in the midst of the turmoil of human
passions. The voice of the Spirit will be heard everywhere and God’s word shall
be revealed with visible and proper manifestations of his own power and will."
I always used to speak in this way and most times concluded with a moral pretext or with
some prophetic consolation, whose wild meaning or real significance I can explain now.
Brothers of mine, my ways of alliance seemed to me final as well as my human ties, and I
never thought of leaving those who were my associates in my reformation efforts; but at
that time I had to fight so much that, quite painfully, against discouragement, I regretted
having connected with Spirits too immature to understand me, too dependent on the
family to be willing to sacrifice in full for me. Peter was married. Salome's two sons
sustained the mother. Only Judas and Lebbeus were free from relatives that could
pressure them, because of their poverty. My two James’, it is known, had no other hope
than myself, nor other fears, or concerns. I approved easily all my Apostles’ projects,
whose purposes were to soften somewhat our life together, but I recommended a
scrupulous honesty in their dealings with people and the abandonment of their rights in
front of the duplicity and arrogance of others.
"Our Father who feeds the birds, I used to say, shall deliver you your daily bread
if you place your trust on Him.
"Ask for forgiveness forgiving thouselves those who have offended you. Exalt
God as much as when you are in good health as when you are sick; as much as in
the midst of joy as in sorrow, the same as in poverty as in wealth.
"Free your Spirit from the temptations of the flesh and follow the law of love and
justice.
"God is everywhere, he perceives your most secret thoughts. Take care therefore
when directing to him your prayers with your lips only. Meditate on these words
of mine. Thou shall find the rule of an enriching conduct and the source of prayers
that pleases the Lord our God. "
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Brothers of mine, the Lord's Prayer was not dictated by me.
Our prayers were inspired in thought and the practice of the duties we imposed upon
ourselves. We prayed at all times of day, offering God the sacrifice of my life, to sow
with my blood the promised Land for the humans of the future. I used to pray at all times
to ease my soul, seeking God, and to purify my Spirit from the terrestrial emanations. But
I did not have to devise prayers which my lessons already prepared for, and I simply
abided by moral issues and clarifications concerning the new law that would replace the
old.
The new law was based on principles that I myself had learned and on my Spirit’s own
ventures, when it plunged into the areas of spirituality, in the presence of the divine
truths.
The new law instilled universal love and abolished all sacrifices of blood.
The new law favored the free development of all individual talents to contribute to the
universal righteousness, and honored all men saying:
"Stay equal before God. The power of men belongs to one time only, whilst
Divine Justice is eternal.
"The first shall be the last and the last will be the first to afford splendor to this
Justice.
"Poverty gives rights to richness. Blessed are those who remain poor voluntarily
for the glory of God.
"Slavery will be removed from the Earth, because woman is equal to man and the
servant is as good as his master in the eyes of the divine wisdom.
"This wisdom is the one that rules the destinies, it rewards and punishes, it gives
the word of peace in the midst of all humiliations, in the midst of all sufferings, all
the tortures of the soul, the Spirit and the body."
I was so intimately connected with poverty that I used to say:
"The poor are my members."
And I so avidly sought for shamefulness, to bring hope of purification, that loose women,
and beggars of all sorts, became a permanent courtship of my preaching during this
period of my life, from the day of my victory over my Apostles’ indecisions until my
indictment before the Sanhedrin in Jerusalem, ordered by the princes of the law and the
priests of God.
I was convinced that death awaited me in Jerusalem and I wanted to enfold it in such a
way that my apostles would keep a vibrant memory of my attitude, my words, my
expressions of love, acts of humility and foremost my resignation before all the insults
and all the ferocities.
It was necessary to show the greatness of my doctrine and explain my Spirit’s power¹
before the accusers and executioners, to die with the honors of success.
¹ Here the expression, the Spirit’s power is used instead of willpower and there is nothing to be said about
it, but sometimes there is some confusion in the use of the words soul and Spirit. This is very common
among our modern spiritual-writers. On my part, following other authors, I understand the Spirit is the soul
clothed in its astral body as it is described through mediums’ experiences. It is the completed Entity, the
soul provided with its own means of identification and relationship. - O. R.
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That is why I used to mix in this trip’s project so many generous thrills of the heart with
so much bitterness of the mind; so many blissful emotions with so much energy to
stigmatize the cowardice and neglect; such sweet and persuasive lessons with such hard
and threatening prophecies; such tenderness in the smile and so much sadness in the eyes.
Exhausted by the fatigues of the apostolate, with the Spirit devoured by the ambition for
heaven’s joys, I saw in martyrdom the promise of a glorious repose, and I sought not to
delay the time of its arrival, because I knew that the hour had been set and the high pure
spiritual happiness that awaited me would begin with the final spasms of my material
body.
I could have, indeed, escaped from the horrors of torture, but that would have forced me
to vegetate in powerlessness and the future would have been sacrificed by such childish
weakness.
Brothers of mine, that fanaticism was my mission’s disposition. In your world I am the
only Messiah who has been really granted the continuation of his work, because I have
founded it with my life’s work and my determination for sacrifice.
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ..
Let us establish here, brothers of mine, a parallel between Socrates and Jesus, both died
for the glory of a doctrine of a sound cause and honored by the divine light.
Socrates became an affectionate philosopher who dominated his passions; he became
religious studying nature; and became strong consulting with the Spirits of God.
Socrates died forgiving his executioners and blessing death, which gave him back his
freedom, but he could not establish a religion for the worship of a true God, nor
demonstrate the usefulness of his death for the men of the future, and nothing is left of
him but a school, famous it is true, but not influential in the Universe, because the word
emanated there from men still full of superstitions, in spite of the moral principles they
put into practice. The doctrine of the existence of one sole God taught by Socrates and
later by his disciples did not rise above the ruins of idolatry and did not lay the
foundations of a new society.
When I highlight my superiority as a Messiah, however I bow to this Wise man and I
bring his attention to mankind, as one of the most worthy of respect and love.
Socrates lived in poverty and never were his lips stained by lies. He was pure of all hatred
and of any desire that could humiliate his conscience; never was his voice heard to accuse
and never was his heart resentful. Piousness for the misfortunate, seeking no benefits in
relationships, energy and justice against insolence and duplicity, honored the life of
Socrates, and death transported him in the midst of a flood of light toward the fountains
of all honors. Socrates has a point of similarity with Jesus, and it is to have been an
example of the virtues he preached and have died for the truth. But Jesus, more advanced
than Socrates concerning spiritual knowledge, had to give greater impetus to his
successors and project more light around him, and in his struggle with the natural carnal
instincts in the presence of the invasions of the divine desires, Jesus had to prove
stronger, because he was less subject to the material world, by right of Spiritual seniority.
Jesus’ endeavor from childhood to Calvary, was at all times the consecration of his own
inspiration. Instead Socrates could not free himself entirely from superstition, and
remained a slave to the ideas of his time in the presence of the popular majorities, even
though he worshiped God with his disciples. But here too we discover a point of
similarity. Socrates, as Jesus, could not defy public opinion without incurring the severity
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of the laws, and if Jesus is revealed by his doctrines less distant from the Jewish religion
than Socrates by his own, from the pagan, that in no way alters the fair supremacy, since
both were forced not to clash excessively with the dominant religion. If Jesus ran towards
death, whilst Socrates saw it come with no vacillation, it is because Jesus was convinced
of his divine mission. Therein lies his unquestionable superiority over Socrates, and this
is precisely the radiance of his glory and the cause of his new mediation.
Jesus knew very well that he could have avoided death, but the divine filiations which he
had given himself, the radiant hope that he displayed to inspire the future gentleness to
his Apostles, the prophetic word that hurled as a flame on the future, all this was a law
that pushed him to die painfully and as a result of his own will.
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ..
We decided to go first of all to Nazareth, I had urgency to see my family. My next visit to
my mother was the argument of my meditations on the road and my disciples respected
my silence.
I anticipated my mother’s criticism once she knew my determination to contest the priests
of Jerusalem. I had left my family to care for all mankind, I had neglected my family
duties to cut myself off from the constraints of the flesh. But, did I really have the right to
do so? Would the transgression of the human laws be right in the eyes of God, in what it
entails as fairer and grander, which is the children’s love and obedience to the mother?
Why, God of mine, the anguish of the soul if I obeyed thou voice? Why these distressing
flashbacks, if my mission as Messiah had to overcome my human nature, my duties as a
son and my earthly afflictions? Why so much activity to prepare the sacrifice, if it
represented an outrage to universal morality, based on the dependence of Beings and their
fraternal relationships? Why, God of mine, this discouragement at the time of honors and
why this false path adopted by your power and your righteousness?
I prayed. Prayer calmed these agitations of my human nature, developing the spiritual
desires and nurturing my heart with the fires of divine love. I prayed, and the hope of
heavenly joys hid the shadows of my life as a man and the divine mission appeared to me
like a devastating torch of the soul’s gentleness and the spirit’s alliances in the midst of
the material world.
After praying, God was all I cared for. After these delusions and these recollections I felt
stronger and my thoughts were clearer in my brain.
I approached my friends and I made them partakers of my Spirit’s freedom. I brought
them together so closely on the way to my future happiness, that they bowed their heads
before my inspired observations and kissed my garments moved with such faith and
enthusiasm that my soul was filled with joy.
We arrived in Nazareth. I left my apostles in a house near the city and with my uncle and
my brother proceeded to the family home.
The whole family had gathered to greet us and we sensed a more lively opposition in this
concentration of forces. My blood brothers, whose number had been reduced from five to
three, I deplored the bad mood of my other brothers, that as myself, were also Mary’s
children, had thought of saving me an excessively cold reception. The brother who
followed me in age lived in a distant place five stages from Nazareth. I could not know
the qualities of his heart, nor the relationships between him and the other siblings, but
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then I read in their eyes the deep contempt that my wandering life and my Apostle’s work
inspired. I was about to hug him but he refused and spoke these words:
"- Here you are! – Are you coming now to stay for a long time or for an hour? Are you
back to being our brother or are you still the Son of God? Should we absolve you or
resign ourselves to a permanent separation?
"Your siblings are Joseph’s and Mary’s children, what do you have that they don’t? Your
siblings have fulfilled their duties as children and family, what have you done on your
part?
I bowed my head under this rebuke that embarrassed my divine hopes and then
addressing my mother I said:
"Poor mother, your son Jesus fills you with tears, but he calls to God in testimony of the
purity of his heart and loyalty of his intentions, his Spirit is devoured by the spiritual
desire and he shall love you much more in the heavenly home than anyone could ever
love on this earth.
"Yes," interrupted my brother, in the heavenly home nothing is needed, the love of God
feeds us all and our mother will be loved by the Son of God. What an honor for us all if
this was not a fool’s dream! "
After these words, my uncle and my brother James approached me saying: We too are
fools!
I went to my mother and putting my arm beneath hers, I took her towards the little garden
that lay under the window of the room where we were in, my brothers followed us.
My fatigue, my poverty demonstrated by my clothes excited the compassion of the three
women and they began to provide me right there a number of attentions and cares, which
made me suffer much more than my brothers’ coldness.
Here are the names of my brothers and sisters in order of age: Efrain, Joseph, Elizabeth,
Andrea, Anna and James.
As for my blood brothers, who by way of the nebulous account of my life have become
cousins, I remember their affections with a feeling of happiness. They were: Matthias
Cleophas, Lazarus.
Joseph and Andrea followed me later to oppose my means of dissemination of the Truth,
denying my divine title and accusing me of madness. My brothers Matthias, Lazarus and
Cleophas came to me later, but with the only desire to prevent my death, without fighting
my faith.
We remained several days in Nazareth. My sisters, the youngest of them lived with my
mother, disputed the pleasure, as they said, to serve me, and my brothers were attentive to
what I said. My mother was inspired by my thoughts and was elevated for the sake of the
purity of prayer, when I demonstrated to her the need for my sacrifice.
- "Oh, my God, she said, I give in to your will, but hold my resignation and offer me
actual evidence that my child is in the light!"
"Give my faith the support it is lacking, my hope a light that can make it confident and
then my mother's love will succumb under the power of your divine love."
One day that my mother and I were alone, I pointed out to her the sand that covered the
ground at our feet and then with a small piece of wood I drew on it a few inscriptions
whose meaning is the following:
"Jesus must die to glorify God, or live to be disgraced before God."
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I explained to my mother the source of my science and the physical evidence of my
inspirations. I left her under an impression of surprise and drew her at once toward the
conviction of my Spirit and the enthusiasm of my soul. I impressed her imagination while
gratifying her intelligence. I prepared her for the sacrifice with the rapture of my beliefs
and the light of God's commands.
My mother was satisfied but not quite acquiescent. During our stay in Nazareth, we had
nightly conversations with many people and answered kindly to the objections and the
curious desire to find faults in us. My disciples’ relationship with my brothers and sisters
resulted in spying and mo1esting us everywhere, where we happened to go next. I was
not completely independent, as is generally believed, since I was pushed to the extremes
of disappointment, that my family brought forward, I began to show my right to my own
Spiritual freedom and at one point I proclaimed that I had no siblings or relatives or
allies.
I leave Nazareth for the last time.
I carry the memory of my mother’s excruciating suffering and my sisters' affectionate
lamentation.
My dear brothers joined us for some distance and we parted from each other with tears in
our eyes.
Again I bring with me my uncle and my brother James who want to accompany me to my
death.
We were silent as we left Nazareth in the distance. These expansions in the midst of the
family reminded my disciples of their absent families, and Jesus’ soul bent with pain
under the weight of his filial and fraternal love.
We had to see ourselves as men who have sacrificed everything for the triumph of an
ideal, but my disciples kept hope in meeting those who they had left, while I supported
my memories and my aspirations on the icy hand of death and fled at the same time from
any comforting image to find myself looking into a void ... The void was encouraged by
my stubbornness to view it as something real and thus from extreme suffering I passed on
to divine splendor.
- Oh, my God! - What happiness in these visions! But also, what gloom regarding reality!
- What honors after victory, but how many disappointments during combat!
Brothers of mine, I could not reiterate this as much as necessary, Jesus’ light was
momentary, it escaped from him, and his human nature heaved his Spirit into the midst of
cruel perplexities, to honor in him, as in all creatures, the eternal principle of Divine
Justice.
My plan for leaving Capernaum was to visit all my friends in Jerusalem and to secure two
new allies to procure a greater spread for my doctrines. I wanted to confirm my Son of
God name with the explanations of my title as Messiah, to those who were in a position
to understand this alliance, based on reason and Divine Justice, but was highly resolved
not to use other than the first of these prerogatives, that of the Son of God, in all cases of
tumultuous upheaval of the ignorant masses and fanatical exaltations of my humblest of
followers. It was necessary to secure the future and a reformer, a Messiah, would have
soon fallen into oblivion, especially after the mischievous demonstrations of the people,
that my enemies would not fail to arouse against me.
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During this last time in Jerusalem I had to sustain the belief in my spiritual power,
without providing any basis for future accusations in the sense of this spiritual power,
which means that my presence among men, had to found a Universal Religion¹ passing
on the indestructible germ of brotherly love to all the Spirits, which was the initiator and
the martyr.
The Son of God that would free his brothers from slavery and that would die to give them
a law of love; the Son of God, who developed his precepts among the poor, the sick, the
sinners; the Son of God who saved the adulteress from the first stone with these words:
He who feels free of guilt let him toss the first stone! - The Son of God who picked up
the sinner uttering these words:
"Come, my Father's abode is ready to receive you, now that you despise your
past."
The Son of God would say to everyone:
"Love one another and all your troubles will cease, and all your offenses to
God shall be forgiven."
This Son of God had no need to upset the imagination with phantasmagoria, but had to
assert his divine status and conquer humanity, supporting his moral code with examples.
That this reputation has reached its culmination here and has obscured his memory
elsewhere - Never mind! - This reputation remains as the approval of his work and is
what Jesus wanted.
¹ Jesus presents himself again as the founder of a Universal Religion, the reason for which this story has
called on him the most intense attention and sympathy from the modern-spiritualists. - O. R.

That humanity has not yet been conquered by fault of Jesus’ successors - Never mind! Since Jesus is here and wants to rebuild his Church.
Jesus said and I repeat: ¹
"I bring the word of life. Everyone who hears this word shall have to spread
it out.
"Show me the truth and I shall say it unto you now and later, because the
truth is of all times, and I am the joy and hope, the present and the future."
I camped immediately on the banks of the Jordan. We devoted ourselves to purification
practices; it was the hottest time of the year. Furthermore, always with the aim of pushing
men toward the belief in the Spirit’s² resurrection, I delivered many speeches in the sense
of my future participation in the liberation of humanity and the establishment of my
doctrine all over the earth.
"Nobody, I said, now believes in the resurrection of the Spirit, but it shall be
believed when I come back to accuse and curse the false prophets, the pernicious
doctrines, the fierce conquerors, the degenerates and the hypocrites.
"It shall be believed when God calmeth the storm with my word and that word is
repeated from mouth to mouth, until the end of time! - When the dead awaken
from their sleep to announce the life! - When Nature already exhausted receives a
new impetus and blood no longer gushes from its heart!
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"Resurrection also happens now, but will be evident when you are able to
preserve the memory of your past and, I say unto you: many of those who hear me
shall see me and recognize me. ³
¹ As it has been evident many times, Jesus often draws two personalities from his own. The incarnated
Jesus is not the Jesus from space, the Jesus of the Spirit. In truth, the preaching Jesus had peculiarities that
made him a different person in regard to that Spirit in space who is in total possession of his faculties and
free of the barriers that had limited him within the human environment in every way.
² The Spirit’s Resurrection through rehabilitation by way of repentance and sincere purposes, not to return
or incur the same errors - O. R.
³ Seen and heard by those with such powers.

Purification, new baptism, as John used to say, also recreated warmhearted thoughts in
me. Guilt and crime, all vices, especially hypocrisy, evoked fraternal prayers in me for
true repentance, but as John, I spoke harsh words condemning the sinner lost in the final
impenitence.
From the different ways of my speeches, in regard to the men I addressed, I believe,
brothers of mine, that I have already given you the reason, and the contradictions made
evident later, how the accusations before the people of Jerusalem, are easily explained.
But the contradictions cease from the very moment I announce the Kingdom of God,
which many shall witness and which requires the Spirit’s resurrection, stripping it off the
nebulous forms that I had given them at first, to escape from an early persecution.
I place myself at this moment as a demonstrator of the Divine Justice and I charge with
greater energy against the human institutions, because I call wealth an obstacle, human
power an aberration and the principle on which human laws rest a blatant crime against
the divine majesty. I tear down all possessions based on the law of the strongest and
proclaim slavery, the most shameful example of human stupidity; I announce the
Kingdom of God that many shall witness and I define the Spirit’s resurrection, saying:
"A man’s freedom is achieved gradually, by means of willpower combined with
the lights of his predecessors in the spiritual life.
"These things cannot yet be understood, but time will come when everyone will
understand and then the Kingdom of Heaven shall be established on Earth.
"Many among you will see the Kingdom of Heaven and the Messiah shall repeat
the words pronounced today.
"The new man shall be reborn until the carnal principle has been extinguished
within him. Everyone who is born has to be reborn and those who have lived long
enough shall go and live elsewhere.
"Man’s Spirit must leave its body, but the Spirit shall take on another body. So
when you ask me if I am Elijah, I answer: Elijah will return, but I'm not Elijah, I
am the Son of God , and my Father shall send me again¹ to glimmer his justice
and his love, but I shall just show myself to a few and my disciples will have to
repeat my words and confirm my presence.
"I am the Messiah and the Messiah will die without completing his work, but he
shall complete it after his death.
"I recommend, liberate thouselves from the fear of death, that death is reduced to
a change of residence, and make of the Spirit’s resurrection an honor for those
who have not sinned against my law.
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"The Spirit always marches forward while it is supported by faith in God’s
promises, who also grants the grace to persuade men, those who have faith.
"Do not be dismayed by my death and march toward the Spirit with faith and
love.
"Do not expect men to reward thee because of your labors; Set thou hope in God
alone. God never remains deaf to prayer or to the desires of a pure and grateful
heart."
Brothers of mine, in carrying out his mission, Jesus was despised by the rich and the
powerful (except for some cases which I have already mentioned and that I will again
highlight), but during the last period of my mission, the people, whose rights Jesus had
always held, soothing their hearts, were his accuser and executioner.
Ignorance makes the people accomplices of their most cruel enemies. Hypocrisy,
humanity’s terrible disgrace, uses as an instrument to oppress thought, chain the limb,
wound the heart, those same ones who should build on the work of thought, the limb’s
strength, the heart’s love.
I had to fall only by the malevolence of the masses, and I also knew that this malevolence
would manifest, so I prepared my disciples for it.
¹ In Spirit

"Be my guardians and my consolation, I said, surround me with sweetness, as I
am between the clutches of bad faith of the higher class, and the ingratitude of the
poor, the hatred of the evil ones and the abandonment of the best."
The clear interpretation of my strength and my hopes were increasingly produced in the
Spirit of my faithful followers and the respectful deference to my wishes favored my
freedom of action and my means of preaching my Gospel during the period that ran
between my arrival in Jericho and my arrest on the Mount of Olives.
We must count seven months between these two periods.
I liked Jericho, either because of its location and the friendliness of its inhabitants, either
for the memories that it stirred in my spirit. But here too I have to point out some errors.
Zacchaeus the customs laborer and Bartimaeus the beggar were given a conventional
denomination.
The title of the son of David, that I was gratified with in Jericho and elsewhere did not
rouse in me other than pity and impatience. The Son of Man title is intended to have been
chosen by myself; but I never wanted any other sponsorship other than the designations
of Messiah and the Son of God. The Messiah’s quality is full of clarity, the Son of God’s
quality comprises in its own obscurity the right of every man to the divine filiations, as I
have explained already. The power of the future, the triumph of truth had to come from
these words: THE SON OF GOD MESSIAH.
- What could the vain title of the son of David and the other title matter to Jesus, to which
a dogmatic way wanted to be given?
I will tell you later how and who gave me the name of the Son of Man. Brothers of mine,
I take advantage of my stay in Jericho to end the tenth chapter.
We shall begin the eleventh entering Jerusalem, I will quickly present my guests of
Bethany, Mary Magdalene and many figures that are unknown to you.
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CHAPTER XI
Jesus travels to Jerusalem alone, meeting with Joseph of Arimathea, who accompanies him every where it
is desirable to be seen together for the purposes of the Master's mission. The need for Jesus’ sacrifice,
which only he himself understood. The parable of the sinful rich man. Jesus associates his most intimate
disciples to his future glory, but only if they are creditors to it with their virtues and within the concept of
"my kingdom is not of this world," as he always used to say. He chastises the merchants of the Temple and
the hypocrites. Mary Magdalene’s conversion.

I

travelled to Jerusalem alone. The meeting place had been set in Bethany. I had to go
out every afternoon. Without having received news from them for some time I
decided to approach my friends’ house not with great apprehension. Joseph of
Arimathea greeted me with a great opening of his soul and noble Spiritual devotion. He
accompanied me everywhere we had to be seen together as the precursors of freedom and
truth, which everyone was thirsty of and whose expression each person desired. Joseph
was in total agreement with me, but he thought the objective could be obtained without us
materially succumbing during the endeavor.
I respected my friend’s illusion, because if I had tried to destroy it, Joseph’s indecision
would have tired my soul and perhaps weakened my resolve. I needed evidence of my
Spirit’s laborious manifestations. – What could I care, after the moral success, about the
material demise? - What could I care for a little more or little less repute in the present, if
I was only worried about the future?
"Jesus’ sacrifice, I said to myself, misunderstood at the time of its
accomplishment, shall later be a call for acquiescence, toward the feeling of faith,
toward the relief of the soul and toward the peace of heart for all the unhappy.
However great Jesus’ loneliness is today and the silence of contemporary history,
his personality shall have dictated laws of brotherhood and love to all men and
those laws will be immortal."
Through Joseph I met many important people and also Mark, about whom I will speak
later.
Nicodemus was a wealthy resident of Jerusalem. I remember his generosity, when I lived
apart from my family and I set out to be a revolutionary. I went to his house. He, his wife,
his children, his siblings, his whole family welcomed me with the greatest affection.
Generous hospitality, active kindness, harmony of heart and willpower. - How sweet and
consoling it is to honor you through remembrance!
Brothers of mine, accusing the trustees of the religious authority, the keepers of the law,
the fortunate and the powerful I had only in view social reforms. Glorifying poverty,
urging the rich to sacrifice their possessions and land to conquer the treasures of God's
light, I was convinced that the Spirit is emancipated when it receives the martyrdom of
poverty, with wisdom and resignation; and my detachment from wealth had its raison
d`être in my observations of human weakness and the shame inherent in the carnal
pleasures. But then as today I knew that there are strong characters in all social classes,
worthy representatives, independent Spirits able to germinate the designs of God, and my
friends did justice taking me for a religious philosopher, not a utopian or a dreamer.
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My parables about the evil rich and the participation of the poor of Heaven’s majestic
happiness, had all the rigid attributes that the conditions of those Spirits imposed, and
figures like Lazarus and Abraham were familiar to me to highlight the righteousness of
reprisal and the participation of great men, worshiped by the Jewish people in the
expressions of this justice.
Lazarus, short for Eleazarus was a household name that had spread throughout Judea, and
Abraham whose legend portrayed him as an unnatural father, a wicked man who obliged
people to sacrifice, represented in the eyes of these cruel men still in their spiritual
childhood, the idea of passive obedience and the model of religious virtues.
"Lazarus, the poor man, covered with sores, used to picking up the crumbs that
fall from the rich man's table, and the rich man, full of joy and surrounded by
guests, turns his gaze away from the poor and seals his heart to all piety.
"Death descends on the rich and the poor. The rich now suffers the torments
suffered by the poor, and much more, since at the bottom of the Gueenna, where
he is locked in, his screams echo. Then his voice becomes gentle pleading an
intercession.
"Heaven opens up, but only to increase the sufferings of the rich. He sees Lazarus
and after this vision, the darkness closed around him."
With the word Gueenna I meant a gloomy place, synonymous with hell. Gueenna was
more expressive than hell in some locations.
At the moment in time we've arrived here, brothers of mine, my position could yet remain
stationary for a long period. So it suited me to create a school and wait in the midst of
patient and deaf struggles, a new state of affairs. My friends advised me to do so. They
considered themselves my disciples and talked to me non-stop about the people's
aspirations of freedom, the people’s hatred against the religious hierarchy that prevailed
then. But I would not lean on probabilities, although they were not only apparent, and I
had to find a warrant against the shame of hiding behind friendship, preserving my life at
the expense of my spiritual aspirations, while there was a need to assert my title as
Messiah with the power of the advertising of my teachings, as well as my title of Son of
God, with the aura of martyrdom.
Joseph, and with him some men of good will who understood my doctrine, whose
precepts they divulged, had to submit to my purpose when it was proved that it was not
possible to change it by reasoning. Joseph, and with him a few men of good will that
surrounded me in Jerusalem, cherished me and gave me evidence of it on a daily basis.
After having opened the way to the people’s honors, they defended me against the hatred
of kind. After they defended me against the devotees and the hypocrites, they tried to
defend me against the fury of the crowds. After my death they seized my remains with
the intention of honoring them with pious demonstrations and save a desecration to my
living memory, that would probably make many believe in my bodily resurrection,
divulged by fanatics, whom the accusers and the deniers of Jesus, Son of God, would
have wished to give them a gross denial.
My friends, then, were not guilty of any plot, but preferred to fuel the superstition rather
than abandon my body to the possibility of a stain, indeed negligible in the face of reason,
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but painful for the soul penetrated by the human emanation, for the same Spirit still
moved by the fraternal emphases.
I gave free rein to my thoughts, more and more detached from the life of relationships
and free from any human fears. My oratorical forms began to have from that moment a
striking resemblance with John’s dark descriptions and prophetic threats. I suddenly left
that sweet and placid expression of countenance, that attracted towards me my listeners’
confidence and affection that speech filled with humility and kindness, which healed the
wounds of the soul and caused the steadfastness of the Spirit. I heaved out curses, not
now as in the past, in the midst of transitions skillfully developed and measured, fixed, so
to speak, in all my speeches. The severity of my claims about the torments of the
afterlife, were intended to highlight the excesses perpetrated by brute force, erected in the
place of common law. I was attacking against all statures, I burned down all ideals,
evicted all the authorities, I denounced all the powers of the earth before the wrath of my
beloved Father.
"My kingdom is not of this world. Those who want to follow me must distribute all they
possess between the poor. Joy to those who voluntarily impoverish themselves; the light
accompanies and the power supports them; the grace fills and virtue crowns them. I am
the comfort and the celestial manna; the light and the bread of life.
"Those who believe in me shall live in abundance, he who flees from the honors of the
world, shall be honored in my Father’s abode.
"Whoever loves all men as his brothers, shall be rewarded, but the selfish, the proud and
the hypocrites, the bosses¹ and the powerful ones of the world will be cursed, and thrown
as dry wood into eternal fire.
"Screams and gnashing of teeth, curses and groans shall be heard, but God will remain
deaf to all sounds from the darkness and the peace of the righteous shall not be
disturbed."
I associated my future glory to my closest disciples, but the performance of my promises
was dependent on the fulfillment of their duties.
"I shall recognize you, I said to them, if you have given prestige to my doctrines
with your deeds and have sown virtues with your examples, rather than with thine
words; if thou have honored me with the humility and poverty of your life, with
the way to God of your spirits and with your vast love for all men.
"Proclaim my law, but render proof at the same time of thine hopes, disregarding
the goods of the Earth and saying like me: our kingdom is not of this world.
"Become accustomed to defend your master, putting into practice what he put into
practice. The example forces faith and generates respect, much better than the
beautiful harmonies of language and the strongest demonstrations from Spirit to
Spirit. The gifts of the Spirit are unproductive when they do not emanate from the
knowledge acquired in a state of purity of intention and self-confidence; are
ephemeral when they do not determine increasingly the emancipation of faith and
love.
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Preach my word, but claim truthfully the right you have to preach. This right is
the abandonment of all human supremacy and the complete sacrifice of your
earthly interests.
I shall give you the strength to triumph over thine enemies and my house shall be
your house, but if you turn into transgressors of the law, I'll retire from you."
¹ The wicked bosses he means (Translator’s note)

My disciples reached and surrounded me and a circle of listeners began to take shape in
the Temple, and mainly in the Temple’s premises. Among them were more accusers than
true believers.
The convention of those times, brothers of mine, was that men that stood out for their
erudition and inclination of their Spirits to public affairs, were honored with care and
attention by the other men, in all circumstances that enabled them to develop new ideas
and support an already expressed opinion. In the Temple the pious demonstrations were
often followed by attractive scientific discussions and lectures, but these scientific and
high-value discussions and these conferences were not generally witnessed by the people.
The people preferred the quick analysis of what had taken place in the assemblies, in the
same assemblies, and the crowd, that is, the less enlightened people, but the most
impressionable, was fed by emotions in public places, mainly in the Temple’s galleries,
where the accessories of an ignorant devotion and excitement in regard to all the
attractions of banal curiosity and human vanity came together. As a simple school master,
I would have been able to inspire confidence in the most literate men, exposing the
extract of the erudite assemblies and not mixing, but with caution, the views of each one
of them with the thoughts of my own spirit; but the feeling of my destiny was too
dominant in me, for me to submit to the slowness of a gradual success (I already
mentioned it when referring to my friends’ requests when coming to Jerusalem). And I
stepped in front of all hatred and all revenge.
The Jewish law did not represent in my eyes but a rude code of a people enslaved by the
speculative forces of two aristocracies: the intelligent one, severe guardian of the relative
superiority; and the one that proclaimed materiality as the ultimate cause, fighting
tirelessly for the rights that retaining the possession of a fierce control can give.
Privileged classes’ usurpation, actions that restricted the freedom of the human Spirit,
created to be free, degrading fanaticism, devout impiety, blasphemous holocausts,
betrayals and hypocrisies, I used to fight against them with all the eagerness of my soul,
all my will power, all the resources of my Spirit, through the moral indignity and
reprehensible charges.
I sustained myself in that heat of the soul by calculating the few moments of life that I
had left and fed and kept alive those energies of my willpower, those shudders of anger in
the recollection and contemplation of delinquent desires of contagious depravity, of
cowardice and human gore . The Spirit itself inspired in me a deep dislike for humanity. I
did not say anymore: "obey the law of Caesar," but:
"There is but one law and that is what I bring to you. All men are equal and must
divide among themselves all the goods of the earth.."
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My Spirit’s continuous tension regarding the spiritual honors hid from me what these
teachings were defective of, and after eighteen centuries I still do not see the world of my
aspirations but through the lens of my own hopes.
Brothers of mine, the dependency of the Spirits of the Earth shall be on hold until the
moment of their elevation to the rank of Spirits of the Universal Fatherland, and let us
emphasize here the aberration of Jesus’ Spirit, aberration proper of all advanced Spirits,
with the purpose of examining the causes and effects of these aberrations. The
disproportion of a Spirit’s spiritual lights, in addition to the temporal situation of this
Spirit in the flesh, generates struggles and transitions that are similar to intellectual
disturbances.
The Spirit oppressed by a science that exceeds the power of comprehension of those who
surround him, often diverts his eyes from the bright horizons and lets combinations of a
material order invade his thoughts to associate different forces towards a specified goal, if
not glorious immediately, at least usable for a future glory. The Spirit honored in the past
by productive partnerships, with visions and realities full of promises in the present hour,
walks with sure steps, especially in the midst of difficulties, deceits and revolts that are
set up against him by the ignorant and the wicked. Then the Spirit weakens and does not
recover his courage but convulsively, and throws himself into the vagaries of the ideas in
accordance with the views of men and transforms the torchlight that he possesses into an
incendiary torch. So did the Spirit of Jesus proceed in the last years of his life as Messiah.
In order for the application of the precepts of equality and fraternity to have force of law,
in a certain world, it is necessary that most of the Spirits of that world be imbued with the
same moral strength to achieve that same purpose. It is convenient for spirituality to be
far above materiality and the latter free of all depressing forms of conservation as well as
all the narrow rules of taste and desires. ¹
¹ This means not to be subjugated by the material life, but rather to remain superior to self-preservation and
all the attractions, tastes and desires of the life of the senses. - O. R.

In a word: God’s Law in its purest form, cannot be put into practice but by perfected
Spirits, that are also present in a perfected environment.
Jesus was, therefore, a bad Spirit when he said: All men are equal and must divide the
goods of the earth between them.
Jesus, and after him all those who have uttered this axiom did it at the wrong time: Jesus
and all those who wanted or want humanity’s spiritual development, should have not and
must not, under any circumstances, determine actions with theories not appropriate to the
intelligence of the members of such humanity. Let us stand firm, brothers of mine, on the
procreative ideas of the future; let the golden beam that shall warm up all souls shine in
the solitude of our souls; but let us not throw our hopes, our science, our happiness as a
toy for juvenile studies and let us avoid exposing the light where the gale is blowing.
The future starts the next hour, let us worry on knowing how to properly measure the
fraction of each hour. Let us not trust our treasures without knowing who we are
delivering them to; let us not introduce in the world the confusion of tongues; let us talk
about reconciliation and hope to all, but let us talk about freedom only with the wise.
Fraternity without the light of faith is impossible. If love remains separate from universal
brotherhood it is only a pretense. Discover God, and you'll know how to worship Him.
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Discover thou destiny and you will love each other and God will love thee. Look at
the moral to be drawn from God’s law and shatter the murder weapons, on behalf
of the brotherhood of peoples.
There will always be rich and poor, bosses and subordinates on planet Earth, but the
gradual emancipation shall give them all understanding, and from the complete
emancipation welfare shall emerge.
Jesus had to witness with impatience the spectacle of false devotion, of the moral
carelessness of illogical beliefs, the brutalization of the Spirits and dealt harshly in the
galleries of the Temple with the holders of the poor animals, destined for execution, the
merchants of futile objects, of amulet samples, of witchcraft and alleged religious images.
"You have converted my Father's house into a den of thieves, he said; and threw
the benches to the floor, coupling the fury of his gesture with the wrath of his
voice and his glares."
The corrupt hypocrites made him suffer even more and he did not forgive them under any
circumstances.
"Ye are whited sepulchers. Man’s eye only looks for appearances; but God sees
the rot that sways beneath them.
"You have sweetness in the lips and hatred in the heart; thou alms, thou prayers,
thou penance are but means to deceive people and enjoy privileges in the midst of
them. But God will tire of thee and thou will be swallowed under the ruins of the
Temple that you profane day after day. - Yes - This temple will perish and I shall
build another, that will be immortal, because all men shall worship God in it as
brothers; because all men will come together in faith, because God's word is
eternal and I am who conveys it.
"- Poor fools! - Jesus said to the men enthralled by a joyous life and pride; thou
destroy the future for the sake of the present and the present runs away like a
shadow; thou adorn thy bodies and thou uncover thy souls; thou seek worldly
honors whilst God asks in vain for the honors of thy Spirit. Thou kneel before the
golden calf while your brothers are lacking food and clothing. Now I tell you:
those who do not think now but in useless things, shall in the future be fully
deprived of all that which they may need. Those who enjoy human honors today,
may not claim but humiliations tomorrow. And all those who indulge in carnal
pleasures, and all who place their happiness in the possession of wealth and
power, will be the poor, the dispossessed, the outcast of a new temporal room;
thou shall be hungry and thirsty, ye selfish rich people; thou shall ask for a break,
ye lazy arrogant ones; and thou shall continue in the job, not appeasing thy hunger
and thirst."
- Alas! – My speeches were corrupted, cutting them and augmenting them. Error was
heightened, ignorance was planned by means of falsehood, attributing me the following
words:
"If I wanted to, I could destroy and rebuild this temple in three days."
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I was made responsible of all the miracles, which some friends of mine made me the
author of, and with which my enemies used to discredit me. I have never said or done
anything, consciously, that could establish the basis for the childish belief in the disorder
of the laws of nature, and if I had made this mistake, I would accuse myself as I accused
myself of weakness in my relationships of affection, of unpredictability in my principles,
crazy enthusiasm in my past actions and painful despair in my last hour.
Brothers of mine, let us here recall the words I spoke in the course of my life as Messiah,
I must clarify their higher meaning, which was not understood then, and which emerges
from these very same words. Referring to the facts of my life as Messiah I have to repeat
words I have spoken before, because these repetitions delineate the truth and nothing but
the truth should be of concern in this confidential communication delivered and received
with the strength of emancipated love and the respectful dependence of the human Spirit
toward God’s light. Which are the weaknesses of nature and the vanity of men in
general?, they shall know it with real sense of truth when the truth is demonstrated by the
simplicity of the writer, with the modesty and wisdom of the moral person, by the power
of principles, the fairness of judgment and by the agreement of the idea with the
expression of the idea. They shall enjoy the feeling of truth, when the truth is no longer
disfigured by the pettiness of mercantile ambitions or by the Spirit’s effort in acquiring
honors of human celebrity.
From my free will, my serene courage to reveal the truth in the middle of the human
conflicts, reflect, brothers of mine, on collecting the fruits and do not aggravate thou sins,
your disgraceful spiritual situation, with a false view of human dignity, and a poor use of
that mediocre reasoning, of which you always boast so out of all direction. Practice a
serious analysis of my instructions; do not delve in formalities, instead perform an
anatomy of their deep meaning.
Do not criticize the words or the repetition of these words; appreciate their true value and
inquire about what they demand from you, what they bring to you, and all they promise
to you in God's name.
I was not very talkative in my life as Messiah and my method of insisting on the
statements drew the support of people of good will and the contempt of frivolous
individuals, men proud of privileges, as well as the hateful taunts of religious hypocrites,
and the revenge of the ferocious custodians of unjust and anti-religious social legislation.
I repeated myself, it is true; but I did so with a purpose, and today I could not penetrate
the Spirit of my readers with the principles of spiritual happiness in the divine light, but
with repetitions. Again today I could not pronounce as much as necessary the maxim
which contains all the elements of knowledge and happiness:
"Stay in faith and in love. Faith asks for thee to worship a strong and mighty
God; love states the duties of brotherhood for thee. Faith lights up the Spirit,
love fulfills the honors of the soul. Ye shall not attain wisdom rather than
through the study of God; ye shall not be strong but through the concept of
fraternity."
Often discouraged and sick in my body and spirit, I sought refuge in the home of a family
of three, of which posterity has taken so much interest, that I find indispensable to set the
record right, on this point, after many errors and assumptions have been made.
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Let it be known beforehand that my friend in Bethany was called Simon and not Lazarus,
who was in perfect health when I arrived and was not a leper. Let it be known that, during
the illness he contracted later, Simon never reached the extreme of having to be declared
dead, and finally let it be known that I did not take part in any way in this invention of a
miracle.
I did not know Simon’s family, or Simon, before my last trip to Jerusalem and I accepted
their hospitality in preference to any other, because their house, situated at the foot of the
hill, on which the town of Bethany was appended, provided me a solitude filled with
attractiveness, with the perspective of Jerusalem full of movement at my feet. Simon and
Martha, his wife, were not even twenty-five years old; Mary, a girl of thirteen, was
Simon’s sister. She added to a great sweetness of character a strong trend towards
spiritualism. The grandparents of the two branches had died recently, very close to each
other. The home seemed like in a deep pain, though silent, when I settled in. Martha
especially commissioned to the internal management of the family, was so careful in her
work, and worked so uniformly executing her duties as with a certain fatigue that she
seemed to mechanically obey a driving force of the mechanism of the soul. Simon was of
a gloomy temperament and the little Mary was always sad, as well as the servants who
participated of the same mourning of their employers. I tried to convince my new friends
of my doctrines and I succeeded. Martha was the hardest to persuade. In regard to this
ignorant woman, stubborn in her ignorance, I had to abandon all serious demonstrations
concerning the afterlife; but I showed myself so grateful to her care, so eager to satisfy
her curiosity, narrating the incidents and the fatigues of my nomadic life, so happy about
all that surrounded me, that Martha, unable to analyze Jesus’ faith, embraced the faith as
the drowning man embraces a foreign land that offers security and rest.
Mary understood my mission, listened to my conversations, she knelt in front of me when
others surrounded me; and she tried to grab my thoughts, before they materialized. My
gaze was tenderly fixed on that fresh face, topped with a pensive forehead, like a halo
revealing the past and the future. When Martha showed surprise in relation to the girl’s
open and earnest attitude, I gently admonished her, trying to make her comprehend that
the differences in the way of expression are born because of the distances that separate
the Spirits.
"Honor thyself, Martha, for the performance of your duties, but let this child
expand in my love. Each of us must store treasures in the heart of the position
given to us by the Divine Justice."
Jesus' relationships, brothers of mine, have many times led to discreet affections, but
often also to enthusiastic ones; the first resting upon a religious faith expressed with a
kindhearted voice, on a doctrine widely applied to the needs of the heart and the Spirit’s
aspirations; the others on the diffuse alliance of hope in God and the momentum toward
the being itself; on the expansion of human feelings, its explosion prevented by the
modesty of the soul or directed toward a noble purpose for a higher nature than that
which was revealed.
I am obliged to mention the carnal attractions concealed by the religious imprint, because
I desire eventually to talk about Mary of Magdala.
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If I have not yet found the way to inform my readers about a character so intimately
bound up with mine, it is because I had to do it in an ongoing way, with the necessary
thread to preserve the importance that the facts have given it. The time now seems ripe
for this reference.
In every city and town in Galilee men of good will gathered on fixed days, in order to
announce the law and explain its own spirit. These free meetings, in which anyone could
ask for and get to express his thoughts, found new elements of discussion with the
presence of foreign speakers. These assemblies were called Synagogues. Synagogues
often became the rallying point for those seeking popularity, and people there were not
really sufficiently imbued with the sacredness of the place. Aside from these inevitable
abuses, the Synagogue offered the comforting picture of the alliance of the religious
world with the material world, of humanity which humbles itself before God, in order to
ask for the science to be able to understand him and worship him.
Once I visited a Synagogue in the perimeter extending from Tiberias to Capernaum, I
was almost annoyed by the attention that I was subjected to by a woman. This woman,
placed in front of me and at a short distance, directed towards me a glance, whose light
and persistence forced me to lower mine. This woman was tall, young and beautiful. This
woman, born in Galilee, had recently arrived from Sidon. Having heard about me, she
was amused to listen to the prerogatives that I accredited to myself; she then pretended to
study me first to associate me at once with the embarrassment of her life. Mary’s third
experience had an effect upon me making me her dear soul and that Spirit still distant
from the soul, made me judge worthy of reaching out to her. Mary's soul ached for her
Spirit’s abjection. Mary’s Spirit was perverted by the impure, brutal and criminal love of
men. I wanted to give that soul and that Spirit the impetus of a love that shines with the
Divine Flame, to glow in the immortality of the future; but, alas! Mary, saying goodbye
to her wild desires of mad alliances and intemperate joys, fell under the yoke of a human
passion, that the soul was not aware of, and that the Spirit persisted in calling divine
passion.
After our third meeting, Mary asked permission to follow me as did some other pious
women who joined my disciples. I accepted and promised to facilitate her conversion
through my advice and my support. I realized too late Mary’s carnal love for me. God
gave me the strength to remain in my fatherly and consoling position, but she, poor
martyr had to exhaust all the bitterness of remorse, suffer all the dizziness of the Spirit all
the despair of the soul.
Mary Magdalene had been living in total disorder seven years now since I met her. She
told me about her debasement without adding to her confession tedious details that would
have disturbed us, and then told me about her childhood with the delicate honesty of a
naive and pure soul. I had never cheated on myself regarding my first judgments on this
set of heartbreaking and embarrassing crudity. I was not fooling myself discovering a
noble and chaste type under a filthy blemished love. But I deceived myself believing
Mary all devoted to God now, needing the backing of powerful spiritual alliances to
avoid being beaten by an all too human condition. Mary was twenty four years old when
I first met her. When my mother came to Capernaum, Mary of Magdala had already been
greeted by my disciples and I joyfully discovered the natural and sympathetic welcome of
the two women I loved more than anything else on Earth. When I had to show myself
resolute in front of my mother because she wanted me to give up my work as an Apostle,
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I found Mary in tears in the arms of the abandoned one. They promised each other an
unchangeable allegiance and kept their word.
Mary did not meet me at the wedding of Canaan, but accompanied me on my last visit to
Nazareth and never left me since. We will see her again in Jerusalem and we shall
introduce her to the house in Bethany, where she was witness to what happened between
Simon’s family and myself.
This family of three filled me with tenderness and reverential care, and was multiplied
outdoors with natural cravings and friendly social relationships. This family of three,
whose hearts I had revived and their Spirits enlightened, expressed in front of everybody
an enthusiastic deference of gratitude towards me, and it is an excess of honors rendered
to my Apostolate, that my friend owes the dark spot that accompanies me with his
memory among men.
Among Simon’s relatives, whose memory is dear to me, I quote Delilah, wife of one of
Martha’s brothers, Eleazar, Simon's cousin, and Alpheus, also a cousin of Simon, but
who lived in Jerusalem while Eleazar lived nearby. As Simon, Eleazar was not a leper.
As a result Alphaeus became one of my fervent disciples. He was a man of high morals
and I owe him as much of intimate happiness by way of our Spirits’ alliance, as much of
gratitude for external exertions of obsequiousness.
Delilah, holy and sublime woman: Anna, my dear Anna, always so active and energetic,
receive both, here, the testimony of my word as a recognition of thou virtue in faith and
love!
Ana was not a relative of Simon, but she and her husband became devout to me from the
time I met them at the house in Bethany; the husband provided me with many services in
Jerusalem. He was called Gabes.
My friends in Jerusalem often took the path to my home in Bethany, having I judged,
after several days of agitation, that I would need to get away from the center of the
masses to make my disciples better understand the grandeur of the act that I was about to
perform. I sought after it in this way with grave dissertations, with the solemnity of the
Divine Messenger, with symbolic forms, with words profound and easy to interpret in
different ways, to bring together all men, strong and weak, free and superstitious in and
around the emotion of my high destiny. If I had spoken only in a way to make myself
comprehended by only those who reasoned about my doctrines and the titles that I
claimed, I would have failed before posterity and my light would have been blown out
under the breath of the hurricane that was about to take my body away.
I was in need of supporters of all that which was glorious to hold the pedestal on which
my divine filiations would raise. I was in need of ignorant masses necessary to drag the
phantasmagoria of men more or less sincere in their judgments, more or less interested in
their calculations. I understood the need to employ a skilled silence regarding errors that
would signal my personality with a divine distinction, and the interest of the future would
indicate which attitudes I should take, the gestures, the coldness, the strength, amid angry
demonstrations, of the stupid accusations sprouting from hate, of the drunkenness of love,
of the absurdities of credulity, and the disruption of the natural laws. But I trusted my
capacity as Messiah to pave the way for my successors counting on their vision and their
integrity. I wanted in offering myself as a victim on the altar of God, to shake up
progressively the multitude of impious and criminal men that in all times, sully their lips
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with lies and overflow their hearts with hatred, but I had especially in sight the entrusting
on my more intelligent and faithful friends the consolidation of my work after my death.
"These deeds are your deeds, I said to them. My Father will bless us all together
and the grace shall render us the guardians of the future until the end of time. The
grace is acquired with the renewal of the trials and the spontaneous impulses of
the soul on the road to the eternal truths.
"The grace becomes the sanctuary of thought, the insurmountable barrier of
virtue, when thought itself has been fed, from room to room, with the intellectual
study of the Spirit, in reference to its own fate, and the virtue has also increased
from stage to stage, with firmness in its progression in the midst of the darkness
and the dangers.
"Thought is not erased. It continues through the worlds, it communicates within
the spaces, links the Spirits together, enshrines the principle of fraternity and
performs miracles of love.
"Remain therefore, convinced of my presence, even though when you shall no
longer see me and call me always: the Lord our Father, split the bread and wine,
as if my body occupied the position it now occupies, and say: this is his blood;
this is his flesh. And my spirit shall rejoice and the empty spot will be filled,
because desire determines desire and thought enters thought, by mutual desire.
"Now I say unto you: God’s grace is obtained through faith and love. Whoever
believes in my words and reveals them, shall be visited by His grace. Whoever
gives to my words a meaning that I do not give now, with the purpose to instill
divisions among men to promote for himself a position of authority in the world,
will become my enemy and I shall fight against him and destroy his projects.
Whether it happens at one time or another, God will measure the intensity of the
defeat to be inflicted according to the extent of the offense. God will shine his
light in the darkness according to the share of desires that shall stir within the
shadows and with the share of requests that have been formulated. Then God shall
call his beloved Son and the Son will returns in Spirit among thee, and tongues of
fire shall pass over thou heads, to instruct the men of good will, as I do today."
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ..
Nicodemus made his visits in a mysterious way that showed weakness of heart and Spirit
but still human respect. He favored my future projects, however he feared the
effervescence of the moment. A passionate admirer of my doctrine, he did not yet dare
support it before others; but with me and with my disciples, Nicodemus spoke out at
length and had convinced the Spirits that he was honored by my covenant, because I
myself saw myself honored by the Divine filiations.
Joseph of Arimathea supported me with all the warmth of his soul and with all the
vehemence of a tender and tireless father, as well as for all its social importance. He
made common cause with me and would have subjected himself to death if I had not
shown, in a decisive manner, the futility of his sacrifice and the need instead of his
presence after my demise. Joseph of Arimathea was who I had most counted on to run
what I had started and all that I had tried to convey with my corporal death, and my
resurrection in spirit. Joseph was my best confidant and I needed his accurate intelligence
to take advantage of the smallest circumstances favorable to our cause, as well as his
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devotion to meet and enforce my last provisions. Joseph had welcomed me as a child to
facilitate God’s designs in my regard, he would also have to, in receiving my deadly
body, continue serving Providence with the obstacles that it would set up against the
delinquent purposes of men.
Mark belonged to a wealthy family of Jerusalem. The father held an important
government job, despite being Jewish, for the Romans at that time did not differentiate
between people of different nationalities and religion, provided that they thought they
merited being valued by the intelligence of their own Spirits and prominence of character.
The Romans, on the other hand, disdained the opinions of men under their rule, and
always sought the most efficient to fill the duties of high office.
Jerusalem had been troubled by serious popular sedition, but at this time that we have
arrived, it looked in complete calm. Convinced of the futility of their efforts, the Jews
endured patiently a proud dictatorship. This despotism did not exert pressure on religious
beliefs, since on the contrary, all creeds found support in the indifference of the rulers.
Jerusalem, like all parts of the Empire, was under the supervision of a warden of the
powers of Caesar, without control and as an absolute ruler in his judgments and in his
provisions. The weight of the civil administration was the duty, it is true, of a judiciary
drawn from the institutions supported by the State, but the same law was bent by these
arrogant invaders who knew no other moral than their own will and knew no other
obstacle to their will other than material power.
Concerning justice, the law was a dead letter for those barbarians when it came to satisfy
a superior’s whim or to crush a rebellious slave, the times of these barbarian abuses have
not yet disappeared and that is what makes me stop here to condemn them. War and its
horrors still devastate planet Earth, that is why I take this opportunity to curse the
institutions of my time, this is why I refer to general history in writing mine.
To enter the schools it was necessary to be a close relative to a soldier killed in the
service of duty to his country or to someone who was still in the army. All other
considerations, such as: social status, religion, naturalization, was not important. The
students had to exercise in the use of arms and received a sum of money if they entered
voluntarily. Compulsory military service was not applicable to them.
Mark, the student, was almost a revolutionary, and loathed all forms of oppression. I lead
him towards the religious feeling, making him enjoy the allure of a doctrine that taught
the brotherhood of man under the jurisdiction of the divine fatherhood, which advised of
courage in adversity, modesty in the midst of fortune, contempt for insults,
commiseration to all perpetrators. Mark did not love me, he adored me. I had been tied by
two ungrateful natures too easily. I suffered horrible disappointments, mainly due to my
primitive observational skills. I shed bitter tears over the fragility of some relationships,
the weakness of my preferences, but also enjoyed the delights of deep and lasting
affections, and in this, often painful, story, they return to my memory, with also sweet
emotions, which I experienced when their presence revived my numb spirit, comforted
my heart, uplifted my courage, exhibiting before me the human Spirit in its most noble
expression.
Mark disregarded because of me his family’s fortune, which he could not offer me,
because he still did not possess it; his family, who treated him as a visionary, his friends
of pleasures, leisure habits, fantasies, distractions and even his working hours, which he
said he advantageously replaced staying by my side. Mark’s beautiful character would
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have had to produce the most favorable impression on my disciples, but on the contrary
many were jealous of him because of our mutual affection, others saw the abandonment
of his social position more like a momentary weakening of his mental faculties, others
sought reasons for the abandonment in the passion which had to inspire him for some of
the women who were part of my circle of listeners. Joseph of Arimathea instead took
pleasure in what he called a conversion, and the most perceptive, and more prepared,
loved and respected the brave disciple of Jesus who followed him to Calvary, kissed his
bloodied and disfigured body, who helped Joseph and Nicodemus during the night job,
and who died young oppressed by the pain, full of hope, because Jesus had died and he
would soon see him again.
The easiness to set up our meetings was attractive, and our freedom was never troubled
by intrusive visitors, or by considerations of immediate dangers. My disciples in Galilee
and I were one family. In this family it is necessary to appreciate the women that also
came from Galilee, which constituted a fairly complex group, but Simon's house was
vast, as many colonial houses depended on the main room. Let us appoint the women
coming from my beloved Galilee to serve me until my death. Let us fast forward over the
first information and let us close this chapter, brothers of mine, with the feeling of our
spiritual greatness. Soon we'll see each other again by effect of this greatness, which the
divine light pours over human foibles. The women coming from Galilee were: Salome,
Veronica, Jane, Deborah, Phatme and finally Mary Magdalene. I have already spoken
about Salome; Veronica was a widow, she had looked after me as a brother and respected
me as an apostle of God from the earliest days of my stay in Capernaum. Jane, Deborah,
Phatme, too young to be slanderous, laughed at them with grace, pouring over all and
without preferences, the attractiveness of their spirituality, the generosity of their hearts.
The three enjoyed a modest welfare and said, laughing, that we were all brothers and part
of that welfare belonged to us, as we later would enjoy in the Kingdom of God.
My mother had arrived in Jerusalem a few days earlier, but I did not know it. I had
demanded from her not to follow me as a sacrifice and to wait for my word. But Mary
Magdalene kept a relationship with my mother, and to better integrate the way to rip me
from my death, she made a request to move to a house near Jerusalem. My brothers
Joseph and Andrew traveled as well to Jerusalem. Their purpose was firmly to upbraid
me, to publicly deny my words, insinuate to the crowd that I was prey of madness to seek
to force a separation from the company of my disciples. This plot was well known to me,
so I prepared for it to fail and decided to this end to stay calmer then in my retreat. The
two Mary’s were unaware of my brothers’ project. They had hope in the despair of their
love, to make me descend from the glory of Messiah to the ignominy of weakness. This
was the danger for me, and the fight had to be horrible.
Brothers of mine, in the twelfth chapter of this book I will describe my past struggles of
the flesh with the Spirit; my supreme anguish as a man, my indecisions in the midst of
sacrifice and ultimately, the final victory of spirituality over the carnal nature.
We shall also make of my death, preceded by so many given assaults to human nature,
the object of a thorough study of the martyrdom imposed on a man by man himself, and
shall draw this indestructible conclusion, that human life is under God’s dependence and
to destroy it is to inflict insult on the Creator.
Brothers of mine, I bless you in the name of God our Father.
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CHAPTER XII
The causes of Jesus’ death. Opposition from family and friends to his firm intention to complete his
messianic martyrdom. His brothers and sisters try to discredit him declaring him insane, but he manages to
convince his mother to hold them back in Bethany. While the Master continues to vigorously expound his
doctrines, whipping the priests of all religions, who rely on their power to even murder people to impose
what they believe to be God's light, Who commands instead: "Thou shalt not kill." He also castigates those
who are in charge of public security, who themselves do not comply with the law for the good of their
subordinates. Jesus, meanwhile, sensed the proximity of his end and lost no time in activating, on the
contrary, the advertisement of his philosophy.

B

ROTHERS of mine, the cause of my death can be defined as:
"The crime of Jesus in the past was to facilitate the people’s sedition,
propagating through the priests the suspicion of his collusion with the
heathen.
"The crime of Jesus later was his diversion towards the cult founded by God
himself, and this departure from worship was of greater severity and greater
power of seduction by the quality of the Son of God that Jesus presented himself as.
"The Mosaic Law had to grab hold of Jesus, who would have to be lapidated. But the
trial of the priestly class required the commitment of that same authority which often
distanced itself from issues that arose among the Hebrews, and also needed the people’s
consensus for the clergy’s act of revenge. Hence Jesus’ latest preaching was taken as
evidence of guilt as a disruptive abolitionist of the civil laws as well as the religious ones,
to make him fall under the jurisdiction of Pontius Pilate, Roman procurator. And before
the people, Jesus was charged with seduction and alliance with the spirit of darkness. "
I refer here the reasons for my conviction, whose significance, I will discuss later, at the
same time I will give an explanation of each of the crimes that were accrued on me, by
the blemish of an inaccurate reproduction of my teachings. This will lead to broad
accounts and I will have to honor the courage of my interpreter, who shall suffer because
of these minute details, more than she has suffered from the above pressures of my Spirit.
Joseph and Andrew were preparing the humiliations that they would try to throw on to
me later, referring unfortunate episodes of my childhood concerning the last days of my
father and the abandonment of my mother. They added to the expression of their false
piety by which they indicated as my intellectual poverty, the defamation of my private
life and my quality of Son of God, through vile espionage, unfair trials and with a
mocking designation instead of that one that I had chosen.
Do not seek brothers of mine, in the books of old-style, an explanation of the title of the
son of man, which was bestowed on me as a joke, as I have here revealed. Let us rid
ourselves of evil stories in order to raise our narrative to the simplicity of the Spirit,
which explains everything. Let us not express, on the other hand, a too severe disapproval
of certain personalities since the ferment of ideas and the drive of the Spirit very often are
the result of obscure causes for the human intelligence. Let us defend our soul and Spirit
against all the enthusiasms and against all that has been preconceived. Let us make
distinctions between the various hierarchies, but let us not curse anyone. Let us make of
the life of Jesus a code of morality for all people and strive to demonstrate that human
life must be respected, because it is an emanation of the divine soul. Human Life
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enclosed within the limits imposed by the Creator is a respite in the path of immortality.
Human life deformed by vice, shortened by the excesses, tortured by hatred, torn up by
crime represents an appalling lack of sense that reveals a nature of bestiality, the return to
primitive bestiality, still not tamed, because of a return in the ascending order; both, a
nature of bestiality and regressive bestiality, are the true evils of the world. The first
reveals the brutal force of the beast, the other directs the trends of the beast so as to make
them more deadly. Both develop through association, the foul ills of the soul, Spirit and
body; both march amongst blood, scavenge in orgies, fall asleep, overcome by satiety on
top of ruins.
Presenting Jesus in this way to you during the last moments of his life as Messiah,
brothers of mine, I do not nourish the idea of calling your attention only on Jesus, but I do
ask that all those who read these pages reflect deeply on the lessons they offer to his or
her consideration. I have only one purpose, that is, to make men better, a purpose to be
achieved if they meditate on my words.
I define the wounds of my soul to characterize the nearness that exists between human
souls. I explain the guilty intent of those who ignored me to once again direct to a sweet
resignation all those who are suffering from slander. I declare my enemies all those who
are astute, proud, degenerate, recognizing instead as new disciples, all men of good will,
the humble, the dispossessed of the world's riches, the hungry of the eternal treasures. I
always say: He who is not with me is against me. Happy are those who make provisions
for the afterlife and seek poverty voluntarily in the present life, the Kingdom of God
belongs to them. Seek and ye shall find, knock and it shall be opened. The light and
the truth are God's gifts, toss them widely among all of those who request them from you,
with the ardor of a free soul and with a keen Spirit for heavenly things. Because I am
always the Messiah, the Son of God, who descends from the light to support all that I
have supported, to defend all that I have already defended, to combat everything which I
have already fought against.
Because I come to destroy and rebuild, to show my disciples which is the Kingdom to
which they must aspire. This said Kingdom is not of this world. There is no more
misleading. The Spirit free from the shadows of the human nature is illuminated with
divine light and cannot be now diverted by ignorance or be dwarfed by fear of the
cruelties of the human spirits. This Spirit, in the midst of the elevation where God
welcomed it, descends to this world to bring harmony and hope, proclaim immortality
and the universal love in God’s name.
Let us go back, brothers of mine, to the point that I left you at the end of my last chapter.
The peace that I enjoyed in Bethany resembled the silence that precedes an explosion,
because in Jerusalem, the brutal hate of the priests began to be manifested openly and the
people, whose sympathies I had not enjoyed since the bravado that I had launched in the
vicinity of the Temple, were willing to listen with complacency to what was said about
the ineptitude and false virtue of my maxims, in regard to the vain pretence of my Spirit,
that I would have been happy to prove, together with demonstrations of my poverty and
physical abnegation. My mother was in Jerusalem due to a call from Mary of Magdalene.
She had shaped at the time a strong willpower. She refused to return to Nazareth and I
was forced to watch until my death that sadness of hers which was a living reproach to
my sacrifice, that pain which penetrated my soul weakening it. Mary of Magdalene,
exhausted without end in front of me and my mother, all that energy that can be torn from
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the passion and all that sweetness and smoothness that comes from prayer. She writhed
herself in the throes of despair or knelt piously to ask God for the power to abate my
resolution. She threw herself unto my feet to manifest, with a low and trembling voice, all
the happiness of a pure love, though invader of the means of the soul and the power of
the Spirit. She then stood up, hugged my mother, covered her with frantic kisses and
begged me for salvation for both of them from death and hell, to where both would be
thrown because of my punishment and my glory.
The repetition of such demonstrations forced in my Spirit the effect of accidents that
generally interrupt the flow of thoughts. I was wrecked with emotion when some blissful
jolt tore me from the maternal arms that intended to retain me with their ardent contact,
capable of making me crazy or a coward.
Mary Magdalene was not only loved by my mother, all my disciples and the women that
had come from Galilee also loved her. Martha, Simon, the young Mary, felt the strong
symptoms of a woman disillusioned and tired of worldly pleasures, while at the same
time they discovered in her a resplendent countenance owing to her soul’s grace and
gentle conditions. Mary Magdalene was better educated than most of those around me.
She was indebted to me in regard to the development of her Spirit and the sureness of her
judgment, but even before she found us, she already had more knowledge than the
women of her time had in general. Mary would have been complete without the
concentration of her soul on one person, although she nonetheless loved God with
sincerity. - Poor humanity!
I proposed to my mother to follow me to Bethany, so she did not offer support to my
brothers with her presence, because they did not conceive of the ludicrous idea of
following me. In this way I put a painful end to our meetings.
My mother had more affection for me than her other children.
The high opinion that she conceived about my fate when my uncle James said he would
take part in my pains and my dangers, served to exalt the feeling that arose from the cares
and concerns that the weaker and less sympathetic members of her large family had given
her.
After our last interview in Nazareth, my mother nourished only one desire: to save me
from death. The discovery of Mary’s deep affection for her, brought hope to which she
associated all other personal means that she found useful for her purpose. - Unhappy
mother! - A hundred times unhappier than if she had understood from the beginning the
futility of her efforts. - Humble martyr! - Martyr whose martyrdom was a hundred times
crueler than if she had accepted as a command from God, the renunciation and
separation.
Brothers of mine, a soul’s expansion in God is not sufficient to attain the supreme
understanding of faith, and my mother, my kindhearted mother, immersed in the theories
of an imperfect religion, could not, despite her confidence in me, make a clean sweep of
all that which she had hitherto believed and practiced.
The Soul’s freedom is acquired by the Spirit’s intellectual power. By intellectual abilities
I do not imply the more or less prominent aptitudes for the study of the sciences, but the
positive momentum of the idea to the solution of this or that problem placed in the field
of the infinite; I care to determine the intellectual power of the Spirit, feeding it with a
burning desire to discover the origins and giving it the stamp of an unalterable will to
advance constantly, and even more.
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Rejecting a belief that relies only on old prejudices and erroneous references to embrace a
truly radiant faith in the midst of a Heaven with a fascinating and infinite light is a fact
that cannot happen but with the collapse of all worldly aspirations; with the Spirit’s
absorption of the material principle effected by the spiritual principle of the same Spirit.
It is then that the bonds of the soul break apart and now in the possession of its own
freedom, it follows the Spirit that is in possession of its own power.
God does not reveal himself to the soul, although loving, it is the slave of a Spirit that
operates by request only and not by its own science and consciousness. God then, did not
reveal himself but only halfway to the pious woman, but ignorant of the hardships that
lead to the joys of faith, that faith without contradictions and without terrors, that looms
over all dangers and smiles in the middle of torture, that receives the light from God to
fulfill all duties, devour all humiliations, not shy away from all heroisms.
If my mother had had made my job easier with her faith, brothers of mine, I would have
saved a great deal of bitterness over the struggles of my last days, between the memories
of a fleeing life and the promises of the approaching one. If my mother and Mary
Magdalene had been associated in the fullness of faith within my beliefs, my Spirit would
have remained at the height of my spiritual family, while instead the carnal affinity with
those two loves undermined my strength and prepared my weakness on the wood of
sacrifice. My faith has not been bent. When faith is established on the materially proven
fact, it cannot weaken; but the human nature so thoroughly humiliated the Spirit stirred
under the pressure of contradictory fantasies, that I had to make an effort to regain that
freedom so dear and so necessary for an apostle of God.
The dependence of the Spirits increases relative to the inferiority of the world they
inhabit, and I add that, despite the spiritual lights and intellectual strength of a Spirit, it
has to suffer more or less deplorably for the shadows cast on its ideal and for the assaults
on its convictions in a world in which all religious beliefs are understood only through
demonstrations relating to the past, future, present and the honor of the Spirit.
The family of man consists of alliances without homogeneity and without enough
collective strength to achieve its objective. These alliances become miserable tests for
Spirits honored with a previously achieved elevation in the moral and intellectual
hierarchy.
In exercising its freedom the Spirit finds the necessary calm for its faith, the fervor for
bold ideas and the decision to direct its own work. But, can this possibly be a complete
and lasting freedom? Unfortunately not! - No, because the sad dependency of Spirits, on
each other, must exist for the establishment of God's Justice in the worlds in which the
destruction of the inferior species by other superior species indicates a progressive march
that concludes with man, in the worlds in which the enormous disproportion between the
Spirits themselves comes from causes painstakingly defined by the science we have
established, a science that recognizes the immutability of the natural laws. Now, it is a
fact that the Spirits’ material dependency is a law of this world, ergo no one can avoid it,
and the higher Spirit that is temporarily here conquers a provisional freedom or saddens
on account of the oppression on its willpower. The weaknesses of faith are inherent in
any belief held by concessions from reason itself. The weaknesses in the faith are sources
of continuing efforts for all those who practice a religion without really understanding it.
Fanaticism, which consists of an ardent faith without reason, must be considered as a
disease of the Spirit. True faith is never separated from reason. It points to a personality
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convinced of its divine attributes and this personality is forced to bow before the duties
that result from it.
Whatever the guideline cause of duty, it is the result of struggles, of claudicating, of
previous faults of the Spirit whose future duties shall be shaped in the same way, based
on those of the present. Only very slowly can the human nature get rid of its carnal
tendencies, but only true faith can convey the thrust of courage, perseverance in all
matters, contempt for all dangers and the study of the duties becomes easier and easier,
the material life is exhausted when the Spirit conquers new positions, which rises from
stage to stage until the complete annihilation of materiality. Brothers of mine, true faith
honors the industrious intelligence who has traveled many paths, in which it has
surrounded itself with protectors. True faith is the reward of all elderly Spirits, whose
intellectual development is not disheartened by society’s moral decay.
Bright Faith! - You trust us the secret of our destiny. You give us the enlightenment of
God, the sublimity of His laws, the power of His justice and His love, you point out the
duty with the certainty of being understood ... duty rests on the enforcement of the
general law and on the moral responsibilities, established in the name of the principles of
individual rights. The general law, which is the principle of individual rights, is the
emancipation, derived from an intelligent creation; immortality, a consequence of
perfectibility; you, exhibit the human Spirit in disregard of the greatest universal matters,
because the human spirit performs or approves the practice of homicide.
The human family surpasses all judgment errors when it upholds the right of death.
God, Sovereign Ruler of the Spirits, has granted you the body as an instrument, and the
body lasts for a given period of time depending on the direction that is imprinted by the
Spirit and the location inhabited by the Spirit and the body.
Anticipated decline in strength, or weakness at birth, intermittent health, happy
development or prolonged exhaustion, amplitude of expression or servile oppression,
natural decay or fortuitous accidents, all this demonstrates the current tiredness or the
preceding exhaustion, all this explains the universal discipline through trial and
rehabilitation, and rejects the names, the most monstrously stupid like: God of the armies,
Vengeful God, Jealous God, Terrible God.
Vile murderers, brutalized advocates of an evil cause, shrewd advocates of an
incomprehensible cause, truly convinced heretics or courageous apostles of a false
religion, which you believe is genuine, you are all more or less guilty before God and
God will judge thee.
Hardened criminal, you shall stay flattened until a sign of repentance and atonement
appears as a voluntary punishment which will be taken into account as mitigation. But at
this point, you can work under the eyes of God and your work will be rewarded. - Poor
ignorant! - You have to vegetate between vagueness and indecision, until the appearance
of a distant light, which will be approaching and making itself increasingly visible. - Free
or in chains, teachers of truths, pupils aware of the error, God will take into account the
circumstances of these errors, the cause of your weaknesses and you shall repair your
faults and will enjoy the honor due to those repairs.
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This is God’s Justice. It raises the biggest offenders, orders emancipation, takes account
of the effort, weighs the acts of bravery, prepares new glories for its Messiahs, after
having purified their Spirits, blinded by preceding glories.
Human justice, when will you be a copy of God's Justice?
(Brothers of mine, I employ here the word justice to designate your social power, but
taking into account that your social power is void of the idea which the word justice
expresses, I recognize that this word is imperfect and I will continue using it only to be
understood.)
Human justice, the one that lets itself be vilified, with all the vices of a human form, and
that at one point, takes that human form and kills with the pretext of giving an example
that society itself needs, imbued with the most vile maximums of immorality and devoid
of intellectual sense to the point that on the one hand, God’s commandments which are
continually repeated, are never observed and, moreover, the very existence of God is
denied. Justice of man, which decrees the death penalty with a feeling of accomplishment
that is based on lies, which invokes God to take life, and which is always a result of the
bestial instincts of their own nature, regardless of the religious belief they brag about!
Repositories of social authority, the positions thou occupy in this world of trials is a
natural consequence of the human dependencies and these prepare other human
dependencies. The expression of thou power, never having had a motive to cause the
emancipation of the Spirits, and a fair distribution of material assistance will always be
an embarrassment and a condemnation for you. Thou shall remember your sense of
inferiority with the memory of the explosions of vanity of your own pride and you will
suffer the terrible penalty of retaliation, inexorably applied in all cases of blood spilled
deliberately or with the cold cruelty of a human intelligence. Here are, oh guardians of
social authority! the punishments meted out to all men, that have led other men without
being imbued with the moral and intellectual powers of the Superior Beings.
Justice of God, may mercy be with you as you leave a door open for repentance. Human
justice, the most scariest dementia accompanies you, since, or nothing do you know of
immortality, and then you throw into a bottomless pit all thoughts whose origin you
cannot explain, those pounding throbs that make other hearts beat, those forces that seem
destined to produce more of what has hitherto¹ been produced, or you have notions about
immortality, then why do you dare obstruct the path to immortality? Ghastly Dementia! – I said it before. Human justice, Jesus as all condemned ones, who
have time for it, could have illuminated you trying to save his life, but he had to consider
you sufficiently enlightened, and presented no defense. Human justice, enquire thou
martyrs about the various phases of his agony, they will all say they never loved so much
as at that moment, all those who they were to leave. They shall all offer minute details
about the lied about calm and the vaunted acts of courage,
¹ It naturally refers to the doctrine of reincarnation, the only one that can explain the sequence of events giving an
account of most of them, which would otherwise be like the scattered pages of a book that mean nothing separately. So
how do you explain the hatred or plain innate sympathy between two people who first see each other? Why in the same
family, despite the law of inheritance and despite the equality of means and education, some children go evil, others
exceedingly virtuous, some intellectually deficient, others become geniuses, and so on? Only the doctrine of
reincarnation explains these differences. - O. R.
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that they depose for their bravery at the same time their torn heart groans by the anxieties
of doubt, shame, remorse and wrecked hopes, when the soul trembles in front of the
horrible vision that the accessories of the torture devices provide, invented by the evil in
the midst of their orgies.
- Great God! - So much blood spilled on this Planet! - I shudder to think about the past,
the future, the present, about all nations, all religions, all backgrounds, all social groups,
all successions, all ambitions and even all bloodstained whims, and I address all my
memories as a martyr to all martyrs, and I raise my voice with strength to God, pleading:
Mercy, forgiveness, Father of mine, for these men, that an evil society has pushed
towards crime, by way of atheism, and to whom then it punishes with crime. He says to
all just men: the same as you I have suffered because of the separation of the flesh, like
you I have exhausted my Spirit in the contemplation of moral misery, like you I doubted
the usefulness of my own life. And in that solemn moment when the luminous nature of
the Spirit is disturbed under the weight of the afflictions of bodily life, at that moment the
precursor of my freedom, the tall figure of God seemed to fade and my Spirit was filled
with pain and sorrowful memories.
Alas! - The explosions of a rude joyfulness, the insults of a deceived people, abandoned
by most of those who loved me, the desperation of the women that saw me expire, the
oppression of an intense suffocation, all the livid harmonies of the last torture of the soul
and the body, my Spirit was thrown into a deep sadness that erupted in this plaintive plea:
"Father, why hast thou forsaken me? - Martyrs, greater than yours was my
faith, but if I fainted before the atrocities of human ingratitude, if I felt my
willpower blocked and my fraternal love hesitate, was because the Spirits’
dependencies become obstacles to the great characters, when the power from
above does not sustain them sufficiently against the attacks that assault them
from below. I still had too many bonds to be able to support myself on God
alone. Martyrs, the great voice of God speaks to you through my words: The
Spirit rises promptly in the study of the eternal laws, following a violent
death sentence, when this death is not the culmination of a life stained with
murder. "
Brothers of mine, that a depraved man has lifted his sacrilegious hand against a human
life does not in any way mean that a number of men have the right to kill the murderer,
since death belongs to God alone and cannot be a means for the use of man. Whatever the
nature of the murder, the right to kill cannot exist, because God did not intend to alter
tacitly and according to the circumstances the words: Thou shalt not kill. Conclusion:
To apply the death penalty is an insult to the Creator.
Another conclusion derived from the same commandment, thou shalt not kill, is: war
and all acts that fill the earth with blood are denials of the divine principle and at
the same time are a dreadful Saturnalia of the Spirit in delirium.
………………………………………………………………………………………………
……
Let us now, brothers of mine, speak of the episode of Simon’s illness.
I was away from Bethany, taking with me some of my disciples from Galilee. We had to
visit the closest synagogues in Jerusalem.
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In Galilee, the warm simplicity of the inhabitants, my mostly improvised eloquence, my
well developed moral precepts, with a familiarity that did not exclude respect for the
word of God, my conversations easily granted to all, the right that I conceded to everyone
to witness all my human undertakings, as well as to enquire about my spiritual science,
our intimate gatherings, to which I often gave participation to new initiates, in order to
enlighten the people with testimonies of unimpeachable devotion earlier to myself, and in
the end, on the narrow stage of my outpouring as Apostle had all helped to maintain the
conviction of my divine authority. But in Jerusalem and its surroundings the poor Galilee
would be challenged at every turn. The Synagogues were to be hostile, the fanatics and
the hypocrites would throw insults and contempt at him, which outcome would be based
on these words: It is better that one man perish before the faith of a whole nation is
changed because of him.
We were so unwelcome everywhere from the beginning of our tour, that we thought it
useless to try new experiences in the synagogues, of which we were the scandal, as the
devout people said, and the two sons of Salome, Matthew, Thomas, my uncle James and I
retired to the city of Ephron. We stayed there for two weeks while we enjoyed our rest in
intimacy, we were pleased to increase the number of our followers. We offered the most
tender farewells to each other, together with added sweet promises to meet again. Only I
knew I would not return. My time was approaching.
In this regard, Brothers of mine, it is necessary to emphasize the clarity of the soul, the
Spirit’s discernment. You must never attribute to unnatural causes the faults that are the
result of your negligence, the misconducts by our own free will, the events resultant from
an act of will, from an agreement or confusion of ideas, from a furious whim or state of
drowsiness. Our destiny, it is true, is supported in the past, but it is also undeniable that it
improves or worsens because of the honors or indignities of the Spirit and these honors
and those indignities prepare for the future. My voluntary death would crown my work,
but nothing obliged me to a voluntary death. I was still a Messiah destined to suffer for
men and also to die for them, since at the time I came to Earth as Messiah, men put
their Messiahs to death. But, I repeat, I could have run, and if my time was close it was
because wanting to raise myself through martyrdom, I saw that it was not possible to
extend the struggle.
Judas betrayed me, not because he was fatally predestined for such an act, dependent on
my personal act, but because his jealous temperament drove him to vengeance. If I had
avoided the torment, Judas would have found another way to show his resentment.
Let us suppose that men are less cruel now than when I came to Earth as Messiah, of
which this should result in some changes in the sufferings previous to death and those of
death itself. Why are the Messiahs destined to great suffering in the inferior worlds? Because the Messiahs deliver the truth and in the worlds dominated by the traditions of
ignorance the truth cannot be accepted but through compelling efforts, humiliation,
heroic struggles and wild despair, up unto death itself, whatever the vicissitudes of this
death.
I returned to Bethany happy to find those whom I had left there and I recalled the happy
dispositions of all to celebrate my return.
We arrived in the afternoon and despite my disciples’ gorgeous welcome, my mother’s
warm embrace, and the excitement of the other women, I sensed a general gloominess.
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"But Simon, I cried, where is Simon?" - Martha, awash in tears, came out of a room next
to the one we occupied. "Come, she said, at least he will die in peace, he is calling for
you."
Mary, my poor little Mary, threw herself into my arms yelling, "Save him, Jesus, save
him!"
I left Martha and Mary and entered Simon’s bedroom. My friend was seized with a
burning fever, but I calmed them all immediately making myself guarantor of his health. I
positioned myself at his side, and remained there for a few hours¹ and I became the owner
of that delirium, which did not announce any fatal injury. Any other, knowledgeable as I
in medical science, would have achieved the same result.
Six days later, Simon was convalescent and the effectiveness of my treatment was
recognized with the same enthusiasm that always gave my simplest actions a fateful
significance for my safety and my Spirit’s dignity before posterity.
To celebrate Simon’s health, Martha had the idea of giving a banquet to especially honor
me, and in order to hide to my eyes what was offensive about this event with regard to
my principles, Martha reminded me of a custom that we had failed to submit to upon my
arrival, because of the sorrow that pervaded the house at that moment.
This custom designated the visitor as a long time awaited friend; there were prescribed
demonstrations the host could not evade, under penalty of detracting from the quality of
friend that the hospitality bestowed on him.
¹ This procedure I have often used it and use it with success. Everyone can also use it through a gentle and intense
desire to do good to the patient. This does not mean it will always lead to a cure, nor that our actions should be
comparable to those of the Master, but it always brings benefits. - O. R.

We were many at this feast. Several relatives took part in it, some important people of the
village, all my disciples from Galilee, Mark, Joseph of Arimathea, my mother, Salome,
Veronica, many friends and comrades of Martha’s, numbering, in the end, a total of
thirty-nine, Martha that should have been the fortieth, preferred, according to her own
words at the end of the preparations, the honor of serving me together with Mary
Magdalene, Joanna, Deborah and Fatmé.
Mary, Simon’s sister, stood behind him almost all the time, and he sat in front of me, at
the middle of the table. Her well resolved intention was to keep a watch on my
expression, to be surprised by my smallest gestures, to savor my words, studying all
degrees of my imprints, to finally abandon herself to that speculative instinct of the soul
that despises the outward forms to launch thought into thought itself and concentrate
desire on the higher ideal.
The conversation should have naturally ensued about the purpose of the meeting. My
spiritual knowledge, my divine dependency, exalted the imagination of each of those
present, and I was forced to explain the origin of my moral power, in order to fight
against the ferment that intended to discover the gift to create miracles in which instead
there was only the harmony of sensitive qualities of the soul with the straightforward
insight of the Spirit.
To better convince my audience, in my accounts I did a review of my life as Apostle and
gave each of my deeds, taken by supernatural, the fair value that they deserved. I
demonstrated myself as the Messiah prepared for his mission with solid studies about the
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power of elements, the properties of plants, the weakness of the human Spirit and the rule
of willpower.
I related all my spiritual alliances to the same source: the long life of the Spirit, and all
my deliberate demonstrations to the practical and wise concatenation of causes and
effects.
I deducted from Human knowledge the ostensible qualities of my healing means and
from divine science, the happiness of my soul, which cast its reflection upon the
oppressed souls and the sick Spirits. I finally established the greatness of my faith, the
immensity of my hopes with such fiery images and with such outbursts of enthusiasm
that Simon, handing me a glass full, begged me to wet my lips in it, to mix the divine
breath with the mortal breath, and fuse himself with the Savior, he the humble resurrected
one, an honor that he asked for, grace that he would receive with the ardent faith, with the
abiding love he felt for the Son of God.
At that moment and having satisfied Simon, I heard a sob beside me. I turned and saw
Mary. She had withdrawn from her brother to come close to whom had been called the
Savior, her gratitude, her cult were translated into disjointed articulations, with spasms in
her voice, and her Spirit overexcited by my performances, had come to implore the
support of my power against the violence of her illusions. I took the girl in my arms, her
head bent over and her loose hair formed an ebony frame around her inanimate face. All
eyes remained fixed and the hearts were anxious, pending the outcome of this crisis,
whose end was announced with some tears and a faint blush of the skin. Mary awoke as
from a sleep, unaware of the emotion that had caused it, and with a feeling of happiness. I
explained to Simon the extreme sensibility of his sister, who was a soul so exuberantly
gifted, a Spirit so despotically governed by the soul, that I indicated strongly that she
should never be abruptly contradict in her eccentricities.
Once back to herself, Mary disappeared. I was therefore well suited to talk about an
accident that had suggested to me numerous observations about the corporeal natures
dominated by very strong visions of the soul and very strong ambitions of the Spirit.
Then I let myself be transported, as always, by my restless fantasy, using sententious and
prophetic phrases in evocations of my Spirit with regard to the Supreme Spirit.
We had reached the end of the meal, and no one ate or drank anymore, but all had
remained suspended to my words. I gradually rose to the absoluteness of my ideals
regarding the partnerships of the worlds and the Spirits. Little by little I felt separated
from those fraternizing with me at the banquet, seeing myself surrounded by the men of
the future, and it was revealed to me, after a progression of centuries, my emancipation
from this Earth. Then, attracted by the feeling of the impending events, I spoke about my
death, surrounding it with all the seductions of the immortal glory.
I announced that almost all of them would forsake me, I promised I would honor their
efforts or console them during their repentances, that I would lead them toward the Light
through the gifts of the Spirit for the Spirit and that I would elevate them with the
persistence of my love.
John as usual, was seated at my left, and tried at that moment to discover who were those
that I had alluded would forsake me. To this wish, expressed by a question, I answered
that the foreknowledge of events is made easy through the efforts of the Spirit in the
study of men and things.
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"Many will forsake me, I added, because many are weak and fearful.
"Some will reject me, others shall betray me, perhaps to avoid responsibility or to
satisfy their boredom.
"Men do not believe enough in my power as Messiah and the nearness of danger
will drive them away from me.
"But after my death those men whom I speak of, shall understand the cowardice
of their behavior and my Spirit will approach them again to continue with the
work I have started."
Brothers of mine, I could not have pointed out more accurately those who would abandon
me, reject me, betray me. I give to you the reason through my answer to this disciple so
daring in his fanaticism and exaggerated in his testimonies of love. The shining light of
spiritual science is the guardian of the human powers to persevere in the toils of the soul
and the heroism of the Spirit; but I could not establish a violation of the law that requires
matter to be an obstacle to the full view of the Soul and the Spirit. I deliciously enjoyed
the honors that I was bestowed with as Martha poured perfumed water over my hands
and her younger sister sprinkled it over my head and clothes, I showed myself happy
contemplating the happiness they were experiencing. The evening ended in the middle of
an expansive joy, that nothing came to disturb.
Brothers of mine, in the thirteenth chapter of this book I will review the causes of the
hatred of the priests and of my conviction. Then we will continue with the account of the
facts leading up to my death.
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CHAPTER XIII
Jesus expresses the absolute right that assists him to be judged for what he really said and does not consent
the slightest change in his words to the medium, or to anyone who wants to intervene in the publishing of
them. Soon after, He delves into the purely religious aspect of the Jewish law and its civil counterpart as
well. He refers to the inflexibility of the first and the intrigues of the Pharisees to ruin their opponents. They
had often laid snares on him but he had harshly rebuked them. In his preaching, as the anger and
persecution of the priests precipitated the date of his conviction, He showed more intensity in his
advertising and more precision in his attacks against the Clergy and the rich, who awkwardly abused their
position, contrary to the democratic theories of the Master who longed for the equality and the brotherhood
of man.

B

ROTHERS of mine, developing on the causes of my condemning and the
misjudgments of my actions, I wish that my words not be defended except by me
alone, it is necessary therefore to leave them just as I express them.
Let us honor ourselves because of our respect for God's orders, let us not seek to
facilitate the admiration of men nor diminish the malicious pretensions of some among
them. Let only the writer be responsible. The depository of my narrative is not allowed to
any additions or corrections. To all those who put forward their doubts and their earnest
willpower in the seeking of Illumination, I will answer them myself.
Be the docile disciples of God's messenger. Sweeten up his sudden appearance in the
midst of a frivolous and skeptical world, attributing his alliance with the Spirits whose
light you have already demonstrated, but do not alter anything of his way of portraying
the events. The life of Jesus must be preceded by human commentaries, to explain the
thinking that led over this divine work, and must be separated from all communication
that does not come from the same Spirit.
Let us consider the reasons for my conviction.
"I had facilitated popular seditions, making the priests suspects of contacting with the
pagans."
Yes, I had joined a crowd of revolutionaries, whose common goal, identical to mine, did
not exclude guilty intentions and dangerous excesses.
But the invader was already tired of the repression of the uprisings, as of the sanctioning
of the sacred court judgments. The political law is established upon the human rights law;
the loads, the jobs became available to all competences, and all factions gradually
weakened under a government more careful about the general welfare. Only the religious
element began to sow disorder in the Spirits. The eminently dominant High Priest created
many enemies to the priestly power; but these enemies divided by the spying, employed
their forces in partial revolts, which drew upon them bloody reprisals, resulting useless
for the final purpose. Hannan was prudently deposed, but continued to exert his influence
during the reign of Caiaphas, his son-in-law. In the discussions of the articles of the law,
the religious principle on which the law itself rested was impregnable. The school heads
would have numerous opponents, whose goal was to push them toward denial and the
Pharisees excelled in this infamous trade. The Sanhedrin, sacred tribunal, judged the
crimes of divine treason. All offenses relating to civil law remained within the civil
courts’ circle of power. Penalties took exception when the distinction drawn between
religious offenses and offenses under the state constitution was considered. Fanaticism
had to prove itself more ruthless than the principle of social order. A law enacted by the
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Roman power punished by way of death the murderer and armed robber; but it often
happened that, circumstances skillfully exploited by the defense diverted from the
culprit’s head the terrible expiation.
Before the chief priests and Pharisees princes, all ostensible uprising against the
requirements of the Mosaic cult resulted in the death penalty. The law was precise,
inexorable. In the major causes, to the chief priests, Pharisees and the doctors of the law
sixty princes that made up the Sanhedrin some additional members were added.
The priests of noble birth or of recognized proficiency, this accomplished for a long
period of time (ennoblement), were called princes.
Pharisees were an apparent pious and respectable sect, but in truth hypocritical and
depraved. The doctors of the law represented the scholarly caste and the smartest of the
Jewish nation. They dealt with the functions of the difficult apostolate and sacred
magistracy. In the Temple they exercised real authority, because the priests were merely
automata servers, more likely prone to worldly honors and material pleasures, than
willing for science and righteousness prerogatives. At the synagogues the doctors of the
law made precede before their lectures, some incitements to curiosity, which referred to
certain personalities. During their retired life they used to give advice and during their
public life they bore faith to their beliefs with eloquent speeches. The sacred functions of
the judiciary were subjected to the duties of judges, prosecutors¹ and the defense. The
prestige of their talent established convictions² and progress of the proceedings depended
solely on them.
Brothers of mine, the involvement of Jesus in popular uprisings that took place when he
was twenty four years old, were a consequence of his education and religious ideas that
he was determined to nurture as a doctrine.
Jesus was revolutionary because he said: "The powers of Earth endure because of the
ignorance of the masses."
But Jesus had absorbed the democratic principle that made him act within the divine
principle of the celestial alliances; but the democratic Jesus sought for equality and
brotherhood among men because men are equal before God, who is their Father; but the
democratic Jesus professed contempt for worldly honors, because these honors paralyze
the demonstrations that the spiritual honors attain; because he supported the high destiny
of the Spirit upon the duties vested in this Spirit in its ascending progression.
The revolutionary Jesus was in combat against oppression, for oppression is contrary to
the law of God; but ordered forgiveness because forgiveness is in the law of God. The
revolutionary Jesus loved the poor because the poor were to him unfortunate brothers,
and was sorry for the rich because the rich were lost brothers to him.
The democratic Jesus said:
"The powerful of this world are the outcasts of the other world."
¹ Equivalent to our modern prosecutors.
² It means that their talent influenced the belief of the public on the innocence or guiltiness of the accused. - O. R.

And he also said:
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"Love each other and my Father will love you. In my Father’s Abode there
are neither poor nor rich, neither employers nor servants, but Spirits, whose
science shall have perfected their own virtue."
Apply, brothers of mine, the words of Jesus and be revolutionary like me; it's a heroic
thing to do.
People and governments of all nations, lay down your weapons and finally
reflect on the goal of temporal existence.
You unhappily debased men, black deniers of Divine Providence, rise up and worship
God! – You the rich, honor poverty, and you the poor, do not envy wealth.
Human power and prominence degenerate the Spirit not penetrated by the Divine Power
and Spiritual Greatness. Adversity elevates the Spirit, which recognizes God’s Justice.
The Spirit cannot acquire the strength but through the trials of material life; the stronger
Spirit suddenly becomes worthy of the Glory of God.
Let us explain, brothers of mine, the nature and the value of the crime of deviation from
the divine cult accredited to Jesus. Since immemorial times, the divine cult is a mixture
of superstitious devotion and interested lies. Since immemorial times there have been
men who have demonstrated in God’s name that human reason must submit to all the
deformities of the intellectual sense, for the edification of certain religious doctrines.
Since immemorial times the law has been eliminated by force, the night devours the light,
and God's help is invoked by murderers and by the darkness.
God is immutable. New seeds fill the vacuum; the light is bred in the midst of darkness,
and life generated through death, the light that is victorious over the darkness of night,
places on the surface of a planet the living of the Lord, the fighters of the eternal truths.
This must happen, it happens and it's called progress.
All humanities go through the stages of childhood in the middle of cloudy horizons, all
humanities stray away from the goal and they later pause hesitant, but then flashing lights
illuminate the path, the path is traversed once again and the truth prepares its final
kingdom, under God’s scrutiny and support.
Jesus had owed to illustrious tutors his first serious studies and had matured his means of
perfection with profound meditations. Jesus had owed to secret inspirations honored by
tangible evidences the revelation of his divine mission, and used to kneel on the edge of
the Celestial Kingdom to listen to God's commands; with his thought he would fly over
the centuries of ignorance to smooth the progress to the light and happiness of the
following centuries. The Spirit that has reached its moral and intellectual development
remains faithful to the convictions acquired by its self, until God’s science gives it the
immutability of power and the drive of a certain fanaticism to sacrifice the present to the
future, to prepare the future in spite of the price of the bitterest human disappointments.
The Spirit developed in a material world becomes a Messiah and this Messiah cannot
escape persecution but deserting the cause to whose support he has dedicated his life.
Despising its corporeal death the Spirit advances in the path of perfection, it falters even
before the attacks from the lesser Beings, and his trust betrayed, his love unanswered
weigh on him as heavy as remorse.
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Let us persist, brothers of mine, in the absolute belief of the individual capabilities,
developed with the exercise of willpower¹. Let us persist in the assertion of God's Justice,
whether it is established by evidence or by benefits but let us assert overall, with vigor,
the freedom given to man as when he fights against the disruptive pressures of the soul,
as when he has to fight mainly against the tumultuous events of ignorance and hatred.
The advanced Spirit is dissociated from the human dependencies and feeds on the powers
of God, meanwhile the nothingness of matter and the extension of the spiritual
possessions are better understood.
Divine Justice, glory to you, you are explicable and you explain everything.
Divine Justice, honor to those who dedicate their courage and forbearance to
you; they march down the blessed road that expands the Spirit’s dignity.
¹ It means that we must rely on our own strength and work on developing it, not expecting everything from God. What
we really get is the result of our own efforts, results which precisely express God’s Justice, giving to each what he or
she deserves, which is certainly in every respect, contrary to the doctrine of grace. - O. R.

Jesus, brothers of mine, was aware of his actions and the strength of his true nature when
he accused the priests and the Pharisees. Imbued with respect for the divine cult, but
disappointed in his admiration for the greed and arrogance of the ministers of that
religion, because of the official hypocrisy of a religious sect with great power, Jesus
found at the very origin of the creed and the inaccurate assessment of the human duties
the true cause of the moral dissolution and intellectual indignity that he was already
noticing. In this research, Jesus found help in works previous to his own and new or
renewed partnerships in the vast association of Spirits and worlds. Jesus banned himself
at first from scrutinizing the mysteries of the Mosaic Religion, later he allowed himself to
be dragged by opinions that had to do with his moral sense; but then increasingly
favorable circumstances for his mission opened up through the falling debris and the
roughness of the future.
Jesus realized the need to retain some vestiges of the past to find no obstacles to his work
as a builder, but he often lacked the patience and said:
"You cannot make new clothes out of old ones."
Jesus loved his Father in Spirit and in truth, and when the ignorant asked for
explanations, He used to answer:
"God has nothing but contempt for offerings and external practices, when they are
not accompanied by virtue and strength derived from science.
"God forbids praying only with the lips, and entering a synagogue with a heart
full of hatred and filthy hands with plunder and blood, deserves God's
punishment.
"Remain humble and patient under the weight of your mortal life. Love one
another, free your soul from the bonds of shame, your Spirits from unfair
ambitions, and you will have served God and God will bless you in this world and
the world that shall for you succeed this one.
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"God wants your heart as a temple; worship God in the temple He has chosen.
"The functions of worship bring out most of the time the ineptitude, the vanity
and hypocrisy. The internal devotion always leads the Spirit down the path of
simplicity, gentleness and wisdom.
"You can pray together, but do not do pageantry with your prayers and do not mix
worldly pageantry with the things of God. ¹
Brothers of mine, Jesus used to describe God with the high intelligence that came to him
from God, but he knew very well that he could not safeguard himself from the hatred and
vengeance of those who he accused for their pride and mischief, and of those who were
included in his demonstrations.
Jesus defined love as the great engine of Universal Religion, and taught that all Spirits are
equal, the convergence of their interests before God, their development, and the use of
their intellectual skills. He fought against the powers thus founded on the contempt for
the laws of God and the idleness of the Spirit decreed by these powers.
Religions based on the divinity of Jesus, as likewise all doctrines foreign to those
religions give rise to, within themselves, faulty judgments about God. For a religion to
ultimately be the source of human happiness, it is necessary that it be the result of reason,
essence of God. Let us once again strongly enunciate the founding element of divine
reason and of human reason in its purity.
Divine reason is the supremacy of love in the work of creation. Human reason, when
firmly established, is the emulation of the love of men among themselves, as an answer to
the love that the Creator spreads over creation itself. Divine Justice is a consequence of
divine love; the effects of this Justice reveal the infallible reasoning derived from a
powerful work of infinite design.
That the worlds designed to receive certain categories of Spirits receive as well others
more dematerialized than what constitutes the general order; that the human abodes hide,
from time to time, bright minds; that the material trials represent a continuous chain of
intermittent quiescence and appalling catastrophes. What does it matter, since God's
Justice is which decides and it is love itself which dictates his righteousness! What does it
matter, since the Messiahs express the love of God towards all the inferiority and since all
human sufferings represent acts of repair towards God’s Justice.

¹ Prayer should not be cause for exhibitionism, as this would mean a contradiction. What congratulating motive or what
brightness can the implicit fact of the display of our weakness communicate and our desire of protection whilst humbly
demanding it before the Almighty? Prayer is the lifting of our humble spirit toward God. - O. R.

Jesus, I said it before, castigated the powers established by the slough of consciences and
the abuse of power and found from within his own self the most ardent patriotism of the
soul to abate all despotisms and to pity all the miseries of mankind. However, Jesus’
enemies declared that he had attacked the dogma of the unity of God, when he claimed to
be the Son of God and had weakened religious faith encouraging revolt. Here, brothers of
mine, let us resume Jesus’ main teachings; but we will not return to the nature of the Son
of God, so misinterpreted at all times and which I have already explained sufficiently.
When Jesus left Jerusalem for the first time and traveled to distant countries, he
developed the certainty that religion did not divide those societies because the love for
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the arts and wealth had preference over all other desires of the Spirit. When Jesus left
Jerusalem for the first time he was free and happy in the midst of free people and full of
fantasy. He began providing abundant consolations and expressing his smooth and
expansive temperament. Of his doctrine he began to show only what was necessary to
establish love as the basis of human balance; but he did not determine love as an
obligation of complete sacrifice, since he knew very well that for men weakened by
worldly enjoyments it was necessary to match the usual expansion of their Spirits with
the first demands of the Spirit’s rationality.
Jesus made of love itself a must because of the necessity that men had to support one
another. Did not love protect the interests of the poor, as well as it defended the rich
against the foolish desires of material equality?
Jesus defined hope as a cure for all evils. He directed the eye of the Spirit to the
happiness of the future, with words of mercy and encouragement. He explained death as a
luminous transformation. For two years Jesus avoided the frivolous world’s criticism and
the distrust of serious-minded people. The kind Prophet was willingly listened to, he who
promised abundance to those who provided relief to the poor, who granted God’s pardon
to those who forgive their enemies, announcing peace and happiness to all people of good
will, on behalf of God, their Father.
The attractive developer of human destinies was followed in public places and on the
buildings’ platforms; He who explained the primitive equality between all beings and
spoke about the blissfulness of immortality. The young ones brought their children to him
and he blessed them; the sick sent for him and he approached them; the poor took him as
support and the rich stopped by to hear him preach about brotherhood and altruism. A
generous hospitality was always offered to the dispenser of the grace of God and, both in
the families and among the masses, Jesus became father, friend, counselor, and the joy of
the heathen, to whom he never spoke of punishment or divine wrath.
He kept the heartening memory of that time in the midst of turmoil and sadness which,
later, would oppress him. But Jesus could not draw the attention of the human spirit to the
people who he was surrounded by at the time, and this is because the human spirit would
have no fruit to pick from the knowledge of Jesus’ intimacies, when such intimacies are
not linked to known events or that deserve to be known. He met John (The Baptist) for
the first time, at the age of thirty and at thirty-three and a few months he died. John
cleared Jesus’ irresolution about his mission as the Son of God and He promised John
that he would adhere to some external practices, if he survived the Apostle, which earned
him the following words from the Apostle:
"I am the Precursor, you are the Messiah.
"I was expecting you to continue The Lord’s work and make it immortal. Let us
bless God that has brought us together and let us craft the future with the price of
the trials and the tortures of death. The trials, the tortures, death itself, will be our
titles for the great glory, for the eternal power. "
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John was murdered by those whom he had drawn the scorn of the people on, a year after
his interview with Jesus.
He then had wanted to take the direction of John's disciples and gather them together with
his own; but he would have had to overcome the stubbornness of Spirits without sagacity
and without moral grandeur, for which he was forced to give up. Jesus had said it, his
disciples from Galilee, only later did they really understand him, and their true
disposition to the faith did not occur until after the death of he who almost everyone
deserted in the pathway of pain. Keeping together in gratitude for the respect they
professed to the memory of their teacher, John’s disciples followed me from a distance
and gave me proofs of affection. On two successive years I moved to the Jordan, to
observe fasting and to give solemnity to John’s customary practices. Both times I was
accompanied by John’s disciples, whose numbers had not declined. They were fifteen
and the eldest presided over the functions of the doctrine, with the recollection of
prudence and knowledge that his preceptor had accustomed him to. These serious and
severe men gave virtue the grim appearance of a celestial vengeance; trustees of John’s
will they had to suffer for the contradictions that were apparent between them and us.
They wanted the exteriority of contrition, the rigor of the method, the evidence of the
worship; we, humility in penitence, prayer of the heart, freedom of religious exercises,
total abstention of any kind of pomp during renunciations and no methods at all for
teaching.
Of our habits, our existence, happy in relation to them, John's disciples drew no sad
inferences for the future and always kept calling Messiah to whom his master appointed
by the name of Messiah.
I repeat, John's disciples proved to be superior to Jesus’ disciples. Leaving aside the
fanaticism which kept the sinner from the hope in God and the criticism of the
exaggeration of practices, they possessed all the qualities of the Spirit that determine the
inviolability of conscience. John's disciples did not accompany me during the disastrous
days that preceded my torment, because they were disbanded and wandering. A decree
hurled against them, while I was in Bethany, had expelled them from the Judea. Religious
persecution was always on the rise at that time, it announced the destruction of Jerusalem
and the decline of the Hebrew people.
My instructions since my departure from John until my exit of Capernaum, reveal my
knowledge in divine science, since I directed my words to men who could understand me.
These men, unfortunately, were timid allies or vicious despots, and the first could not
support me but with the help of the people. To lean on the people would have been, I am
convinced today, to create assurances for myself during the necessary time for the
foundation of my human glory as Messiah and revealer of the universal law.
I made a big mistake leaving Jerusalem at that moment, and from this error derive the
superstitions that have kept the Spirits away from the latent purpose of all humanities, the
worship of one God, brotherly love, the progress in worship and in love.
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From Jesus’ teachings at that time we deduce that the thought that pervaded throughout
them destroyed from top to bottom the basic precepts of the old law to replace it with the
new one. These words were spoken then:
"The light comes from God and I am the light. God has placed all his hopes
on me, in the sense that the truth be made evident to you.
"Happy are those who understand the truth. Man would not be man if he
had not learned something before birth. Be wise to find out what has
preceded your present existence. The future will be revealed by the
knowledge that you acquire from your past.
"Believe in the purification by means of trials and never doubt God's mercy;
but remember this properly: Purification operates slowly and divine mercy
cannot contradict the law of organization and disorganization.
"Observe my law. It says: Pray in secret, forgive your enemies, and help your
brothers.
"I will repeat this again and again: Those who abandon the poor shall in
turn be abandoned. Those who kill shall be killed, those who curse shall be
cursed. This is a divine secret that can be explained not in one life but in
many lives.
''Defend yourselves against the inferior superstitions of the childish masses,
which liken God to the members of humanity, ¹ and worship your Father,
without asking him to alter any of his plans.
¹ The original Italian text says Dio agli assimilano aderenti delle Umanità, and if translated literally would be
meaningless. The translation which I give is the idea that he wants to express and that refers to the anthropomorphic
gods, with evident suggestion here to the same Jesus, whom as God himself they wanted to see him converted into a
member of humanity. - O. R.

"All men of good will shall erect a Temple to God and the kingdom of God will be
established on Earth. I here say unto you: Many of you will see the Kingdom of God; but
understand my words properly, these words belong to all times, because the Spirit is
immortal; life follows death; the light dispels the darkness; the Holy name of God shall
be blessed by the whole of Earth.
"Stay away from false prophets. You will easily recognize them. They always announce
hunger, the plagues and all scourges. They invoke the wrath of God upon those who have
transgressed and over those men who investigate their plans to prove their cheating. They
claim that God protects their power and adopt large appearances of virtue, whilst their
hearts are overloaded with hatred. I now say unto you: God has nothing but love for his
creatures. He punishes them without anger and to bring them to repentance. All reap in
one time what they have sown in another time. All must take care of the fields, so that the
good grain is not smothered by weeds. Follow the law of love and God will speak to your
Spirits and send you messengers of his love. God's grace is the work of justice.
"Happy are those who desire the grace and know how to earn it. The truth will be
revealed to them and they will scatter it to confuse the evil and the hypocrites, to instruct
the ignorant, to comfort the poor and the sinners, to help the just with the means to
establish the Kingdom of God on Earth.
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"The truth is advocated by itself, since it speaks in the name of reason, equality,
fraternity, immortality, since it portrays the future happiness, supporting its
evidences on justice, on love, on the Creator’s wisdom; because it detaches God’s
Justice from the fierce reprisals, the love of God from the weaknesses of
predilections, God’s wisdom from the uncertainty and changes in man’s willpower."
Brothers of mine, these instructions, all of them full of the divine flame, these expansions
of a Spirit imbued with spiritual greatness, were quite incomprehensible to many people,
but these people understood the opposition that I presented towards all abuses of
authority, and they loved me for it, but these people said I was the Messiah that had been
anticipated by the prophets and believed in me. If I had consented in being surrounded
and protected and in spite of my popular successes had remained master of myself, my
death, inevitable result of the fickleness of human opinions, would have been the
consecration of the alliance between the worlds and the Spirits.
As my soul prepared to suffer this death great struggles took place within me. - Should I
publicly reveal my science or leave it to my followers to divulge it? - The silence that I
kept accuses me of guiltiness no less serious than that of having left Jerusalem when it
was necessary to remain there.
I SHOULD HAVE INSCRIBED MY AUTHORITY AS MESSIAH UNTO THE FUTURE,
FILLING MY EXECUTIONERS WITH FEAR, WITH WORDS THEY WOULD HAVE
BEEN POWERLESS TO CORRUPT. THEY, THE SAME AS THE PROPAGATORS OF
MY CELESTIAL ORIGIN, COULD NOT HAVE DEMOLISHED A SET OF PRINCIPLES
SEPARATED BY ME FROM THE ERRORS OF THE FIRST CONSIDERATIONS, AND
FROM THE CONTRADICTIONS ESTABLISHED WITHIN THE PURPOSE OF
NECESSARY SAFETY.
Let’s dedicate, brothers of mine, a serious attention to Jesus’ mistakes. They give a
measure of the thoughts of the spiritualized Spirit, but constrained by human disorder;
they shed light on the Eternal Justice that grants the missionary with self-direction for his
work: it proves the blindness of clairvoyance, the weakness of power, the dissolution of
superiority, as a result of two opposite natures within the same Being. Jesus dragged the
weight of these two natures and if he ever succumbed under the pressure of opposing
currents, he always stood up after the fall, fortified by the awareness of his imminent
glory.
In Capernaum and its surroundings, so many many times traveled by myself, I set my
teachings at the level of the people I was addressing. I started initially with distinct
principles and instructions applicable to all moral situations and all physical suffering.
Nobody in Galilee engaged in medical practice, but all men who wanted to be popular
with the people had to establish their superiority over them with clear demonstrations of
some particular science, and the art of healing was what excited popular emotion at the
highest degree.
Nature offered me precious plants in abundance in these areas, and guided by some
previous studies, I was successful, which later were considered miracles and exorcisms.
With my disciples I carried out field trips around Capernaum. I visited synagogues, I
studied the intellectual achievements of the people and made use, to be accepted by them,
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of a personal appeal, that pushed me to parties as well as to the search of those who were
sick and of abandoned people.
My parables were inspired by the same passions of my listeners, through an imaginative
style and brief comparisons. My descriptions of the torments of hell, my ecstasy because
of the beauty of the sky moved them and they believed me when I said:
"Those who love me shall follow me and I will bring them to the real life.
"I am the good shepherd. When the good shepherd discovers that one of his sheep
has gone astray, he leaves the others for a moment to look for the lost sheep and
takes it back to the corral.
"Ask and you shall receive. Knock and it shall be opened. I am the distributor
of hope and consolation."
I often mixed what is read between the lines in the true Doctrine with orthodox dogmas;
but in the most intimate instructions I freed the Doctrine of the obscurities in which it was
encircled. The proclamation of the Kingdom of God appeared again regularly in my
speeches and I emphasized vigorously the following keywords:
"Many of you shall see the Kingdom of God."
I repeat, brothers of mine:
"The Kingdom of God will be established on Earth and many of you shall see the
Kingdom of God."
Why did they give to my words an absurd meaning? - To expose me in error before the
present generation and before posterity. But now having clearly defined my Doctrine,
make room for the men of good will, you treacherous men, men of bad faith! -Make room
for the truth, it will bring the Kingdom of God back to Earth!
In the fifteenth chapter we will continue with the painful days that led Jesus to Calvary
and witness the great act of atonement for the crimes of Jesus.
In the sixteenth chapter we will deal with the glory of the Messiah and speak about the
reasons that have pressed him to reveal them now.
Brothers of mine, I bless you.
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CHAPTER XIV
Jesus kept on with his sermons outside all orthodoxy increasing the hatred and the desire of his enemies to
get rid of him. He defied them and denounced them before the world for all their wickedness, falsehoods
and prevarications, placing God as Judge and witness of his accusations.

B

ROTHERS of mine, the limit that I have set to this work, shall not force me to
silence if any of you have the desire to further clarify or need a further
confirmation of the facts which I have referred to you. Secondly, the course of
events until the end of this book will give me reasons for numerous digressions
concerning the matter that is developed in it. We will clean the track and soften the field;
we shall sow for God. We will build our children’s home in the light and accumulate
wealth for them, pouring divine treasures unto human wealth. Let us reveal ourselves
both by the simplicity of our style, and by the ardor of our love. Let us explain our
defense against those who accuse us, our strength before those who deny us, our loving
mercy to those who distort our personality. Let's tell everyone, guilty or unhappy,
ignorant or evil:
"Come, my friends, I will bestow upon you the happiness of believing in God our
Father, beginning and adorable end of creation, covenant and movement of the
invisible harmonies and immeasurable greatness of the universe.
"I will show you the gradual superiority and affinity of Spirits among themselves,
the diversity of the elements, and the absolute superiority of the direction of the
planetary orbs, of the phosphorescent wandering stars, the luminous
reconstitutions, and the regeneration of worlds.
"I shall teach about the spiritual life in the material body and outside of it, I shall
discuss my doubts, my hopes, my faults, my glorious crowning, the martyrdom of
my soul, the triumph of my Spirit, the struggles of my carnal nature with the
aspirations of my philosophy, the human tendency burning in my heart,
completely filled with the wishes of an immortal purity. I will describe Jesus as
the foremost Messiah come to Earth and I will make the House of God shine, free
of all superstition born from the creatures; I will return you to the sense of duty
and convince you of the happiness that awaits the strong, humble and devout
observers of the laws of God.
"Be comforted by hearing my voice, those of you who weep, and walk under my
tender protection, oh you who groan in isolation and ingratitude, in abandonment
and injustice, in the depletion of natural forces and in the bitter feeling of
memories and remorse! I want to undermine any belief in the marvelous, making
me known as I really am and affirming the grace as an effect of Divine Justice."
Grace is the benefit of power; power is the result of the Spirit’s progress, and all Spirits
are raised by the trials of the material life, when they understand its teachings. Jesus,
from the spiritual happiness, to where the human infamy drew him, had to prepare his
entitlements to an increasingly luminous glory, and so shall happen to all those who reach
the development of their power by means of willpower.
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In this chapter, brothers of mine, we must expose the pure Doctrine of Jesus, observing
the spots imprinted on this doctrine by Jesus’ successors and Jesus himself in his last stay
in Jerusalem.
In Bethany, surrounded by his dearest friends, Jesus did not open sufficiently the way of
the future to them by means of an extensive development of its Doctrine and in Jerusalem
he made the mistake of not establishing himself as the founder of a new religion. Jesus
should have repudiated all cohesion with the Jewish people have died affirming his faith
on other principles, which were not those of the Mosaic Law.
The words of ambiguous meaning, parables devoid of elevation, because they derived
from the exact and regular life of industrious people, dark speeches, the sublime theory of
equality, of fraternity, of freedom for each and everyone, which seemed hitherto planned
with little ability regarding the vicious and hopeless organization of human society,
everything had to disappear and light up in the middle of the final preparations of
separation. Alas! God was witness of the pains of my heart, of the regrets of my Spirit,
but He comforted my heart with his strength and reserved for my Spirit the
commissioning of a perfect performance. – I am happy for the darkness leaving the
dazzling lights! -I want to challenge the brutal denial and after leaving the effluvia of
independent and generous love, I surrender to the humans of this Earth to shred their
chains and show them their Creator!
Let us place under our eyes the similarities that exist between the times of Jesus’
humiliating trials and the gruesome times of convulsive tortures of the social status. The
distrust of the people of Jerusalem was based on the evidence they were given regarding
my contradictions. My firm denial in any involvement in the miraculous events that had
been attributed to me influenced even more an increasing distrust of the people. - Why,
the people repeated, did he allow himself to be presented as an inspired healer whilst now
he claims not to have healed anyone whatsoever in any supernatural way?
Joseph and Andrew, credited themselves the honor, with derision, of being the children of
God; Mary, my mother seemed oppressed by shame and discontent; and the women who
accompanied me trembled guarding me with their bodies, and my new friends stood
between the irreverent crowd and my disciples from Galilee. Such were the preliminaries
of a justice that became stronger with the great name of God, to bear against their
Messiah and against the interests of the people, to annihilate the people’s defender.
Today, brothers of mine, Jesus’ Doctrine, misunderstood in principle, both because of
Jesus’ natural weakness, as by effect of his most zealous defenders, Jesus’ Doctrine, I
repeat, is not properly understood to the point that Jesus is a God to some, a mad man to
others and a myth to most. Those who think they can become leaders of humanity, entice
discussions about sovereign power or do not talk about it ever; the more independent
Spirits become useless in orgies, or reveal themselves through miserable actions; the least
religious support all institutions in reproach to the God of love and peace; and the denial
of my presence here rests on the alleged impossibility of spiritual relationships. In this
maze of black heresies, of negligible defections, absurd mistakes, dominates as in the
days of the revolt of the people of Jerusalem against Jesus, the mad pride of unconscious
passions and the challenge of delinquent lust. Jesus, prepared for the fight and deeply
convinced of his divine mission, his courage was too dependent on the courage of those
he loved and the idea of democracy so dear to him in an exalted religious feeling, but
reasoned, did not raise sufficiently above the joys of the heart. Ingratitude, abandonment,
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slander, filled Jesus’ heart in a pretentious compassion and sealed his lips when in truth it
would have been of the greatest talent to announce the Universal Religion to all peoples
of the Earth. ¹
Jesus is currently contemplating humanity, all of it prey, partly to atheism and partly to
superstition and even though he feels so much abused by skeptics as for the relaxed and
the hypocrites, he remains resolute in the power of the idea, the strength of action, which
are no longer subject to the weaknesses of human nature. Love becomes a force of
spiritual Entity, and if from the practical teachings of his life of self-denial, Jesus could
not collect the popular honors at his disposal, not least is the sweet support of the poor
and the humble, severe judge of the transgressors and of the conquerors.

¹ Here again the title of Universal Religion is portrayed, and as I always say, Religion
free from all narrowness of faction, school or sect. I am pleased to highlight this
insistence of the Master. - O. R.

Let us dictate the main passages of Jesus’ last sermons and therefore we will conclude
that the false estimates essentially derive from omissions and apocryphal references.
When he sought to give testimony of his reputation as the Son of God in Jerusalem, he
spoke these words:
"I am the one who my Father sent to deliver his law to you; whoever follows me
shall see God. I walk the path of truth and the light shines within me.
"Ask and you shall receive, seek and you shall find. This means that God is a
science and answers those who take action.
"Study the origin of evil and of benefits and you will recognize the justice of God.
"Stay away from the fumes and noise of the Earth to interrogate God and hear
what He has to answer.
"I am the Son of God, but this honor was well deserved by me and I say unto you:
all men of good will can become Children of God.
"Do not ask me where I go and where I come from. Only my Father knows my
future and my past remains a secret to me, whilst the dust that envelopes my Spirit
is mixed with the dust of the dead.
"Destroy the old man in you and let the new man speak. Whilst some of the old
man remains in you, the passions will be the strongest and the wind will blow
upon your projects.
"Humble yourselves before God and do not seek dominance among men.
"Throw away the useless things and you shall fulfill the law of love.
"Reduce your spending to help the poor; those who have given everything to the
poor shall be rich before God.
"Build your house far from here, because, I say unto you, man is only a passenger
on Earth. His family is waiting for him; his family will follow him elsewhere and
he shall still have to work to mend the damages of the present.
"Do not hinder your faith with sterile research,¹ with still a more sterile stalemate,
but practice God’s commandments and the light will come unto you, since the
light is a glance from God.
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"All those who comply with the law and desire the light shall conquer science, not
banal science that expires with all things of this world, but another science that
explains everything.
"Blessed are those who understand these words.
"Happiness to all those men of good will, my Father’s Kingdom belongs to them."
Because of these sermons, far from any orthodoxy, the doctors of the law threatened to
close the doors of the Temple to me.
If the people had been eager to know the definition of science and of the light, of which I
preached, I would have defied the ban and asserted the rights of a religious teacher, who
did not attack any of the recognized dogmas, but the bad disposition of the people
surprised me and I decided to retire to Bethany.
During the period between the people’s first defection and the atrocities that the same
people were the actors of, Jesus did no longer put limits to his expressions and the same
feeling of his elevation inspired outbursts of passion and prophecies of disasters. He
castigated at will those whom he called hypocrites and evil doers, and pointed out with
anticipation, to almost later burden them with terror: the fragile in love, the undecided in
the faith, the distrustful, the ungrateful, that entire, ignorant and despicable mass that
would torment his body, seed indecision in his heart and almost weaken his confidence in
God.
"Ye are whited sepulchers, rust and worms corrode you inside.
"You possess clothes, the poor are naked, and you laugh when the children cry
with cold and hunger.
"You go about publishing your works loudly, whilst inside your houses crime and
spree are hidden.
¹ He undoubtedly refers to such research intended only to satisfy vanity or that of a sterile curiosity. I sincerely believe
that in the chapter Transcendental Magnetism of the book Elements of Magnetology (page 339), an effective spiritualist
research guidance is indicated.

"You denounce before the world the adulteress woman and deceive God with
appearances of chastity, whilst your Spirit is troubled by impure desires and
dishonest ambitions.
"You condemn the vice of the poor but you keep silent about the scandalous
disorders of the emperors and the shameful servitude of the courtiers.
"You call yourselves the priests of God, the privileged of The Lord and gather
wealth and riches and you incense despots and conquerors.
"I am the Messiah, Son of God, and I declare that this Temple will collapse, that
no stone will be left unturned in your buildings, a new Jerusalem will be built on
the ruins of the old; your descendants shall seek the place where you exercised
your power and the splendor of your pride will vanish like a shadow.
"Whether you decree honors for me or condemn me to die, my name will survive
yours and the law I bring shall prevail over that which you preach but do not
comply.
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"Hypocrites, you have a mouth full of honey and a heart full of anger and hatred.
Despots, murderers without faith, vile flock of slaves chained overnight, infected
cave with venomous beasts; despicable bunch of brutish and plague-stricken
people, you are the world that is ending and I preach a new world, a promised
land, truth, justice, love. Interpreters of a vengeful God, unforgiving suppliers of
death, the science of immortality will tell you all that God is good and that
human life must be respected."
Amid other upsetting language, Jesus accused the poor of following a debasing misery
without combating it with work and labor savings.
"You desire wealth and you spend your time in idleness and drunkenness. You
detest your patrons, but you envy their fortunes, and if you found yourselves in
their place instead you would proceed like them, because you do not possess the
faith that provides courage in the midst of poverty and modesty in the midst of
plenty.
"You complain of the pride and cruelty of the rich and I tell you that you have a
leathery heart, the warned Spirit, proper of low and jealous natures.
"Those among you who recognize the nothingness of wealth and the role of the
poor will be the first in my Father’s Kingdom; but, I repeat, as many times I have
said: Many are called but few are chosen.
"A cold bucket for merchants of bad faith; theft, under whatever name it is
disguised, is a failure concerning the most basic requirements of the divine law:
only restitution and charity can refocus the conscious of the unfaithful depositary,
of the unfair merchant, the forger, the ambitious and unjust man.
"Sinners of all conditions, men of all time, righteousness is contained in these
words: Do to others what you wished they did to you.
"Back away, traffickers of holy things in the Temple of the Lord!
"My Father’s House is a house of prayer and you convert it into a den of thieves.
"Get out, get out, I demand, this is a place of peace and retreat.
"Flesh sacrifices are wicked; prayer is a perfume of the soul, a cry from the heart,
a repentance of the Spirit, that the noises of the world cannot approach without
carrying it away from God.
"Woe to you and all those who shall twist the works of the Creator from its true
objective! Woe to you and all those who convert devotion into a means to acquire
temporary fortune!"
Jesus’ voice then turned into a vibrant tone and his gestures became threatening. At no
time in his life as an Apostle did he ever find such bitterness in his heart and such anger
in his Spirit whilst revealing humanity’s degradation, arming himself against it with the
privileges that his divine mission and science granted him.
"You are weak and ferocious. To the ignorance of youth you add the perversity of
the arrogant, the avaricious, the ambitious, the dissolute, the murderer.
"You fight for the glory of others - What is this glory?"
An awful dementia, a monstrous murder.
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"You worship a God - Who is this God?
"An image fashioned by Spirits in delirium, an often angry idol, always easy to
calm, accessible to all complaints, inclined to all concessions. An idol wearing
your same vices.
"The altars of your God are flooded with blood and you even devote human
sacrifices to him.
"Oh -You cause horror to me! - I struggle to bring forward the time of my death,
knowing well that it shall be painful, but after it I see myself free of our
relationship, broken a brotherhood that is hateful to me, I will enter my Father’s
glory.
"You shall show my body naked, to brighten your looks, then you shall auction
my clothes so you can say that nothing of mine has been left to my servants; my
own servants will disappear and I shall die abandoned by men, as it is said: the
Messiah will die ignominiously; Heaven and Earth shall keep silent.
"Do not think that I have fear of death; rather what scares me is your future.
"Do not think that I harbor intentions of ridding myself of your hatred, but
understand and remember this: I will come back after my death. Those who
recognize me shall be forgiven. It is for the Son of God to pick up and bless the
sinner, to facilitate repentance and protect the weak."
Brothers of mine, Jesus’ words become condemnatory and prophetic as he gets closer to
the end of his earthly life, while his claims are mostly free of the fear of persecution and
of the preferences of his Spirit in favor of the disinherited. By announcing the
Resurrection of His own Spirit and pledging his participation in the progress of the
human race, he dictated his death sentence. His friends, certainly too shy and
disheartened as a result of the confusion of Spirits, felt at all point powerless in front of
this terrible accusation.

"He has declared himself God. Everyone has heard him. He has to die."
Let us determine the confusion of Spirits and let us make a distinction between Jesus’
supporters and his defenders.
Jesus’ supporters loved the man and would have sought to save him from the inherent
danger of the Messiah’s prerogatives. The defenders of Jesus deduced a proof of his
superiority from the Apostle’s revelations; but this superiority everyone explained it in
his own way and reason was often sacrificed before the spirit of faction and disputes.
The first ignored the doctrine that had given Jesus his most beautiful definitions of the
greatness of God and took him for a wise man, whose life had been spent in the study of
the organic laws and the requirements of these laws. They admired the passionate teacher
of such pure morality, but they rejected everything that seemed out of the circle of
discovery allowed by man’s intelligence. Human destiny after death was a mystery to
them that no one could penetrate. Attacking this mystery I became an abolisher; holding
my convictions I became a fanatic by a mistake conceived at the height of vanity. The
others recognized the sources of my science but did not accept the power this science had
to establish such absolute demonstrations and crossed out my claim as a proud pretense
of my Spirit’s alliances with higher Spirits.
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The former had the frankness of their opinions, the latter mingled with the consecration
of an undeniable fact the reluctance of narrow and jealous Spirits. The real defenders of
Jesus were at the same time the most instructed of his supporters. We have named Joseph
of Arimathea, Nicodemus, Mark and Peter. During the last days I spent in Bethany, Peter
and Joseph received definite instructions from me about what they had to do after my
death. To show more upon my divine message to these two depositories of my last will
was my constant concern.
"Let them detract if you will from the fulfillment of their missions, I said, but let
them be convinced of my Spiritual Resurrection, and this doctrine, weak as they
were at first, will be consolidated. - Oh, yes! - The future will harvest everything I
picked up and laid in evidence. The future will see noble spirits fight that which I
have fought and implement that what I teach, and I will become your support as
those who came before me did for me, in order to furnish perseverance unto
action, calm and strength amid the windstorms:
"Oh, yes! – I shall become victorious over death and the world and I will display
the signs of my immortality."
My disciples from Galilee (except Peter) seemed to me unable to continue my
prescriptions. Their ineptitude was even greater by the deplorable jealousy between them,
and it had always been hard for me to grind a resemblance of union between them. John
and his brother were more concerned by all means to seek to elevate me before the future
and they predicted my bodily resurrection ¹ on the third day after my death. Matthew and
Thomas loved me, venerated me in a kind of worship; but did not believe in my lucidness
regarding the future. Philip said it was impossible to reach a keystone with such limited
conservative elements. Judo and Simon, Peter's brother ¹, Alpheus, and Lebbeus remained
undecided on many points of my doctrine. Judas sought more than ever, a few days no
more before our departure, for a testimony of affection. Alas! I forgot about him amidst
so many concerns. My friends from Galilee were superior in spiritual merits, to all my
disciples from Galilee.
Simon's house was filled, because of me, of consolation and hope; but there, as in other
parts, the Spirits lacked uniformity in faith. All those that I found in this house were
faithful and served me with devotion. Mary died shortly after I did. Martha and Simon
found strength in the spiritual manifestations, that I had promised them.
¹ Indeed, ever since resurrection had been discussed, it could only be understood by the return to material life, because
not having spoken of spiritual death, there is no reason to speak of spiritual resurrection. What must be understood, in
my view, is that Jesus wanted to refer to the disappearance and reappearance of his personality, overshadowed for a
while due to his disembodiment. For men Jesus had died and his comeback could not be considered but a resurrection
by the Hebrews. This is the fact. - O. R.

Brothers of mine, remain penetrated by the divine grace, but do not seek to see in it a
disorder of nature. The revelation of human destiny can only be made by God’s
delegates, to Spirits ready for this revelation; and all Spirits will have to walk the path
that leads to the honors of the revelation, made by the delegates of God. The idea
expressed by the word miracle does not exist in our country, where the laws of
development and disorganization are recognized as unbreakable and where the
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maintenance of universal equilibrium is defined by a permanent state of the properties of
each element, the harmonies of each atmosphere, of conservative principles and the
inherent material morbid causes, of the affinities and proper repulsions of the Spirit, of
open trails to collective intelligence and the individual research to conserve, preserve,
repair, heal and overcome the destruction, by the conquest of pure spirituality .
Jesus’ doctrine explained the splendor of the imagination to describe the joys of pure
spirituality; but in the teaching of human worship through divinity and fraternal teaching
duties, the doctrine of Jesus, positive in its principles, defied the inaccuracies by applying
its precepts. It took God’s perfections as the moving cause of the perfectibility of the
human Spirit. It fulfilled the divine attributes to devise with them a universal moral code.
It proclaimed equality, explaining the origins and destinations. It said that the only way to
attract the love of the Creator towards the humanities, is the love among all creatures.
"In your worship of a just God, Jesus used to say to his disciples, be oblivious to
the desires contrary to justice.
"In your worship of the Author of all things, renounce to desecration and
cruelty.
"In your worship of a strong, powerful, unchanging God, liven up your
conscience; open your soul, forget the pettiness of bodily life.
"In your worship of a God of love and mercy, give yourselves in the arms of an
ardent filial love, a warmhearted love and forgive those who have offended you.
"Gather the faithful in my name and repeat my words without omitting or adding
anything at all.
"Go to the house of the poor to console them and bless them.
"Do not mingle in temporal things other than to unite that which has been
separated and to facilitate agreement among men.
"Be sober and discreet, but do not impose upon yourselves useless sacrifices.
"Despise world honors and be not slaves of prejudice. Dwell with the enemies of
God to edify them by your conduct and never curse anyone.
"Take me as an example and follow me, you shall not be my disciples anymore
nearly all of you. I am poor, remain poor, I am persecuted, suffer persecution, and
spread among all men hope, peace, the light of the Spirit."
Brothers of mine, the love of God transforms the human soul in creative, after having
humbled it under the testing of a painfully laborious development. The creative human
intelligence is the approach of the created Spirit and that of the Creator’s Spirit, it is the
organic perfectibility, the development of powers, such as the ecstatic thought had dared
to dream it; it is the illusion of a vast ideal converted into a serious poetry of the soul, a
devouring expansion of the Spirit.
Oh, my God! How far between this pedestal raised by your love for the rising generations
and the depths of moody teeming fools, of ruthless enemies, of monstrous heroes. How
far from the magnificent lobby of your abode of eternal glory and this darkness of fear,
where your name, pronounced with hypocritical sweetness is hosted by the stupid
laughter of a crowd exhaling clouds of dust and rivers of blood.
I will return shortly. I conclude here my fourteenth chapter.
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CHAPTER XV
Jesus, resolved not to avoid the danger, however surrenders once more to the pleas of his friends and agrees
to move to a distant colonial house. The priests feared the opposition of the people and wanted to
apprehend the Messiah unexpectedly and alone, for which they managed to coax Judas, who served them
well. The Master gives his final instructions to his disciples, promises his help after death and
affectionately says goodbye to them. Jesus is arrested.

T

he last time Jesus came back from Jerusalem to Bethany, he expressed the
intention not to fight anymore, not run anymore, and exhaust the bitterness he
was subjected to, to obey his heavenly Father.

"Do not try to turn me away from my goal, he said, but let us march together. Surround
me with affection and honor to hide from my eyes the ingratitude of the people and to
ease the remorse of my accusers.
"Everyone will say: Because they love him, they follow him, they tax honors to him, it
must be because they always see him as the Messiah, the Son of God.
"Do not grieve so much for our physical separation, and fulfill my law as if I was still
among you. My law is a law of love; the Spirit will dictate it at all times.
"Peace to men of good will!
"Here's what I mean by these words.
"Man is continually agitated by desires and repentances. His soul is never satisfied, his
spirit is eager for perishable things, his life passes between ignorance and greed.
"But if man is initiated by the will in the divine emanation, his soul becomes free and
happy, his Spirit walks through trails hitherto unknown, life aspires only to a possession,
that of knowledge.
"Yes - Peace to men of goodwill - They are God's workers, organizers of His
Kingdom on Earth."
The Passover feast was to take place, during that year, in late March and early April (I
express myself so to be understood). I wanted, as usual, to go to Jerusalem; but was not
unaware that the order to arrest me would be given and that the death decree had already
been pronounced.
Nicodemus, Joseph of Arimathea and his friends, fourteen in number, had refrained from
all deliberation not wanting to compromise the means in serving me during the last
moments, to save me perhaps. After their efforts to change the provisions of the people in
my respect, they went to Pilate, who gave them hope.
The sixteen were replaced and the court attached ten alternate members. All condemned
Jesus as an impostor, seducer, ally of the Spirit of darkness.
The defender appointed by the court to enforce the mitigating causes of my crime, had
stretched on a diffuse dissertation on religious monomania and had concluded, in
accordance with the opinion of the people of Nazareth, that I was merely a static worthy
of pity and contempt.
"It is necessary that this man die, cried the High Priest Hannan, because he is guilty
against divine majesty, with all the knowledge of a doctrinaire -. What are we coming to
speak of monomania, dementia, when it all points to a rare insight, a devouring ambition,
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a most dangerous personality? - Although dementia were not proven, the death of an
innocent man is preferable than the fall of the Priesthood and the ruin of a nation."
On Sunday March 27, was our departure from Bethany. The journey was very lively, and
the honors paid to me embraced the illusions of my disciples. Near Bethany we found
some foreigners, whose number increased as we approached the city. I gave way to their
wishes to let us be followed and we entered Jerusalem as victors.
It is not true that I was riding a donkey, but it is true that I was offered one, I rejected it.
Many crowded around me. Branches with leaves and flowers fell at my feet, and the
people of Jerusalem joined the nomadic peoples to be filled with enthusiastic
demonstrations. The populace is always a plagiarist and an instrument. It reproduces with
its atavistic instincts and obeys interests that do not belong to it. At times brutalized slave
or insane despot, the people become to know the rightful power only by the benefits of
moral education. Moral education restraints instincts and develops thoughtful reason.
When this is finally the agenda, the ruling classes will have understood true progress and
the Earth will rise to God.
One of the first people I recognized amid the crowd coming toward us from the city
surroundings, was my brother Elazar. I had to assume that my three older brothers were
together and they procured to fight the bad influence caused by my other brothers.
The day later became for me a very serious charge. The people who had proved to be
excited about my recent honors, accused me, before Pontius Pilate, of having brought my
human pretensions so far as to call myself a king.
The wisdom and willingness of the Roman judge took the matter as a joke.
"Probably, said Pontius, Jesus believes he is the first between the Hebrews and the word
King expresses his idea. - Be named then King of the Hebrews - But this King cannot,
under any circumstances, jeopardize the safety of the Empire."
On Sunday afternoon (March 27) we agreed to spend the night in Jerusalem. The next
day I was besieged to leave these places forever; I remained unmoved and that sort of
delirium that precipitated my words became later a prophecy.
I promised Mark to call him as soon as possible to my Father’s Kingdom, and to the
women who knelt down before me I said:
"You will have the courage to accompany me to death and God will place on
your foreheads, as on mine, the crown of martyrdom."
My disciples in Galilee all swore that they would surround me, and defend me to the last
drop of their blood. I welcomed these events with a melancholic smile and answered
nothing. Then, addressing my mother I said:
"You have among your son’s partners, mother of mine, a son and a brother who
will remind you of the missing one and they shall live so my Resurrection as a
Spirit is not denied. Of my disciples’ acquiescence mostly depends the health of
my doctrine in the present, just as the future of this doctrine depends upon my
disciples’ successors."
I agreed to elude my enemies yet again and went to stay in a colonial house, where on
other occasions we found good reception.
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Gethsemane, situated on an elevated spot, with a view of the Dead Sea, the Jordan, the
plains and mountains of Galilee, was to offer a quiet shelter, at least for some time.
The people had showed affection to us, and the priests, who feared most the popular
protests, hostile to their power, did abstain, surely, of providing them with a pretext with
a brutal assault. They sought a means to seize me without witnesses or noise and the
shameful defection of Judas was the work of them.
Of all my disciples from Galilee, Judas was the only one who did not accompany me to
Gethsemane on Monday morning. He reached us in the afternoon and his attitude caught
the attention of Peter who said to me: "What, then, has Judas? Look how concerned he
looks."
I approached him and asked him why he had left us at the time of our departure from
Jerusalem.
He had to visit some people, he told me, and I had the desire to be informed of the latest
measures taken with respect to us. They are such as to exclude all hope of escaping the
revenge of our enemies.
''You should not be sad for a solution that I've sought for, I said. Show yourself spirited at
the time of danger and keep the memory of the Master when I no longer find myself with
you."
I stretched a hand to Judas he squeezed weakly; his gaze avoided mine. I understood...
Unsure at first, I took party to pretend I did not know his plans and put him under
pressure at every moment. I entertained him, I drove him to expansions, to better
appreciate his reluctance and his perplexities.
On Wednesday Judas suggested we visit the olive groves covering the flank of the
mountain of Gethsemane on Jerusalem´s side and gave us the pretext of his occurrence to
the modifications that this location must have experienced. He suggested that the trip be
realized the next day...
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
The washing of the feet was one of John’s traditions; a demonstration of human equality:
The boss is the brother of his servant. The status ceases to exist when it comes to worship
God. The moral strength determines the elevation and man shows he is much greater in
the performance of his duties than in splendid demonstrations of his guiding
endowments. I gave evidence of my respect for the Apostle, adopting many of his
religious practices, but I kept only those that belonged to me, by the distance that I
established between them. The washing of the feet was held by me and my disciples,
every year, only on the eve of the great Easter Saturday. The dinner, or large evening
meal, preceded this feature. Our evening meal was a kind of solemnity, due to the
exclusion of all others, which we always maintained during our nomadic life, when we
were all together. My first twelve disciples and my uncle James were happy of the my
resolution not to admit strangers in our evening meal, and they took advantage of those
moments that they lengthened at will, to identify better with the words and intentions of
the Master. In those moments, precisely, so many recommendations were said and
repeated, so many promises, and also so many sermons were pronounced based on a deep
knowledge of the human nature. The yearly Friday of feet washing seemed to me too far.
I felt that an imminent danger threatened me, and I wanted to give my last days the nature
of a fatal accuracy of the events. So I asked my disciples to proceed that same night with
the washing of the feet. Everyone's surprise upset me, because I hinted their feelings and
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Judas inspired me even more pity than contempt in those solemn moments in which I
expressed the almost certainty of being apprehended soon. The affection of my disciples
of Galilee was sincere; although I hesitated, rightly so, about their determination.
In that afternoon session, which was the last, I conferred them the title of Apostles, giving
them details concerning what my Spirit understood about the work and sacrifices to be
carried out, what my soul embraced as purpose and love, promising them the power to
rule the world.
"Make of my instructions the rule of your conduct and call me when you have to
argue with men of bad faith.
"Whether you remain united, whether you separate for the good cause, I will be in
the midst of you and with each one of you.
"Faith shall never perish, but will become obscure by the false direction given to
my teachings.
Those who sustain the truth I will repay them handsomely with my consolation
and hope; but woe to those who move away from me! The voice of the Spirit shall
resound in the Spirit and the events will be bound in such a way, that the truth will
be reset and the impostors shall be confused and the ardent be rewarded and
punished the lukewarm.
"The malice and the wickedness of the world prepare bad days for you. Preserve
your faith pure of all affectedness and put no limits to your charity. The power
comes from God and I will convey that power.
"Seek God’s treasures and despise the riches of the Earth. Whoever exalts himself
shall be humbled before God.
"You are my Apostles, preach the word of God and proclaim His Kingdom
throughout the Earth.
"You are my beloved disciples, help the poor, they are my members; make it easy
to repent, vow forgiveness on behalf of God our Father.
"All that you have remitted, shall be remitted, and the grace will accompany you
in peace and in danger.
"Never repay evil for evil, but force your enemies to respect you. Substantiate
your faith more with your deeds than with your speeches, and in extreme
misfortune, remember my promise and my martyrdom.
"These promises I shall fulfill if you were strong and understood and practiced
what I command and what I myself have practiced.
"A quiet life is not a life for an Apostle and regularity in his behavior is not the
virtue of a disciple. The Apostle needs strength and courage to face ridicule,
contempt, persecution, slavery, death; and heroism should characterize the
disciples of Jesus.
"The Apostle will demonstrate God and shall suffer for the truth.
"The disciple shall abandon all worldly goods and the honors of the world. He
will leave the father, the mother, his wife, his children, before he denies my
doctrine, be it through his actions, his words, his abstention or silence.
"You are my Apostles and my disciples; I'll have to count on you and yet ... I
know that many of you will betray me."
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I was at the table, surrounded by the twelve; my uncle James was the thirteenth and was
about to cut the bread to start the meal. My Apostles rose sharply.
"Lord! Lord! - they erupted - Why do you torture us? - Why call us traitors, after having
entrusted the success of your work"?
"Those who betray me through weakness, I replied, shall repent; only he who
betrays me through revenge will succumb under the weight of his crime."
Judas kept his eyes lowered, but nobody took notice other than me. I recommended my
Apostles to retain the memory of that night and offered them the bread; Judas, who was
to my right, served himself first. John placed on my left, as usual, leaned toward me and
said; "In which of us have you thought, talking about betrayal?"
I said to John:
"He who shall betray me right now occupies a place of honor but others also will betray
me later and many cowardly will abandon me along the path of sacrifice."
I continued serving my Apostles and I insisted on leaving that task to me. Peter in front of
me was distracted; he did not eat or drink; I addressed him with these words:
"You no longer are a fisherman, my friend, you have become a fisher of men. Your net
will now be your instructions, and you shall gather in your boat the poor castaways, your
teammates will help you in the arduous struggle against the elements, you shall not
imitate those hard skeptic and proud Spirits, who will care for the causes of the
weakening and the disease before rescuing the wounded and relieving the sick.
"Blessed is the one who understands these words and puts them in practice!
"Blessed are the strong! They shall submit their passions to reason and will consider all
men as brothers. To bring to God the fools who ignore him, the wicked who outrage him
and rid the Earth of the ferment of dissolution is to cooperate powerfully to the universal
harmony.
"Convert yourselves in fishers of men, all ye my friends, and congregate as many Spirits
as you can.
"To be skilled in the art of fishing people it is necessary to possess the gift of sweetness
and resolution, the privilege to speak and be heard.
"You will have the right to speak when your consciousness attains quietness, and you
shall be heard if you yourselves are convinced of the truth you teach.
"The elevated position of a Servant of God does not stand out in the world, because the
strength and the light within him he does not ever use it to provide himself some power.
The honors and riches could not therefore be the privilege of my Apostles, and if I
promise you the empire of the world, it is with the condition that you be sweet of heart,
be strong in Spirit and hold the right to speak and the gift of being heard.
"The lazy will fatally become hypocrites.
Not having had the courage to follow me, they will let doubts be distributed about my
person; and the desire for worldly joys, the thirst for honors, the love of riches will drag
them towards prevarications, to the shame of pretending they are my disciples, as they
also deny me through hidden actions.
"Because there will be lazy ones and hypocrites, Jesus shall reveal himself again to
separate the good grain from the bad.
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"He who is not with me is against me. All misunderstanding is a lie; I am the truth.
"Fear nothing, I will support you and protect you, and my Spirit will keep the place that
my body and my Spirit occupy now amongst you.
"Behold, the hour which approaches fills me with anguish not because of me but because
of you. Never, as now, have I loved you before. Honor me, when I am no longer among
you, loving one another and forgiving those who will have offended you.
"Be faithful to my voice and adore the Lord our Father, preaching peace and love
everywhere.
"I shall not drink this grape juice with you anymore; but when ye come together in my
memory, you will feel my presence in the joy that will penetrate your soul, in the
certainty of your Spirits over all things.
"You shall understand my words in the apostolic activity as in the silence of your
renunciation, and that which you should ask for, for the service of God, I shall grant it to
you. But do not weaken your knowledge of the spiritual things, mixing them with things
of the Earth. Our alliance is at this price, i.e., you must despise what I have despised and
honor what I have honored.
"The disciples are not above the teacher, teach then my doctrines without omitting or
adding anything and refute the doubts and errors in order to convince the unbelievers
regarding your science. This science will not abandon you; the Spirit shall drink from the
Spirit and, and till the end of times, the grace will shine for all men of good will.
"My dear disciples: tomorrow, maybe, we shall separate. Love me as I have loved you,
and include all men in your love, in my memory. I give you the world to conquer and my
light shall guide you. I promise you the glory of God.
"I name you my successors and I bless you.
"Peace be with you and with your Spirit.
"Come and give me the kiss of farewell."
My Apostles fell upon me. I remained standing and my face reflected an intense emotion.
Judas kissed me like everyone else.
It was midnight when we dried the feet of my Apostles.
I say we dried because my uncle James, whose affection for me was associated with a
deep sense of devotional practice, helped me whenever I had to express with a personal
task the worship of a religious idea. On this occasion he begged me to concede him most
of the priesthood; it’s the word he used.
I limited myself to serve Judas, Peter and Philip, giving as a reason for my choice the ripe
old age of those three Apostles.
All my efforts would be futile. Judas would not believe in my love, nor understand that I
had guessed him nor admit that I felt regretful for my previous predilections, nor quell the
pride to listen to his consciousness.
On Thursday morning I was somewhat comforted of the ingratitude because of a proof of
love.
Simon of Bethany and his relative Elazar came to visit us. My mother and the other
women begged me that I receive them in my place of retirement and my three older
brothers wanted to meet me in the midst of my misfortune. Martha was meanwhile in
Bethany, because of her weakness, increasingly ill, at her sister’s home, from whom she
had concealed my escape from Jerusalem. I trusted Simon the painful duty of preparing
my friends for the fatal outcome and turned back to the matter that the day was coming,
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my hours were numbered and that the meeting of our Spirits would take place in my
Father’s Abode.
These words caused Simon’s tender emotion, I hugged and embraced him for a long time
and my tears blended with his. A few moments later Simon and Elazar started their way
back to Jerusalem.
I had refused them all permission to follow me to Gethsemane, because I wanted to
devote the time I had left as a free man to the expansions of my soul before those I had
named as my successors. There was yet another reason for this preparation of my last
days; the presence of my mother and my saintly women companions would have
constituted a real danger in times when the Apostle, the founder, the man, had to
concentrate his forces to fill the mission of the Son of God. Never my trust and love, had
resulted in both so much abandonment and ardor, never so clearly did the future manifest
itself between the sequence of my spiritual visions.
''You are my flesh, you are my blood, said I, my Spirit is in you and all the powers of the
Earth will not achieve dominance over your power, that shall be Universal.
"If you do not remember all of my words, preserve their spirit, choose between myself
and the world, not to serve two masters.
"Even if you part from my doctrine for some time, more or less long, my doctrine would
not bring to less the light of the world, because others will come after you who shall
replenish what you had removed and they will listen to my voice. I will tell them
everything that I said unto you, and God will have his Temple across the Earth.
The world is full of hypocrites. They do the opposite of what was ordered; others publicly
honor what they deny in the secret of their consciences; my disciples will have to
proclaim the truth and follow the moral that it endorses; these I will recognize.
"The world is full of fanatics, superstitious and unbelievers; my disciples will have to
instruct the ignorant and convince the unbelievers with examples of virtue and the
reference of our alliance, before and after our corporeal death.
"I will favor only those whose Spirits continue my path and that will share, from the
bottom of their heart all misfortunes.
"I grant you all my power; but if you should turn infidels, I will withdraw it from you,
and my light will be delayed in the world, and the name of God will be blasphemed, and
desolation, confusion, crime and wickedness will reign everywhere.
"Be my substitutes, not just my successors and say: We are his flesh, his blood, his Spirit.
What we do in his memory, the Lord orders it and fulfils it in us."
Brothers of mine, the meaning of these words: You are my flesh, my blood, my Spirit, the
sense of these words repeated many times during my last days, was falsified in order to
erect a wicked dogma, lacking all logic at the same time.
"Do all things in my name, act as if I were visible among you," these are ways that I often
used to give the presence of my Spirit the authority of the memory of my unalterable
willpower; to embed into my Apostles’ thoughts the most irresistible of my means of
action in their future practices. It is precisely because the instruction exercised by my
renewed promise, to always find myself between them, to which it must be attributed the
fervent obedience of my immediate representatives.
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The stroll was planned to take place almost at nightfall. My Apostles seemed to have
forgotten it and Judas himself remained under the charm of the melodies of the heart.
I evoked the reality of the past and the ghosts of the future. Everyone equally participated
of my transports of tenderness, and my looks, my smiles, filled them with joy.
I was sure that a surprise was hidden under the appearances of a careless curiosity, when
I remembered my disciples the favorable time so our tour was not troubled by something
importunate, nor threatened by complete darkness on our return.
We left, some of them happy with the idea that my forebodings of the previous day
would not be confirmed, the others silent, almost sad.
I expressed my desire to Judas to go with him all the way to the Garden of Gethsemane
and leaned on his arm. We talked about entirely trivial things, for nearly forty minutes of
our walk, then we sat down in the shade of a fig tree and my Apostles sat on various piles
of stones. Judas turned away from me; I had anticipated this. I ran distracted glances
toward the thick groves of olive trees, whose length and thickness prevented a good sight
all over.
I got up after a few moments of rest, calling out to Judas, my traveling companion. I
called out to no avail.
Then I pronounced accusing words that could not be altered by any doubt in their clarity.
"The one you call is nearby, he is coming.
When you see him the victim shall be delivered to the executioner."
The cries, the imprecations of my Apostles were heard while the ramble noise of many
men reached us. Judas did not appear; he had lacked the audacity of the crime at the last
minute.
The soldiers, with Roman shields were eight in number; two relatives of the Holy Office
accompanied them; the latter pointed me to the armed troops and a soldier put his hands
on me. Peter hit this man; I hastened to reprimand my Apostle in these words:
"Be still, my friend, resistance is useless. Without bending down as guilty, we
must suffer the human law with resignation."
John put his arms around me, my uncle James implored God on his knees and my brother
ran toward Jerusalem. Everyone else seemed in terror. Matthew, Thomas, Alpheus,
James, John’s brother, accompanied me to the house of the High Priest Caiaphas;
Thaddeus, Philip, Judo, Simon, Peter's brother, returned to Gethsemane. After my death
they were to join those who remained hidden in Jerusalem.
They asked my disciples to sit on a bench in the yard and I was introduced in a spacious
room, where Caiaphas the High Priest Hannan, son-in-law of Caiaphas and a delegation
from the Sanhedrin composed of twenty members were assembled. The High Priest
proceeded immediately with his interrogation of me:
"Jesus of Nazareth, you are guilty of seduction, desecration of witchcraft and as
such you have been condemned to the death penalty.
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"To obey the law that punishes you, we must hear your self-defense and facilitate
your confessions by the exposure of the charges against you. Behold, here is the
result of testimonies we have collected.
"Jesus the Nazarene was associated from the beginning to the factors of disorder,
which sought to subvert the proven purpose to upraise the people against the state
law.
"More still, Jesus of Nazareth has publicly spoken out against the respect due to
the civil powers. He has entitled himself as a reformer of the Mosaic law,
mediator between God and men, the Son of God, at last.
"Resting on this monstrous title for his wickedness, Jesus of Nazareth became the
idol of an ignorant people to which he announced the Kingdom of God,
increasingly captivating it, with the supernatural appearance of his actions and his
predictions.
"Jesus of Nazareth, dare you argue that you are the Son of God?
-I interrogate you, answer."
This phrase was instigated by my silence; my silence continued.
"And your miracles, prove them, therefore, added harshly the High Priest. Say
what you can to reduce your crimes and demonstrate the science that you pretend
to possess, followed Hannan.
"If you produce a miracle, followed Caiaphas, we will believe in you and
proclaim your divine filiation."
A contemptuous smile accompanied these words. I raised my head and looked at my
judges.
Many cried: He provokes us, ignoring God’s Justice, he deserves the punishment
intended for the greatest offenders, the most hardened criminals! The soldiers were
ordered to take me away.
From a low room, which overlooked the courtyard, it was easy for me to understand the
purposes that my Apostles and followers harbored and those of the house of the High
Priest. The soldiers on guard had started playing and seemed to have forgotten me.
-Are you the convict’s companions? Someone asked Peter.
-I do not know the man, answered my Apostle. John and his brother appeared to be in
good relations with a person who advised them to leave not to be denunciated. They
followed the advice.
My uncle James renewed before them all, his oath to die rather than deny his alliance
with me. Drawn by this act of courage and loyalty, Mark, Alpheus and Thomas, assented
that they were my disciples, and added that they would not leave me. Peter and the two
sons of Salome were those who had most exteriorized their tenderness towards me,
offering their friendship in the delicate form of a happy expression of countenance and
sweet voice inflections. Making of this submission the attractiveness rather than the
occupation of their own time, I had to overcome many difficulties so that Peter’s
excessive candor would lead to an independence of thought, so that the fierce imagination
of the two brothers would approach the enthusiasm of the generous personalities, to lead
them all the way to confuse their willpower and hopes with mine. This weakness of the
last hour exceeded my expectations.
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The soldiers’ entertainment disguised the outside noise, and, after observing petty scenes
of drunken players, they made me the target of the jeers of those stupid rude and
ferocious men.
When it finally dawned, many were asleep, others started to drink again, and wanted to
force me to drink with them.
My hands were tied together to take me in front of the Roman procurator.
The architecture of the praetorian was built in the Greek style, its columns loaded with
ornaments; stone blocks simulated balconies on all the windows, with cornices on all
platforms that linked, two bodies of parallel construction, on all floors.
The palace occupied a fairly large space.
An open room for everyone, offering that enabled meetings and chats, while it was time
to appear, in person or by a representative, in any litigation or criminal act affair.
Appealed civil trials were confirmed or amended by the senior civil magistracy, that had
its seat at the palace and which decreed, settling, its final judgment.
Corporal punishment and the death penalty, whatever the religion of the condemned and
the authority which imposed the punishment, had to receive the conformity of the Roman
imperial sovereignty delegate, and this delegate was then Pontius Pilate.
Pontius was forty-two years old. He was a man of righteous feelings, weak temperament,
sweet and affable; but ambitious and always ready to sacrifice his convictions to keep the
job, which had become difficult in its performance due to the many disagreements that
were daily raised between the competing interests of a mixed people and at odds with the
demands of the Hebrew party. Pontius hated the Jews; but he did not want an open war
with them, because he had been pointed out by previous statements from the former High
Priest Hannan as a systematic enemy of the religious forms and theological disputes,
issues, said the statements, that did not correspond to the prosecutor.
The minute Pontius saw me, he passed his hand across his forehead as to discard a
thought whose memory tires him. Then he asked me the usual questions, which I
answered simply and without excitement.
"What crime has this man committed?" - Asked Pontius, addressing a character
whose mission seemed to be to accuse me and to stipulate the nature of my
sentence.
"Jesus of Nazareth, said the interrogated, is a revolutionary, a renegade, a maker
of miracles. He compromised public safety and erected himself as a divine power.
"The briber, the impostor, has been judged by sacred justice, but the tutor of
human freedoms, which is beyond human powers, the disturber of social laws, the
preacher of equality, the demoralizer of the poorer classes is under trial by the
representative of emperor Tiberius.
"Jesus, the Son of God, will be stoned as impious, or Jesus of Nazareth, guilty
before God and the emperor will rather suffer the torture of the cross? - We will
appeal to the people if necessary."
Pontius was astounded at such audacity. Thus not even his opinion was asked
before appealing to the people. The people, shouting frantically picked up the
words that had instituted it as the supreme judge, words that had been spoken
outdoors, on one of the platforms we talked about before.
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- "He must be crucified!" - This cry was immediately repeated everywhere.
"He’s called himself God and King; he has boasted to destroy the temple and
rebuild it in three days!"
Pontius answered that the King’s title seemed an elevating term only among the Hebrews,
thereby circumventing the political responsibility issue that I was accused of; but the
people lifted up against me the most formidable threats, and the most vicious sarcasms.
"Well, if he is our King let's put a crown on his head, let’s give him a scepter and
let us salute him as King of the Hebrews and Son of God."
"Tell us, then, Son of God, it would have been at least necessary to hide your
mother, your brothers and sisters. Ah! Now we will give you your kingdom, your
entrance to your Father’s Kingdom, double King, double impostor!"
Pontius was desperate because of the futility of his efforts. Suddenly he gave orders to
untie my hands and announced he wanted to question me alone.
Preceded by Pontius I went in to an austerely furnished room, whose exits were all
locked. The door was closed by the prosecutor himself from the inside, who ordered me
kindly to sit down, declaring that there were there no more than two men, whom one
asked the other the reasons that induced him to seek death, attacking the very essence of
the Mosaic law, and persist in order to die, since he had wasted the chance of escaping
his enemies.
I explained to Pontius my inspirations as a child, my studies as a man, my alliances, my
hopes as a Spirit in the infinite light; I gave him a rough excerpt of my doctrine, of the
relations between the worlds and the Spirits, and I presented the ignominious death that
awaited me, as the crowning glory of my honors as Messiah.
''What if I got to save you? - Pontius interrupted.
''Do not attempt it, I replied, you'd see yourself dragged by the people’s
hurricane... listen... "
Pontius smiled contemptuously. "You should agree to live in retirement, he said, I
will earn time and I’ll employ my power."
"Moreover, Pontius said, I had a dream last night regarding you and I feel a heavy
responsibility upon myself in the present and for the future.
"These priests who want your downfall will despise me for being afraid of them;
these people will repent and posterity will accuse me, at least, of weakness."
"Posterity, I cried, will know that you have offered me my life and I chose to
die.
"For me death is a crown. For me, to live would be a desertion, cowardice, an
irreparable fall."
I got up, myself indicating the end of the interview, and added:
"From my Father’s Abode, which I am about to enter now, I shall bless you,
for you have understood the truth and have defended it with courage."
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We went back to the place we had left less than an hour before. The crowd was more
compact now and the shouting was becoming seditious; threatening Pontius, they asked
for me to be delivered to them immediately.
After obtaining a little quiet, Pontius spoke these words:
"He whose death you ask for is a righteous man."
"You shall not have from me an affirmative decree on behalf of the Emperor. The
innocent blood that you are about to shed, let it fall upon you; I wash my hands
for everything that will happen."
And Pontius Pilate washed his hands under pouring water before the people who
redoubled their shouting.
Pontius went back into his apartments.
The person in charge of directing the preparations for executions asked the people whom
of the four criminals, whose death was marked for that day, they wanted to dispense
according to tradition.
"Not our king, cried the crowd; freedom to him from the remaining three that you
like the most."
Now, as among those three was a thief, a most dangerous and well known murderer, the
idea of opposing each other was taken; to awaken, if it still existed in that people, a sense
of justice.
In any case, the people condemned me once again!
At that very moment I became the plaything of a senseless crowd and the soldiers
responsible for my custody, joined the mob. A crown of thorns was placed over my head,
on my shoulders a scarlet blanket (this took place in one of the courtyards of the palace),
and they all bowed down to me, saying, "Hail, King of the Hebrews."
Many hit me, one spat in my face.
After two hours of heinous and cruel amusement I was stripped of my clothes and on my
body completely naked, the torture of flagellation was applied. Two tears burned my
cheeks. Those were the last.
It was noon when I arrived at Golgotha.
My strength was exhausted and I had not been allowed to carry the instrument of my
punishment, it was a tree trunk, divided and adjusted into a cross, and I could scarcely
keep myself standing when my naked body was exposed to the most despicable taunts of
the most disgusting rabble. But this time, at least, my Spirit focused on radiant outlooks,
lost sight of the men and their appalling dementias.
My thoughts on the cross had at first been intended to the authors of my martyrdom, to
the ungrateful and weak, and I cried out:
"Forgive them Father, for they do not know what they are doing!"
My sufferings on the cross were the cause of the weakness of the Spirit and I said,
"Father of mine: Why have you forsaken me?"
My consolation on the cross was the memory of my friends, my trust in their promises.
Recognizing my saintly women companions and my mother, protected and sustained in
their midst, James, the decent brother of the heroic Mary, Mark, Peter, the two sons of
Salome, I blessed the repentant and, more than ever, I believed in the unwavering future
loyalty of them all.
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The insults kept on ... an inscription with these words: Behold the King of the Jews! was
placed on my head.
Two criminals were suffering by my side my same ordeal; but contrary to what is said,
they did not insult me.
The soldiers that had crucified me got hold of my things and distributed them between
them and, with dreary mocking words addressed me with words like these:
"Come down from the cross and we will believe in your divinity."
"Call your father to come and release you and pronounce our condemnation
making us perish before you die."
"Give us an access card, Jesus, so we are granted the joy of your triumph in your
Father’s Kingdom."
My eyes were clouded; a more violent oppression than the others confused me and I fell
asleep surrounded by the human darkness to awaken within the divine luminosities.
It was only three o’clock.
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CHAPTER XVI
The passion and death of Jesus. His first moments when he opens the eyes of the Spirit in the spiritual
world. His observations regarding this state and in relation to the conditions of human life, that develops, in
general, amid the darkness of ignorance and evil.

B

rothers of mine, death reveals to the Spirit its past and its future.
Death releases the soul from the material life and tightly links it to the Spirit
so that the Spirit becomes invulnerable by way of the soul. It means that there
is no more lack of memory, furious impetus, interruptions or decreases in its
discernment and activity, because the soul now free from the fading that the
bodily nature imprinted on it, dilates in an ever-expanding contact with the perfectibility
of intelligence.
The soul associated with the material body withers in the atmosphere of morbid causes
and the Spirit now weighted by the intoxication of the material senses, no longer is a
producer and is hurled into extravagant demonstrations.
Death gives back the soul and the Spirit to the nature inherent in them; the first is the
contemplative one, the second the laborious; one of divine origin and the other of
immortal destiny; both feed on the spiritual principle, until their next new dependency of
a human nature. Death provides the Spirit with comforting but also ruinous memories.
For an Evil being memory is a punishment; for the strong and the just it is guidance and
improvement.
Remorse takes different forms, all of them based on the impressions of the memories, and
the benefit of hope does not exist for the unfortunate who are seized by the vision of
crime and fear of retaliation. The light of the future becomes more or less clear for the
Spirits returned to freedom after death.
The freedom earned in the struggle of intelligence with the carnal instincts, prepares the
Spirit for the audacity of all endeavors and the soul for the strength of all impressions.
Wisdom is born from the freedom of the Spirit and the power of the soul. It disheartens
the being from the ephemeral greatness and generates contempt for human things.
The deviant from the moral sense, the hungry for worldly joys, the unworthy owners of
intellectual skills, the murderous heroes, all the wicked of laziness, all the lame by
cowardice, are dominated by terror in the spiritual life, until their first amendment from
pride, which expresses the first corroborating impression of their soul, the first effort of
the Spirit to understand something further of that which surrounds it.
The easy understanding of its transformation, abridges the Spirit from the painful
surprise, while certain reasoning prepares it for resignation, for courage, for learning. In
all spiritual mansions there are mixed Spirits of various skills. At each stage of human
life there remain Spirits that are above the generality of the people. The Earth receives
new Spirits, forced to emancipate themselves with trials, whose length and rigor is
established by God’s Justice.
The Earth receives within it perverted Spirits, marked with a stigma by God’s Justice that
will be cleared only after numerous stays among men. Apart from these two aspects of
terrestrial humanity, the Spirits are distinguished by their degrees of advancement.
Immediately after the Spirits too new to understand the spiritual principle, we have the
lazy Spirit, the Spirit skeptical by pride, the Spirit superstitious by weakness, all
accountable and that can improve in the spiritual life. The intelligent, the researchers, the
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scholars, the Apostles and the Messiah flutter in the material mansions and constitute the
center of progress. The Spirits considered able to collaborate in the universal progress,
are distributed and placed in the carnal worlds, according to the strengths that each one
nurses and according to the moral greatness that should result from this action, in the
established human centers, by the good performance of their missions. It is for them to
penetrate the mystery of life and death, notwithstanding the darkness that surrounds
them; it is also their duty to reveal and worship the intelligent and creator principle,
source of wisdom and immortality, to crumble idols and erect a Temple to God.
If they divert their eyes from the objective pointed out to them, if they depart from
progress to follow the old intrigues of bodily passions, if they seek an ideal of personal
glory with the contempt for that sublime tradition of their predecessors, that is: That they
should conquer or die for the truth, whatever comparison is imposed on the
victories or the defeats; personal interest must be sacrificed before the public
interest and rise among men, humbling themselves before God; if finally, they lose
faith and courage, if they succumb, God erases them momentarily from the great phalanx
of his leaders.
The Earth used to bear and still bears many Messiah, Apostles, erudite, researchers and
the intelligent. But you can easily reckon the spirits who, through a persistent willpower
¹, have shaped sensitive movements in the upward march of humanity.
These meditative spirits or agitators, who bring good tidings for the future, rarely are
honored and followed during their human passage. They almost always die out in a
miserable darkness or die ignominiously before the people.
We have made the account of Jesus' death with the people as eyewitnesses; let us,
brothers of mine, analyze Jesus’ happiness after his bodily death and the memories that
he preserved, after centuries of transfiguration, without exaggerating any part of the
confidence of my Spirit with yours.
I have revealed my personality, and I have affirmed my identity to you, I told you about
my weaknesses, my suffering, my sweet hours, my brightening between the shadows of
the human nature and my martyrdom on the cross. Should I not have to complete my
work now introducing you to the delights of my soul, to the honors of my Spirit, eager for
love and discoveries?
¹ The development of willpower, precisely, is the basis of all progress, even more, of the apostolate; but one needs to
take real account of what this development means and what is really meant by willpower. See what was indicated in
Chapter XVII, "The Education of Willpower" of the book: “Elements of Magnetology,” by O. R. page 257.

Death causes the destruction of thought and the soul’s reign of power. Matter sleeps
forever, the soul and the Spirit sleep during a limited season due to Divine Justice.
Jesus’ soul and Spirit slept for a few hours.
The removal of the terrible scenes that Jesus had attended as principal actor, was the first
benefit of his awakening and the confidence of his happiness came from the recall of his
memory.
Jesus had forgotten his recent past, whilst remembering the promises made to his
strenuous performance. Jesus nothing perceived now of his human torture and his soul
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seemed to return to a beautiful dream whilst his Spirit sought the reason for the
movement that was produced around him and the cause of the stimuli of his willpower to
shake off the torpor that kept him motionless.
Jesus gradually felt his strength mix with his own desires, and manifested his presence
with an invocation of a few words:
"Father of mine!"
Many voices replied,
"God loves you and blesses you!"
Many faces bent over mine, I recognized them and smiled… And the made light became
intense.
Disseminated Spirits met together; the harmony of colors and sounds filled Jesus’ soul in
a divine ecstasy and his clairvoyant Spirit gauged the extent of the conquests of
intelligence, now in possession of its spiritual strength, free of the weaknesses of the
material nature. The independence of his soul discovered God and his spiritual freedom
glimpsed in the infinite the countless works of infinite wisdom.
The sensitive emanations of God’s perfections are as a lever to achieve the honor of
God's excellence and the spiritual life now with no possible return to the material life
stands as a complete ecstasy designed by the treasures of God's love.
Jesus began with restricted demonstrations among his spiritual family, he then rose in the
spiritual hierarchy, studying the general principles of the universe.
All spirits, in the state as such, without possible return to carnal life, are willing to study
and put together their forces to fertilize the path of the worlds.
All are linked by fraternal love and strengthened by a continued dedication to the lower
things within the universal order, everyone must or can describe the harmony of creation.
But if the Beings in the spiritual state remain closely linked in their forces to attend to the
Creator's glory, what happens to them happens to all beings in the same category: the
enthusiasts go before the timid and these are stimulated by example and inspired by love.
That a shadow among many shadows, a light in the midst of so many lights attracts more
especially the study of the Spirit, this Spirit even preceded and followed by thousands of
others, can start as one of the first of the causes of the shadows, in the phases of the light.
Generally the shadow announces a germ of future explosions, or a transient carnal spirit
world or world in ruins.
The hesitant and partial light indicates the uncertainty of conservative and fruitful
principles, this is true for both a spiritual world as a material one. God’s magnificence is
manifested mainly where the suns and worlds of first magnitude glitter. These suns and
these worlds are not equal, and their evolutions follow the position or are related to their
position in the planes of the Ether.
Jesus had to remember his former abode soon enough to keep the promises he had made
to many, though as late as possible so his Spirit was not troubled by images of death.
From the elevated sphere inhabited by him, Jesus discovered the Earth and sought the
means to reveal himself to his friends. The manifestation of thought requires little
preparation from thought itself, since only some expression of the desires at that same
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instant is need, so the Spirit, free from the material bonds, can easily identify itself with
the human Spirit.
The rarest manifestations of thought in regards to thought itself evidenced by
unconcealed forms depend on a preventive or incidental power, that the human spirit
honors but misuses.
This is not the opportunity to indicate the dangers and pitfalls of any manifestation
caused by futile curiosity purposes or temporal interests, but what I must pronounce is
that the Spirits of light do not employ the materially proven manifestations but for the
glory of God and pursuant of a fraternal duty.
Jesus, accustomed to read in the Spirit of his dearest friends, found them willing to
recognize the benefits of his inspirations, and comforted and supported them in the tests
they had to endure and strengthened their faith; he also placed in the soul of many of
those who had chased him the remorse of their crime and the desire to repair. Jesus
enlightened the ignorant and the weak; Jesus communicated with the loving souls and
these pulled themselves off of the vision of the cross to be entertained by their favorite.
Jesus honored all those who had given a part of their trust and affection. The physical
death of his repented pursuers did not make him forget the debt of the heart and the
brotherly support he owed them. Through the different cities they passed, through the
honors and humiliations that they attracted with their jobs and virtues, all rested often in a
mansion prepared by Jesus. At every stage of the spiritual journey they enjoyed the
pleasures of the gathering.
Firmly convinced of the decrees of God and the justice of these decrees, Jesus remained
placid and a viewer of the weaknesses, mistakes, crimes ... and always honored by his
mission, he waited patiently for the hour to reveal himself at last.
In the midst of persecution, between the sinister blaze of the flames, the populace sleeps
in its brutalization. Gradually awakened by the sound of the princely joys the populace
inhale the hatred and sow fear among the representatives of the social order. In the respite
that follows all human revolutions, wisdom prevails and the writer, the thinker, the
philosopher seek from the past the lessons for the future. The people’s freedom, by the
light of reason, is also gradually built; and the alliance between the material and the
spiritual worlds stimulates an intermittent march of progress.
Jesus had preserved relationships from era to era, but could not stop the revolts, or
moderate the abuse of authority effects, since his direct and persistent mediation could
not overcome the difficulties of the hour, too early to serve as a clear parliamentary.
Many times in this same century he tried to reveal himself. These tests were unfortunate;
and even today they contain a narrative with many abstractions, incomplete judgments,
because the depositary Spirit, fighting tirelessly against the material obstacles needed
Jesus to use caution when conveying his word, so that the depositary did not have to
succumb under the weight of too strong emotions and by many ways multiplied.
The honors of mediumship are not acquired without causing disruption to the human
organism and these disorders often determine the imbalance of mental faculties.
The pitfalls encountered by many Spirits, although predisposed to mediumship, had to be
avoided by Jesus who favored them with his word; but notwithstanding the power of the
spiritual principle how necessary it was to constantly encourage them, support them, and
even surround them with precautions! Is not human nature bound by all the sufferings of
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contradiction, by all scourges of morbid states, of all the effects of terrestrial and carnal
passions?
Dreadful sophistry prepare the tempests; Jesus makes his voice of Apostle of God heard
to all humanity, of which he is always the Messiah, and that because of the expansion of
His Spirit in a human Spirit. This depositary Spirit possesses all the powers inherent in
the understanding of the works of Jesus. It is of an obscure condition among men and is
linked to Jesus by spiritual dependencies.
However, as the provisions of any depositary Spirit do not lend themselves to expressions
of a higher order or are rapidly rundown by them, the Human Spirit depositary of the
word of Jesus had to prefer isolation to noise and to make the lights of truth prevail over
all temporal interests, failing this Jesus attempts would have been in vain.
Brothers of mine, bless the majestic alliance of your Messiah with God and gather the
fruits of Jesus’ sweet alliance with a human spirit.
I have kept my word to express to you why I have come at this time and in this place
rather than another.
I should add that your present situation draws the compassion of all Spirits worthy of
God's love.
Peace be with you, brothers of mine.
Never this word was of such needed application. Peace be with you, and that wisdom
may open the paths of happiness.
Peace be with you! And that death from here may give you a free life under the gaze of
God.

END OF PART ONE
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